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Abstract 
A technique is required to measure the temperature of rotating compressor wheels at 
speeds of up to 80,OOOrpm and within the range 100°C to 250°C. Present available 
methods such as emissivity cannot be used due to the substantial interference from 
surrounding objects, nor can thermocouples due to their affect on the airflow within the 
compressor. Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) has been used successfully on rotating 
objects, but at speeds much less than the speeds which are required for implementation 
on a running compressor. Previous work with LIF has related the decay time of the 
fluorescence with temperature, this cannot be accurately implemented at high speeds due 
to the short amount of time that fluorescence is available to the detector, and as such as 
short amount of the decay curve is collected. 
The fluorescent peak positions and intensities are to be used for temperature 
measurement in this project. Numerous materials have been considered from which two 
materials showed great potential for this technique, they' were Ruby and Yttrium 
Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped (YzOz:Pr). Ruby has been used previously for 
temperature measurement, but not from rotating objects. It is shown here that this 
material can be used to measure temperature remotely. YzOi:Pr has not been used 
previously for temperature measurement, it has been shown in this work to have a strong 
relationship with temperature. 
The attachment of the material to the compressor wheel has required the creation of a 
fluorescent paint, a technique' which is presently use\!, and plasma coating, a technique 
which has not been considered previo~sly. For.R:~9ypowder the paint technique did not 
produce strong fluorescence. For YzOz:Pr the. pa.~n.ttechnique worked well producing a 
strong fluorescence signal and was shown to withstand repeated heating and cooling over 
a 7 hour period. The plasma coating technique' produced a strong reliable fluorescence 
signal. 
/ 
Software has been developed using Lab View to enable the required information to be 
extracted from the spectrum and a temperature reading given oudn real time. 
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Glossary 
Term Definition 
Absorption Absorption occurs when a molecule absorbs a photon of light, this light energy 
can then be translated into rotational, vibrational or electronic modes, which is 
dependent upon the wavelength of the light absorbed. 
Brittleness Tendencyof a material to fracture without apparent plastic deformation. 
Compressor, An air compressor in where the pressure rise occurs by the centrifugal forces 
centrifugal created bya rotating impeller. 
Decay-time The time for the excited state concentration to decay to I/e (about 37%) of the 
initial value. 
Delay-time The period between abso~tion and start of emission. 
Emission The liberation of electrons trom the surf~ce of a substance. 
Emission spectrum The electromagnetic spectrum produced when emission occurs. Excitation is at a 
constant wavelength and the wavelength for viewing emission is varied. 
Excitation spectrum The emission is viewed at a constant wavelength and the excitation wavelength 
is varied. This resembles an absorption ~ctrum. 
Fluorescence Light emission from a material with decay time <IO·'sec 
Fourier transform The expression of a function as a summation of sinusoidal components. 
Incandescence The emission of visible radiation at high temperatures. 
Laser A source of ultraviolet, visible, or infrared radiation which produces light 
amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. 
Lifetime Also known as Decay-time 
Luminescence The general term for fluorescence and pho~horescence 
Moving average Takes the average of a certain number of data points to create a trend. 
Phosphor A substance which emits luminescence at temperatures below that where 
incandescence would occur. 
Phosphorescence Light emission from a material with decay time> 10·'sec 
Photobleaching The lack of fluorescence emission trom the excited molecule to a chemical 
reaction with its surroundings or due to break up. 
Photodegradation The process of decomposition under eXJ>.osure to a radiant energy, such as light. 
Plasma A gas made up of charged particles. Usually plasmas are neutral but not 
necessarily so. 
Plasma Spraying Propelling molten coating material against the base metal by use of a hot ionised 
gas torch. 
Plasmas Electrically conductive gasses which are composed of neutral particles, ionised 
particles and electrons but which taken as a whole are electrically neutral. 
Plastic Deformation The changes in dimensions of items caused by stress that are relaxed after stress 
Q-switched laser A state that allows the laser to run at very low losses, increasing the Quality 
factor of the cavity allowing the build up of very short very intense laser pulse. 
Quenching Quenching in terms of fluorescence is a process that decreases the intensity of 
the fluorescence. 
Thermoluminescence Therrnoluminescence is the process in which a material emits light when being 
heated. 
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Definition of terms 
Term Definition 
BaCIF:Sm'+ Barium Chorofluoride activated by Diavlent Samarium 
Cr Chromium 
Dy Dysprosium 
Eu Europium' 
Gd Gadlinium 
La Lanthanum 
La,O,S:Eu Europium-doped Lanthanum Oxysulphide 
La,O,S:Eu Lanthanum Oxysulphide Europium doped 
LaF,:Dy Lanthanum Fluorine Dysprosium doped 
LuPO,:Dy Lutetium Polonium Dysprosium doped 
Mg.,(F)Ge06:Mn Manganese-doped Magnesium Fluorogermanate 
Nd Neodymium 
Tb Terbium 
Ti Titanium 
Tm Thulium 
Y Yttrium 
Y,O,S Yttrium oxysulphide 
Y,O,S:Eu Yttrium oxysulphide Europium doped 
Y,O,S:Yb Yttrium oxysulphide Ytterbium doped 
Y,O,S:Tb Yttrium oxysulphide Terbium doped 
Y,O, Yttrium Oxide 
Y,O,:Eu. Yttrium oxide Europium doped 
Y,O,:Gd Yttrium oxide Gadlinium doped 
Y,O,S:Pr Yttrium oxysu"'-hide Praseodyium doped 
Y,SiO,:Ce Yttrium Silicate Cerium doped 
Y,(AI,Ga),012:Ce Yttrium Gallium Garnet 
Y,AI,012:Ce Yttrium Aluminium Garnet Cerium doped 
also known as Y AG:Ce 
Y,AIO,:Ce Yttrium Aluminium Perovskite Cerium doped 
YAG Yttrium Aluminium Gamet 
YAG:Dy Yttrium Aluminium Garnet Dysprosium doped 
YAG:Nd Yttrium Aluminium Garnet Neodymium doped 
YAG:Sm Yttrium Aluminium Garnet Samarium doped 
YYO,:Dy Dysprosium-doped Yttrium Yanadate 
YYO,:Eu Yttrium Yanadate Europium doped 
ZnTPP Tetr<l]3henylpQl]lhyrin 
vii 
Introduction 
1 Introduction 
The measurement of temperature using contact techniques when high speeds of rotation 
are present is complex. Conventional techniques are difficult and sometimes impractical 
to implement. The measurement of the temperature of moving objects through a non-
contact technique is important to enable the design of a system to be improved. This 
technique has particular benefits to the engine industry, where it is important that 
techniques used do not affect the normal running conditions, as this can cause localised 
temperature changes. The traditional methods of measuring temperature involve either 
attaching probes to the surface or touching the surface with a probe. Recent 
developments have lead to the introduction of infrared techniques, laser induced 
fluorescence and thermoluminescence. 
Must have requirements Ideal requirements 
Measure temperature in the range Measure temperature in the range 
I OODC to 250DC 20DC to 300DC 
Will cause very little disturbance to the Have a self referencing technique 
normal running conditions 
Can be used to measure temperature on the Can be set up on site 
tips of the blades 
Can be used at speeds tram 40,OOOrpm up . Invasive 
to 80,OOOrpm, on wheels of diameter 
140mm. Equivalent to O.6km/sec 
Does not use infrared techniques Accuracy of + I DC 
Can be measured in real time Take reading on each rotation 
Temperature measurement is localised to Can take temperature readings at more 
area of interest and is not affected by than one point 
surrounding objects 
Can be implemented in a standard test cell 
Withstand pressure changes of 4bar 
Easy to implement in industry 
Record the temperature readings for 
analysis later 
Table 1-1 The project specification 
Holset Engineering, a manufacturer of turbomachinery requires a non-contact method of 
detecting the temperature on' a rotating compressor wheel. This involvement with 
industry has meant that the project has constantly been in touch with the needs of 
industry in this area. The stresses in the compressor wheel during operation are related to 
temperature, and therefore being able to measure temperature will enable the stress to be 
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determined. This allows the areas of weakness to be determined and allow for 
redesigning of the compressor wheel. 
The temperature range that the compressor wheel is expectea to achieve in normal 
running conditions is 100°C to 250°C, this is therefore the temperature range of interest 
for this project. It is the temperature at the tip of the blades that is of interest, in the first 
instance. Speeds of up to 80,OOOrpm are possible and the diameter of the compressor 
wheel can be up to 140mm. The temperature reading will be used to improve the 
software implemented for designing the compressor and therefore heIp to improve the 
efficiency and help determine the maximum running conditions. Emmisvity based 
temperature measurement techniques have been tested previously by Holset and have 
been shown to be unsuccessful for this problem. The requirements of Holset Engineering 
for their temperature measuring system are summarised in Table I-I. 
Within the compressor the temperature is directly related to the efficiency of the 
compressor, being able to measure the temperature accurately will mean that the 
efficiency of the compressor can also be measured I. This temperature range is of 
extreme importance to the engine industry as a whole, as it is well known that the 
strength of aluminium starts to decay rapidly above temperatures of 200°C 2. Thus 
measuring the temperature of the compressor wheel will allow the strength of the 
material to be determined. This will enable Holset to determine whether the engine can 
be pushed further, or whether different designs are feasible. 
Thermoluminescence and emissivity methods are similar in that they both use a reaction 
of the object to temperature to determine its temperature. The advantage of 
thermoluminescence is that the wavelength used is unique to the coating, whereas with 
emissivity surrounding surfaces are also emitting similar wavelengths which cause 
interference. Thermoluminescence is used for both temperature and pressure 
measurements. Phosphors can be used for measuring temperature in the range -200°C to 
1900°C dependent upon the phosphors. Although phosphors are available to measure 
temperature in the temperature range, very few are available for the range 25°C to 300°C. 
The pressure sensitivity of the majority of the phosphors is outside the pressure range 
within the compressor. 
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1.1 Compressors and turbines 
Compressors are devices used to increase the pressure of a flu'id or gas using as minimal 
an amount of input power as possible. Greater efficiency and an increase in compression 
ratio from compressors are being sought, this leads to an increase in operating 
temperature and therefore in stress levels in the compressor). The pressure of a gas or 
vapour may be increased either by decreasing its volume or by importing to it a high 
kirietic energy which is converted into pressure energy in a diffuser4 . The use of inducer 
guide vanes increases the fluids angular momentum without increasing its radius of 
rotation. 
Inducer or rotatin 
guide vanes. 
Figure 1-1 The Compressor Wheel 
The compressor process is carried out In a compressor stage which comprises four 
elements5• 
• The inlet casing - whose function is to accelerate the fluid to the impeller inlet. 
• The impeller - in which the energy transfer occurs, resulting in a rise of fluid kinetic 
energy and pressure. 
• The diffuser - whose function is to transform the high kinetic energy of the fluid at 
the impeller outlet into pressure. 
• The outlet casing - which comprises of a fluid colleCtor known as a volute or scroll 
and a conical outlet diffuser which further transforms fluid kinetic energy into 
pressure. 
Advances in turbine design means that turbines can run at much higher temperatures. 
Knowing the temperature of the compressor wheel will enable it to be run at much higher 
speeds, and therefore increase the efficiency of the compressor. Temperatures, at which 
the superalloys are used at present, will struggle, the movement is towards ceramic 
3 
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materials. This leads to temperature measurement problems as existing techniques such 
as thermocouples, black body and emissivity can no longer be used. 
1.2 Overview of the project 
A brief overview of the project is given here and how all the processes are. brought 
together. Different methods of temperature measurement available were first of all 
investigated. This showed that attached electronics were not feasible due to their method 
of attachment and size which would affect the airflow around the compressor. To transfer 
the data, from the rotating object, slip rings are required; this can be difficult to 
implement with many sensors. Radiation techniques were not a possibility due to the 
amount of interference from the surrounding casing. It was determined that luminescence 
is the best method to use, as it gives a reading that is unique io the coated area, and does 
not affect the normal operating conditions. Ideally a non-invasive technique would be 
preferable though this is not possible as radiation techniques cannot be used, and 
aluminium is not known to fluoresce. Therefore the least invasive technique is used 
which is the addition of a luminescent coating. 
The main technique used for temperature measurement is the decay time technique. This 
technique is not viable at the speeds which are being considered here, as it requires the 
decay time to change significantly during the time. available, and for the detection system 
to be fast enough to be able to detect the changes accurately enough. When spinning at 
80,OOOrpm, the edge of the compressor wheel, which is the fastest point of interest to be 
measured, will be moving at O.6kru/sec. This will require a decay period of less than 
20llsec, for the majority of the fluorescence to be collected and for the detection system 
to be able to detect the change over this time period. Short decay times can also become 
rotation rate dependent, so at this speed a decay time greater than I. 7msec would be 
required to avoid this. 
The feasibility of the fluorescence technique using peak position or intensity is to be 
examined through experimental means. A suitable luminescent material is to be selected, 
this requires an absorption wavelength at an easily available high intensity wavelength. 
4 
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The emission peak is to be temperature dependent, easily separated from the excitation 
wavelength and to have a short decay period. The collection of the luminescence by a 
fibre optic is to be considered, as is the selection of a suitable detector and analysis 
software. Materials which are known to show a luminescent temperature sensitivity also 
tend to show a pressure sensitivity. The pressure that is expected within the compressor 
is up to 4bar, it is therefore important that the luminescence does not show a pressure 
dependence over this pressure range. 
This led to the selection of luminescent materials for the temperature range 25°C to 
300°C, but in particular IOO°C to 250°C. The initial selection was Ruby as this has the 
possibility of being self calibrated which would remove the need for calibration of each 
separate sample. The major disadvantage of this material is i~s long decay period of 
3msec. This means that when spinning at high speeds only a small proportion of the 
fluorescence is collected by the detector. 
The main advantage of Ruby is the two peaks separated by about 2nm, both of which 
change with temperature. A number of variables can be used to determine the 
temperature and so produce a more reliable reading. Ruby is also pressure dependent, 
though previous research shows that this can be accounted for6. The ratio between the 
two peaks can be used for temperature measurement. This value is independent of 
coating quality, excitation intensity and variation on position of excitation, and can 
therefore be used as a self-calibration method. 
Different ways of attaching the substance to the aluminium wheel were considered. This 
requires obtaining the Ruby in a powder form so that the material can be coated as finely 
as possible to the wheel. Creating a Ruby paint by mixing Ruby powder and adhesive 
together was considered in the first instance. This was found to bond well to the wheel 
and withstand the conditions within the compressor housing. The use of the adhesive 
reduced the amount of fluorescence received by the detector. Plasma coating was then 
used, this melts the Ruby and uses an air stream to project the particles onto the wheel. 
This method of coating produced much stronger fluorescence but is much more difficult 
to apply. 
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A material with a much shorter decay time was required, the Phosphor Yttrium 
Oxysulphide was therefore considered as this has a much shorte( decay time of 7llsec. Its 
intensity reduces with temperature, it also has a number of wavelengths at which it 
fluoresces that can be used for self-referencing. 
To implement the technique on a rotating object means that a fully gated system is 
required. The system requires a compact light source and spectrometer, as the equipment 
will have to be easily moved so that it can be used on different test rigs. A technique of 
attaching the material to the wheel also has to be derived. The creation of fluorescent 
paint was considered along with plasma coating. The ideal light source is a Q switched 
laser as this emits short high energy pulses, a pulse length of less than 20llsec would be 
required. The light would then be transmitted to the compressor via optical fibres, a 
different optical fibre would be used to transmit the luminescence back to the 
spectrometer for detection. 
To enable the fluorescence spectrum to be related-to temperature, data analysis had to be 
undertaken and this involved determining the type of peak so that the peak's details are 
determined. These are then used to create a relationship between temperature and the 
spectrum. The use of different smoothing techniques was considered this included 
Fourier Analysis and Moving Average. 
The finished product is a temperature sensitive coating, whose luminescent spectrum can 
be collected in real time and after data processing can be used to determine temperature 
in less than 1 second. 
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2 Literature Survey 
2.1 Temperature Measurement 
Literature Survey 
Temperature Measurement 
There are many ways of measuring temperature. The two main temperature sensors 
available are radiation thermometry and thermocouples, though these do have 
disadvantages for our project. Thermocouples are surface mounted which disturbs the 
airflow, the heat transfer characteristics and the temperature at the point at which it is 
attached, but they have a high failure rate. Thin film thermocouples have negligible affect 
on temperature but do not adhere well under adverse operating conditions. Radiation 
thermometry gives erroneous readings in the presence of intense background radiation 
and they only work for temperatures above 700°C. These techniques also do not work 
well with low emissivity values and aluminium is well known for its low emissivity, and 
oxidation of the aluminium at temperatures around 300°C can also affect the emissivity 
values 7. 
Temperature measurement does not always give true temperature readings, this is often 
due to non-equilibrium conditions. A temperature sensor, even if well designed, will not 
always indicate the temperature it is supposed to be measuring, as there is often a delay 
while the sensor reacts to the change in temperature. Uncertainty of temperature 
measurement within a high-speed compressor environment is made up of many variables 
that include; detection period, sensor reaction speed, and· temperature noise from 
surrounding objects and sensor placement. 
Electrical means of measuring temperature are intrusive and can be affected by external 
factors such as static electricity, ionised air, humidity and being dropped. Infrared 
techniques can be inaccurate due to interference from the surroundings. Liquid crystal 
thermography has a limited range from -25°C to 250°C, and their individual active 
temperature range is constricted8. It was noted by Size et al9 that when using liquid 
crystals for temperature measurement the wavelength recorded would change depending 
upon the viewing angle. 
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Temperature Measurement 
In the aerospace industry, where scaled down models are used in. wind tunnels for surface 
pressure testing, pressure sensitive paints are used. The paints used for these experiments 
must meet the following requirements 10: 
• Sensitive to very small changes in temperature. 
• Be robust, and adhere to the surface and withstand the temperature and pressure 
ranges it faces. 
• Be able to be polished to the required surface smoothness. 
• Easy to apply to large surface areas. 
• Be removable without damaging the fmish of the surface to which it is applied. 
As thermoluminescent materials are insulators there will always be a delay in 
temperature from the surface temperature of the object to the surface of the 
thermoluminescent coating. Light based systems are faster than most other systems of 
temperature measurement, as they tend to have smaller mass, if any, and therefore react 
much quicker to temperature change which is an important advantage on high speed 
applications. 
Non-contact techniques are much more favourable compared with contact techniques as 
these will produce less interference with the running of the normal running conditions of 
the compressor. Non-invasive techniques would be the preferred technique to use as this 
would not cause any changes whatsoever to the running of the compressor. A non-
contact method of measuring temperature is required to ensure that this causes the least 
amount of change on the normal running conditions of the compressor. 
2.1.1 Temperature sensitive paints 
There are two types of temperature sensitive paints available. The first will melt or 
change colour at a certain temperature, these are generally used to wam of over heating. 
The other will gradually change colour as the temperature rises. They do not produce an 
accurate reading but do work at temperatures well above IOOO°C 11, they are used more 
as a guide to give a general temperature reading. 
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Temperature Measurement 
The reliability is affected by the length of time the paint is being heated for. If a surface 
is gradually heated to the required temperature then colour change can occur at lower 
temperatures. The accuracy of this technique depends greatly upon the properties of the 
paint and the measurement system used. Inaccuracies can occur due to chemical and 
physical properties, detector noise, and changes in the signal received from the coating 
due to contamination or shift in the object. Although these cannot be eliminated they can 
be minimised or compensated for. Short exposure time will decrease the inaccuracies 
from the chemical and physical properties. Monitoring of the input intensity will account 
for fluctuations in the light source, control of the equipment temperature will reduce the 
detector noise. Using a non-intensity based technique can eliminate errors caused through 
shift in the object or degradation of the coating or through a referencing technique, this 
will also help to reduce errors produced through the apparatus used. They tend to be able 
to be used only once as the colour change tends to be non-reversible. 
2.1.2 Radiation thermometry 
Radiation thermometry is a non-contact method of measuring the surface temperature of 
an object from the thermal electromagnetic radiation emitted. They can be used for 
taking spot, line or area temperature measurements. This technique is also known by; 
emissivity, pyrometers, infrared thermometers, fibre optic thermometers, thermal 
imaging radiometers. Low emissivity leads to an underestimate of temperature in this 
technique. 
There are three main problems in trying to determine the temperature from the signal in 
this technique: 
I. The value of emissivity varies in different materials, and is generally unknown. It 
depends upon surface roughness, contamination, oxidation, angle, polarisation, and 
wavelength. . 
2. Reflective fluxes from the surroundings is a big problem especially when in hot 
surroundings, or with materials with high reflectance. The surrounding can be taken 
into consideration in complex calculations that tend to rely on estimates or secondary 
measurements and can therefore be inaccurate 12. 
3. Absorption by the gases between the surface and the detector can affect the result l2 . 
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Temperature Measurement 
The paper by Zhang et al 13 describes more completely the application of these 
relationships and the various experimental methods. 
To measure temperature using the optical pyrometry technique requires the intensity of 
the thermal radiation from the sample to be measured and compared to a known variable 
source. High optical background, such as infrared from surrounding surfaces, stops this 
technique from being used and the emissivity of the sample inust be known for this 
technique. 
By using a pulsed a laser beam onto the object the emitted and reflective fluxes can be 
separated. The emitted flux will pulse with the laser and the reflective flux will be a 
constant I 2. A two colour technique has also been developed which allows much lower 
temperatures to be measured using optical pyrometery. Two measurements are taken at 
two different wavelengths the ratio of the signals can be used to determine the 
temperature. Temperatures as low as 3400 K have been measured using the two colour 
technique and 3000 K using the pulsing technique. 
There are a number of different types of infrared thermometers available l4 . Total 
radiation types are sensitive to all wavelengths, the transmission of the materials used can 
reduce the wavelength ranges seen. They are simple, reliable and relatively inexpensive 
and have been in use for many years. Partial radiation types are sensitive to wavelengths 
shorter than a cut-off set by the detection optics. Filter types, which are sensitive to a 
band of wavelengths, are determined by the inclusion of a filter in the optical system. 
The partial radiation and filtered radiation types can offer greater precision. There is also 
the use of two thermometers to produce a ratio type, the' two thermometers having 
different sensitivities. These are placed within the same housing and can reduce 
emissivity errors or those associated with partial obstruction of the target. 
Spectral radiation from an object changes with wavelength and temperature. Limiting the 
detector to a waveband whose upper limit is around that of the peak spectral radiation 
will provide optimal performance. The errors due to inexact knowledge of the emissivity 
or incorrect filling of the field of view, are much reduced in partial radiation 
thermometers than total radiation thermometers. 
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Temperature Measurement 
These techniques are currently implemented in a number of industries such as glass, steel 
and semiconductor chip manufacture. Their main advantage is that nothing needs to be 
attached to the item being measured. Radiation thermometers can measure temperature in 
the range -50oe to 3,OOOoe with ±O.l % 15. They are designed to focus on specific 
wavelengths dependent upon the material being measured. An infrared thermometer must 
have an unobstructed line of sight to be successful. As with other optical means of optical 
temperature measurement fibre optics can be used. 
The main disadvantage of the infrared technique is the interference of radiation from 
surrounding objects. Filters can be used to remove known interference as long as it does 
not clash with wavelengths being measured. Interference from the surrounding 
environment can be taken into consideration by using the equation below 14. 
Equation 2-1 
where; 
E = emissivity of object 
Ts = temperature of object 
T F = temperature of surroundings 
Q = radiation received by the thermometer 
The surrounding temperature can be measured usmg a second sensor such as a 
thermocouple or another infrared sensor. 
When measuring the surface temperature within a hot environment errors can be reduced 
by painting the surface to be measured black. This will reduce the amount of radiation 
reflected by the surface. The use of windows to view the surface can absorb infrared 
radiation and so affect the readings of infrared detectors. 
Generally radiation thermometry is more effective and simpler to implement for high 
temperature measurement. As infrared techniques are emissivity dependent they can be 
used for temperatures above ooe, this means that they are also dependent upon the 
surface condition. Surface finish needs to be considered, as does degradation of the 
surface due to coating with debris and oxidation. Painting the surface black can help to 
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provide uniform emissivity 16. For implementation on a rotating object, the object will 
have to be imaged allowing the temperature of the same spot to be measured each time. 
These techniques also do not work well with low emissivity values and aluminium is 
well known for its low emissivity, and oxidation of the aluminium at temperatures 
around 300°C can also affect the emissivity values 17. 
2.1.3 Fibre optic thermometers 
Fibre optic probes can be used for measuring environmental temperature, whether it is 
liquid or gas. Most are a slight variation from radiation thermometers. They are 
characterised by those that use the fibre as the transducer18 and those that use the optical 
change in a secondary material 19 • 
Those using the fibre use the increase in scattering coefficients of liquid core fibres with 
temperature or by implementing the Raman ·effect. These tend to be more expensive than 
the use of a secondary material due to the light sources and signal processing that is 
required. 
Those that use the characteristics of a material have involved the use of the change in 
absorption characteristics with temperature20. A temperature sensing material is placed at 
one end of the fibre, the other end is attached to a measuring system that collects the 
radiation that has passed down the fibre, this information is then processed into a 
temperature reading. This technique is not viable for surface temperature measurement 
from a rotating object. 
2.1.4 Luminescence techniques 
The use of the luminescence method as a temperature. sensor is based on one of the 
following: Intensity change with temperature, shift in wavelength of the luminescence 
peak, change in shape of luminescence peak, decay time changing with temperature. 
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Delay between excitation and emission changing with temperature. The main advantage 
of this technique is that it is a non-intrusive, non-contact means of measuring 
temperature. 
Using the technique of fluorescence or absorption shifts can reqUire expenSiVe and 
sometimes delicate optics. The lifetime technique does not require such expensive 
equipment but the sensitivity to temperature can be less21 . In some cases, to overcome 
each of these disadvantages, the intensity ratio of two peaks can be used. A combination 
of techniques can be used to make the technique more accurate and reliable. 
Dissolving a fluorescent material into a host can affect the molecular structure and 
therefore the temperature dependence. This will need to be a consideration of the coating 
techniques used and the material that is selected, as mixing the material with an adhesive 
may change the temperature relationship of the material. Choosing a field of view that is 
similar to the shape being measured will help to fill the field of view and therefore 
increase the accuracy of the measurement. 
When using the decay time technique with magnesium fluorogermanate activated with 
tetravalent for temperature measurement of measuring the decay time after the excitation 
source had ceased.' It was determined by Wickersham et al22 that to achieve a 
reproducibility of ±I QC it was required to measure the lifetime to an accuracy of 
microseconds out of a total life time of several milliseconds. 
It is possible that to cover a broad temperature range accurately more than one phosphor 
may be required, or two different emission lines from one phosphor, which react to 
different temperature ranges to cover the whole temperature. This technique has been 
used successfully by Wagenaar et al to measure the temperature of flowing single 
particles at speeds of up to I Om/sec 23. 
The angle of incidence of the emission wavelength onto a filter is important, because if 
this angle is increased the peak wavelength shifts to shorter wavelengths. An increase in 
temperature causes a shift to longer wavelengths, this shift is dependent upon 
temperature and the filter. This implies that care has to be taken in the arrangement and 
that the repeatability of a set of readings will not be able to be repeated accurately. Many 
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of the differences gained will be due to the alignment of the optics and the apparatus 
used. The system will therefore have to be calibrated each time it is used. 
The fluctuation of the speed of the turbine will affect the consistency of the point being 
monitored. This will also affect the calibration when intensity based techniques are being 
employed. Pulse jitters, and trigger error of the laser are also factors, though these are 
minimal especially with modem equipment. 
2.1.5 Summary of temperature measurement 
techniques 
A number of techniques for temperature measurement have been considered in this 
chapter. Those which are of most interest are the non-contact techniques; temperature 
sensitive paints, luminescence, radiation thermometry, and fibre optic thermometry. 
Ideally for measurement within a compressor a non-invasive radiation bascd technique 
would be chosen but this is not possible due to interference from the surrounding 
material. When using this technique the emission from the material is dependent upon the 
surface quality and the exact composite of the alloy. It can also be affected by any gasses 
within the atmosphere between the surface and the point of collection. These techniques 
also do not work well with low emissivity values and aluminium is well known for its 
low emissivity. Oxidation of the aluminium at temperatures around 300°C can also affect 
the emissivity values 24 
The attachment of electronic measuring devices to the rotating surface will affect the 
operating conditions of the compressor thus affecting the temperature of the blade. This 
will not give a true running condition of the compressor wheel. The method of 
attachment can also cause localised stresses on the blade, which in turn could affect the 
temperature of the blade. It is also difficult to add multiple sensors due to the use of slip 
rings to transmit the data from the rotating object.. 
Temperature sensitive paints are available but these indicate that a certain temperature 
has been reached rather than giving a continuous temperature reading, and are therefore 
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not suitable for this application. Fibre optic, temperature sensitive probes are used in 
measuring environmental temperature such as air temperature, or fluid temperature. 
These are used successfull y in industry but cannot be used for temperature measurement 
of moving surfaces, though they implement the luminescence technique. 
Considering the options of measuring temperature outlined in this chapter, it has been 
decided to look further into luminescence as a possible technique for measuring the 
temperature of a rotating surface. The advantage of luminescence over the other 
techniques is that it is a non-contact technique, which is unique to the coated area, and is 
the least intrusive technique available. As this technique is· non-intrusive it will cause 
little affect to the air flow within the compressor and therefore the operating conditions 
of the compressor. The temperature range that can be measured is dependent upon the 
luminescent material ·chosen. 
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Luminescence is the property that some materials have of being able to absorb light of a 
specific wavelength and then convert some of this absorbed energy into light of a longer 
wavelength. This change in wavelength is due to strain within the molecular structure. 
Anything that changes this molecular structure will affect the luminescence. The main 
factors being impurities, thermal treatment, stress, UV rays, particle size, infrared 
stimulation and pressure. Luminescence is generally as a result of the introduction of an 
impurity into a host lattice through heat treatment 25. 
There are two forms of luminescence; phosphorescence and fluorescence. The 
differences between the two is that phosphorescence occurs at a lower energy state 
(longer wavelength) and is red shifted which makes it easier to distinguish from the 
energy source. Phosphorescence has a longer delay time, also known as delayed 
fluorescence, and a longer lifetime, this means that when the exciting wavelength is 
removed the emission can still be seen. With fluorescence the time delay between 
absorption and emission is only a fraction of a second so when the exciting wavelength is 
removed the emission apparently stops. The choice of whether to select a material that 
emits phosphorescence or fluorescence will depend if steady or unsteady conditions are 
being measured. 
Thermoluminescence is the light emitted during heating or cooling of a sample that has 
absorbed energy from radiation. The heat present during thermoluminescence is only a 
moderator and cannot by itself cause the luminescence. An extra stimulant of an optical 
type is required to produce the luminescence. The amount of oxygen in the atmosphere 
can affect the thermoluminescence spectrum 26, as oxygen can act as a quencher. Pressure 
sensitive luminescent materials require oxygen, whereas temperature sensitive materials 
do not 46. Thermoluminescent samples are insulators, this means that there is always a 
delay between the actual temperature of the environment aIjd the temperature of the 
luminescent material, the delay depends upon material thickness and conductivity of the 
material. 
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The emission is affected by environmental conditions that c"an cause a decrease in 
intensity, duration of emission or width of the bands, this process is known as quenching. 
There are four main types of quenching; temperature, oxygen, concentration and 
impurity. When quenching occurs the energy inputted into the system through the 
excitation wavelength is removed through photon coupling between molecules. 
The intensity of the emission is directly proportional to the intensity of the excitation 
wavelength. An increase in temperature will cause" a decrease in intensity. The 
luminescence intensity is proportional to the molar absorptivity. It is possible that a 
material can absorb too much energy, emptying the ground state of available electrons, 
therefore the fluorescence decreases at high concentrations. 
When changes in temperature pressure and other variables occur simultaneously intensity 
based techniques would produce a more reliable technique than those based around the 
shift in position of the maximum fluorescence 27. 
The efficiency of a material is determined by the energy emitted by the material to the 
energy absorbed. This can be temperature dependent in some materials and gives the 
opportunity for temperature measurement. 
2.2.1 Temperature measurement 
When using the luminescence technique as a temperature sensor there are two basic 
methods available. Those using an optical fibre itself as the transducer, and those that use 
an optical effect in a material. 
2.2.1.1 Measurement using emission peak properties 
The shape of the emission peak as well as its position can be related to temperature for 
some luminescent materials. Some materials will emit one peak, others will emit many 
peaks. 
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The intensity of some of the peaks found in the fluorescence spectra decrease with 
temperature. This tends to follow a trend so that the peak intensity can be used to 
determine the temperature of the material. 
An advantage of this technique is that it can be used in 2D measurements. The 
disadvantage of this technique is that the inJensity is dependent on a number of factors. 
These are the excitation source power, condition of the coating, the structure of the 
material, and changes in the fibres and detector. Ratiometric techniques remove some of 
these errors and provide a signal independent temperature measurement technique. It is 
inexpensive, and expensive optics and electronics can be protected from the environment. 
Thermographic paints are readily available, Ervin et al 8 have used these on a curved 
surface over a temperature range 24°C to 55°C using the ratio technique. They have 
compared the temperatures given by a thermocouple to those given by the phosphor, a 
difference of 1.2°C was recorded using a resolution of 0.3nm. 
It can be that the intensity of some peaks increase with temperature while others decrease 
with temperature, in the same phosphor. This was so with the material Zinc(II) 
Tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP). This is explained by the increase from delayed 
fluorescence which is due to thermal activation, and the decreasing peak is 
phosphorescence28 . 
2.2.1.1.2 The ratio technique 
The ratio technique involves using the ratio of two intensities of ~JUtput wavelengths from 
a single excitation wavelength as described by Goss et al 29. The two beams are both 
dependent upon the same environmental changes, such as losses through the fibre, and 
variations in the excitation source. It provides an accurate self-referenced measuring 
system. The variable that is dependent upon the change in temperature here is the 
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intensity of the variable wavelength. The ratio of the intensity of these two emission 
wavelengths gives a linear relationship to temperature. 
The technique could either use one peak that does not change and one that does, or two 
peaks that change at different rates, or more than two peaks to get an even more reliable 
result. It is possible that this technique will have wavelengths that are temperature 
sensitive at different temperatures. This would therefore enable the temperature profile of 
the turbine blade to be monitored more accurately during heating and cooling. This may 
require different excitation wavelengths to be used. 
The rare earth ion Dysprosium (Dy) introduced into a Y AG crystal has been determined 
to be an ideal fluorescent species for thermometry. Dy: Y AG has been proved to be 
sensitive to temperatures up to l526°C 29 and was used with an excitation wavelength of 
355nm from a Nd:YAG laser. For optical thermometers pink Ruby laser rod has also 
been used with the excitation wavelength gained from two green LED's with peak 
emission at 565nm 30, Ruby has a wide absorption band centring at around 555nm. 
The emission signals are very repeatable and therefore the main errors occur due to the 
electrical equipment, and the initial calibration. Errors occur due to background and 
detector noise. Fluctuations are also possible due to the presence of wavelength 
dependent effects in the optical system which collects and conveys the phosphor's 
fluorescence 31. 
As well as using the value for the intensity to determine the ratio value it is possible to 
also use the integral over a certain bandwidth 27. 
2.2.1.1.3 Shift in wavelength 
The wavelength at which a material emits luminescence can change with temperature, the 
luminescent peaks will shift to longer wavelengths with an increase in temperature. 
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It is thought that any variable that causes a change in density, for example pressure, will 
also produce a shift in the fluorescence and absorption wavelengths. Munro et al have 
shown that it is possible to measure temperature and pressure simultaneously. 
2.2.1.2 Time dependent techniques 
The length of time that the emission occurs is known as the decay time. This can 
decrease with increase in temperature. The time between stimulation and emission is 
known as the delay time. This can also be temperature related. 
2.2.1.2.1 Decay-time technique 
The use of the decay-time technique has proven to be extremely reliable for the 
measurement of temperature. It is possible to achieve high· accuracy in temperature 
measurement even with poor signal-to-noise ratio 32. Allison et al noted 33 that it is this 
property of the fluorescence that shows the most dramatic change with temperature. 
The advantages of this technique are its insensitivity to ambient light, paint thickness and 
surface curvature. A pulse laser is used as the excitation source. Although large 
variations in paint thickness can reduce response times, this is ro).lghly proportional to the 
square of the paint thickness. 
The main disadvantage in implementing this technique on to a rotating object is that the 
decay-time must be such that it will change significantly in the time in which it passes 
through the detectiori optics. For short decay times this measurement must occur quick 
enough to enable very small changes in the decay time to be recorded accurately. This 
technique is not viable for a 2D approach because the decay-time is so rapid that it is not 
possible to obtain the necessary images over the measurement area to compute the decay-
times 34. 
The lifetime can be affected by collision broadening, natural lifetime, non-radiative 
transition in solids 35. It is not affected by irihomegenous broadening in magnetic fields, 
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and the statistical strain broadening so long as the adiabatic condition holds 35. The 
velocity of ions in crystals is too low for Doppler broadening to be significant 35. 
Phase-modulation spectroscopy involves the measurement of the phase delay and 
amplitude modulation index of the fluorescence emission with respect to a periodic~lly 
modulated excited source. In time decay spectroscopy this technique has been used at 
frequencies of 200MHz 36. Phase-modulation can discriminate lifetime differences from 
different molecules that photon counting techniques cannot resolve. 
The intensity of the light emitted falls rapidly with time, this can be related by the 
intensity of the radiation emitted 1(1), at a time t after termination of the exciting pulse, the 
initial intensity 10, and where T is the decay-time characteristic of the medium. 
f{t) = foe-Y. 
Equation 2-2 
Neodynium (Nd) is one dopant that has been used with this technique, and was 
successful for temperatures up to 130°C 37, though temperatures up to 350°C are thought 
possible. This dye has three absorption bands, 750nm; 805nm, 860nm, the strongest 
being 805nm. 
Other compounds used include Barium Chorofluoride activated by Diavlent Samarium 
(BaCIF:Smz+)3. This has a high quantum efficiency and narrow band emissions. This 
compound was excited at 417nm, and temperatures of up to 350°C were attained. 
LazOzS:Eu has also been used for temperatures up to 300°C, with excitation wavelengths 
of337nm produced by a Nz laser 31. 
Work undertaken by Allison et al states that a disadvantage of the decay-time technique 
is that the measurement is dependent upon the speed on the surface from which the 
measurement is being taken. When the target's surface speed is comparable to or greater 
than the inverse of the phosphor's characteristic decay-time, the calibration of intensity-
based methods becomes rotation-rate dependent 31. A wheel spinning at 80,000rpm and 
with measurements taken at a diameter 140mm a decay time greater than 1. 7msec would 
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be required. Advantages are it is less susceptible to the effects of electronic drift, ground 
loops and other forms of interference which produce uncertainty in dc measurements 31. 
The use of this technique will produce a very reliable reading as it is the structure of the 
dye itself that produces the results. This will require testing of the dye at high 
temperatures in case of breakdown within the structure due to the temperature. Ruby has 
been used with this technique for temperatures up to 6000C 38. 
2.2.1.2.2 Delayed fluorescence 
The time between the substance being excited and fluorescence being seen varies with 
temperature. This factor can also be used for temperature measurement 39. It is the triplet 
lifetime which decreases with the increase of temperature. This leads to an increased rate 
of delayed fluorescence. This technique is not widely used for temperature measurement. 
Acridine Yellow and trehalose 21.39 glass combination have been used with this 
technique. The reduced diffusion rates in the glass prevents quenching from competing 
with the decay process. The combination of an activated decay route, and direct decay of 
the triplet state determines the triplet state lifetime at a given temperature. There is a very 
high temperature sensitivity due to the slow phosphorescence rate and the large energy 
barrier compared to other materials used. 
2.2.1.2.3 Absorption changes 
The absorption spectrum of the dye changes with temperature, this can be monitored 
using techniques readily available. Here the excitation spectrum is monitored at a given 
emission wavelength, while the temperature changes. 
One compound that has been used with this technique is LuP04:Dy 40, where a Nd:Y AG 
laser was used at 266nm. It was noticed that the absorption lines do not appreciably 
broaden or shift. 
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2.2.1.2.4 Summary of the luminescence techniques available 
The use of luminescence as a means of measuring temperature has been widely used for 
both environment and surface temperature measurement. There are two main techniques 
used for determining the temperature from the luminescence, using the peak shape, or 
using the decay time ofthe fluorescence. 
Using the intensity of the emission peaks by themselves is not a reliable method as 
intensity of the peak is dependent upon a number of factors such as coating and laser 
energy. Using the ratio of peaks is a possibility, as this will remove non-temperature 
factors. The main advantage of intensity based measurement is that it the possibility for 
use as 2D measurement rather than single spot measurement. The ratio technique can be 
implemented through the use of two excitation sources at different wavelengths if the 
material can be stimulated at two wavelengths. This would require the intensity of the 
excitation sources to be measured, and the emission to be at two distinguishable 
wavelengths. It could also add extra expense to the final solution. Alternatively if a 
material emits more than one wavelength from the same excitation source then the ratio 
of the peaks can be used. This has the advantage of reducing the amount of equipment 
and measurements required thus creating a more reliable solution. 
Using the shift in wavelength provides a technique that is independent upon changes 
such as the coating and the laser energy. Depending upon the material, the position of the 
wavelength may also change with pressure. This will have to be considered when 
selecting the material as the pressure within the compressor will change during operation, 
though this could be compensated for within the calculations but would introduce more 
error. As with the intensity technique it has the possibility for 2D measurement. 
The decay-time of the luminescence has been shown to provide a strong relationship with 
temperature for a number of materials. This technique has the advantage of being 
independent upon coating and other environmental conditions. To implement this 
technique under the required conditions, a decay time less than 20flsec would be 
required. This technique can only be used for single spot measurement due to the short 
decay times. 
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From the above techniques it is the intensity ratio technique and shift in wavelength 
which is to be followed further. The main reason for this is that they will allow the 
technique' to be developed into a 20 profile. The very short lifetime required for the 
decay time technique at high speeds would mean that large changes in temperature would 
result in only small changes in the lifetime, decreasing the accuracy of the system. The 
very short lifetime also makes it very difficult to be able to collect the lifetime data 34. 
Using the ratio of intensities and the peak positions provides the opportunity for self-
referencing which would remove any differences in the coating and effects due to 
external influences such as optical collection. A self-referencing technique will also 
remove the requirement of extra equipment making the system cheaper and easier to 
implement in industry. 
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2.3 Pressure measurement 
Changes in pressure are present within compressors, pressures from atmospheric up to 
4bar are present within the compressors that the temperature measurement system is to 
be used. Luminescent techniques can also be pressure sensitive as well as temperature 
sensitive. It is therefore important that the technique or material chosen is not pressure 
sensitive or that the pressure sensitivity can be accounted for. 
Pressure sensitive paints have mainly been used in wind tunnels but more recently have 
been used in low speed flows and on rotating machinery. It has been shown that pressure 
measurements can be made using the luminescent technique. The advantage of pressure 
sensitive paints is that they give global surface measurements with spatial resolution 
much greater than those available from pressure taps41. The pressure sensitive paints are 
limited only by optical access and can therefore be used in places where pressure taps are 
impossible to install. The use of pressure is relatively simple and non-intrusive. 
The problems associated with pressure sensitive paints are summarised below. 
• Oxygen must be able to dissolve into and diffuse through the paint in order to quench 
the phosphor. This imposes limitation on the response, which for rapid pressure 
transitions could be significant. 
• The majority of paints in use are for pressures close to atmospheric (0.5 to 2bar). 
• A vailable paints do not include a reference phosphor, which is not pressure sensitive. 
This means that a reference luminescence value must be measured for every point on 
the object to be examined. 
• All pressure sensitive paints undergo some photochemical decomposition. This IS 
most severe when using ultraviolet excitation wavelengths or when the paint IS 
subjected to high operating temperatures. 
• The relative luminescence of all pressure sensitive paints are temperature dependent. 
• Interference to the luminescent signal can also occur due to reflections from one 
surface to another. 
• The use of a binder can affect the temperature sensitivity and limit time response of 
the paint. 
A reliable, non-intrusive, rapid method of recording surface pressure measurements has 
many applications within the aerospace and automation industries. Using coatings 
designed for stationary objects cannot always be transferred onto moving models as loss 
of sensitivity and resolution can occur due to the increase in absolute pressure. As with 
the use of luminescent coatings for temperature measurement, the accuracy depends upon 
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the measurement system and the properties of the paint. The use of pressure sensitive 
paints has proved to be a promising tool for measuring surface pressure distributions42. 
The response of the paint is inversely proportional to the absolute pressure in the air43 . 
The fluorescence of the phosphor used is quenched by oxygen. If the oxygen 
concentration in the air is constant the effect of luminescence quenching may be used for 
measurement of air pressure44. Small pressure changes cause a small change in the total 
luminescence level, the changes due to temperature can obscure the changes due to 
pressure in a low speed flow. The intensity of the luminescence seen after excitation, by 
a suitable wavelength, is inversely proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen. 
The quenching competes more effectively with slower phosphorescence than the faster 
fluorescence and is therefore more sensitive to pressure changes and also to changes in 
temperature as the quenching rate increases with temperature. The Stem-Volmer I 
constant is determined by recording the luminescence intensity as a function of pressure 
under controlled conditions. The use of lifetime measurements rather than intensity based 
measurements have the advantage that they are independent of coating thickness and 
illumination and therefore a reference measurement is not required. For intensity based 
methods a reference point is required at each measurement point. The reasons behind 
temperature dependence of the pressure paints can be explained by two factors45. The 
oxygen solubility of the paint decreases with temperature, this causes a decrease in the 
Stem-Volmer equation. The rate of the quenching reaction of the phosphor increases 
with temperature and would increase the Stem-Volmer constant. It can occur that these 
two factors can compensate each other giving a paint that is temperature independent. 
Another technique is to use rate decay of the fluorescence46 rather than intensity as the 
fluorescence parameter measured. The advantages of this are the insensitivity to ambient 
light, paint thickness and surface curvature. A pulse laser is used as the excitation source. 
Large variations in paint thickness can reduce response time, which is roughly 
proportional to the square of the paint thickness. The time response of pressure sensitive 
paints results from the finite diffusion times of oxygen through the binder layers47. 
Thickness of around 21lm will determine a response time of around 5msec. 
r See Appendix- 9.8 Equations 
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The pressure spectra at room temperature of a material reflect the electronic structure48. 
Poor reflectivity in the lower energy range, such as that observed with FeS2, indicates an 
insulator while strong reflectivity, CoS2 shows it to be metallic. As the pressure 
increases, the peaks which occur in FeS2 and c6s2 shift to higher energy levels. This 
shift indicates an increase in the distance between the energy band levels with an increase 
in pressure, and also indicates that the binding energy increases. Non-elastic deformation 
can occur at high pressures, this can cause errors in pressure measurements when coating 
techniques are used. 
To find a phosphor that has low photodegradation, good quantum efficiency, satisfactory 
quenching, suitable finish and low temperature sensitivity is almost impossible. It is 
therefore seen that at the present time it is most suitable to measure the temperature in 
situ, and make the corresponding calibration. At low speeds pressure differences of 
O.02psid have been measured at low speeds. Pressure ranges of 200mbar to IOOOmbar 
have been recorded with accuracies of ±2mbar. Pressure sensitive paints can be reused as 
the affect of the pressure disappears once the pressure is removed. 
It is possible to create one coating that can measure temperature and pressure 
simultaneously. The temperature sensitive phosphor must not be quenched by oxygen, 
the factor that causes pressure dependence. Ideally, these two phosphors would be 
excited by the same wavelength, emittirig peaks that are far enough apart to be 
distinguished, but close together so that they can be detected using the same device with 
a high enough resolution. The ratio of the intensity of the fluorescence of the two 
phosphors must be independent of paint thickness, and not undergo photodegradation. 
It is possible to remove the pressure dependence of a coating by using an impermeable 
glue such as PVA to place a barrier between the paint and the atmosphere46. This will 
stop the pressure sensitivity of the paint by eliminating the oxygen, thus creating a local 
temperature sensor. Oxygen does slowly leak through the PV A barrier, and therefore 
cannot be used as an accurate means of measuring temperature over long periods. It 
could therefore be possible to measure both the temperature and the pressure at a point 
on a compressor blade simultaneously. 
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The requirements of the temperature sensitive material is that it must have a high 
temperature coefficient, low pressure coefficient, high intensity, small linewidth, and 
little background. Research has been carried out to see if materials were known to be 
temperature sensitive over the 20 to 300°C range. It was found that various researchers 
had studied a number of materials. There are many fluorescent materials that have been 
shown to produce temperature sensitive fluorescence, a list of materials studied in this 
work is summarised in Appendix 9.5. Temperatures ranging from -200°C to 1,500°C 
have been achieved using the luminescence technique and at speeds of up to I3,OOOrpm. 
From this range of materials there are a few that stand out as possibilities for use with our 
system which are Acridine Yellow, Ruby, Sapphire, Lanthanum and Yttrium. These have 
been selected for further study due to the fact that they are known to have a temperature 
sensitivity in the range 100°C to 300°C, have proven to produce accurate temperature 
measurement, or have been used on rotating machinery before. 
2.4.1 Acridine Yellow 
Acridine Yellow has been used in experiments by l.C. Fister et a121.39, where they 
considered a temperature range of -50°C to 50°C. They considered both lifetime and ratio 
techniques. It was found by Fister et al that Acridine Yellow has a very high temperature 
sensitivity of the delayed fluorescence lifetime compared to Ruby and Neodynium. 
The luminescence spectrum has two peaks, one being fluorescent at 500nm the other 
phosphorescent at 630nm. The peak at 500nm was proven to change with temperature 
whereas the 630nm peak is independent of temperature. The two peaks can be used 
together to determine temperature, meaning a self-referencing technique can be used. 
A time-dependent blue shift could be seen in the fluorescence spectrum, it was also 
found that the intensity ratio decreased with time. It was determined that due to high 
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temperature sensitivity of Acridine Yellow it could be used to give a temperature reading 
to the nearest degree, in the range -50°C to +50°C. 
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Figure 2-1 The Extinction and Emission spectra of Acridinc Y cUOw49• 
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Ruby works well as a fluorescent material as it has an unusually broad and well located 
pump absorption band50. It has been used in laser applications for a number of years, it 
was in fact used in the first optical MASERs1 . Its properties are well known and defined 
and it is easily obtainable as synthetic Ruby is grown for use in the laser industry. 
It can make very efficient use of the broad band radiation from standard flash lamps. It 
emits with a very narrow linewidth with a long lifetime and has a fluorescent quantum 
efficiency very close to I. The Ruby emission is exponential in profile, examination of 
the pulse showed that during the first millisecond the output is not smooth. It was also 
determined that the emission consists of a sequence of sharp narrow pulses. Under stable 
conditions this spiking appeared to damp out. 
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Ruby has been used for temperatures in the range -200°C to 500°C, though most 
previous work has concentrated on the range -200°C to 170°C. The Ruby mainly used in 
previous work has generally had a Chromium content of 0.05%, which is the same as the 
Ruby used in lasers. It has been determined that above 500°C the efficiency of Ruby 
drops significantly causing a decrease in the intensity and the lifetime 19,52. At 
temperatures lower than -200°C re-absorption was found to be a problem which affected 
the fluorescence spectrum 19. 
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Figure 2-2 T he energy-levels of ruby. 
Synthetic rubies have an afterglow of 3.5msec, in natural rubies the luminescence is 
quenched by the presence of iron and so a much shorter duration of afterglow can be 
seen. 
Crushed Ruby was used by Ghasemlooy et al 53 in producing a cheap temperature probe 
and in this study it was determined that crushing the Ruby did not affect the fluorescence. 
Crushed Ruby has the advantage of not requiring expensive polishing of the surface and 
enables low quality Ruby material to be used. The crushed Ruby can be used as a mass of 
miniature prisms, causing random scattering of the excitation wavelength as it passes 
through the Ruby. This scattering produces an increase in the path length of the 
excitation wavelength and therefore an increase in the absorption of the light. When 
using fine Ruby crystals it can be assumed that there is no pressure difference acting on 
the material. 
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Temperature affects both the coefficient of absorption throughout the spectrum and the 
position of the lines and bands in the absorption spectrum54. It is the red side that is 
affected the most by temperature, the blue transmission was nearly cut out at higher 
temperatures. There is a shift in the absorption band in the green from 548nm to 566nm. 
This creates a broadening of the absorption band as the temperature increases. 
Throughout most of the spectrum there is a large increase in the absorption as the 
temperature increases, but in the blue-green ,area the absorption decreases. 
2.4.2.1, Temperature measurement using Ruby 
The bandwidth, peak position, intensity and the decay time all change with temperature. 
The bandwidth increases, peak position shifts toward higher wavelengths, the two peaks 
shift at different rates causing a separation of the two peaks. The intensity decreases with 
temperature, becoming more rapid after 200oe, and the decay time decreases also. The 
loss in intensity from the peaks is redistributed to higher and lower wavelengths on either 
side of the peak, therefore a constant fluorescence output is kept but only to 5000 K 30. 
At low concentrations of chromium, <0.1 %, the luminescence spectrum is dominated by 
two strong lines RI and R/5 Increasing the chromium level above this lines are found at 
750nm. At -200oe the lines RI and R2 are the weaker, with the peak at 750nm being 
dominant. At 25°e the lines RI and R2 are the strongest though the 750nm peak is still 
strong. Above 5200 e the fluorescence quantum efficiency of Ruby drops dramatically 
and the lifetime also becomes much shorter 19. 
Large and small temperature probes were compared by Hu et al 19. It was determined that 
the smaller probe had a shorter fluorescence lifetime than the larger probe especially at 
temperatures below -70oe. This suggests that the fluorescent light is reabsorbed and re-
excited in the larger probe, The relationship between the luminescence of Ruby and 
temperature has been studied by a number of groups, the definitions determined are 
detailed below. 
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The relationship between temperature and peak wavelength was defined by Abella and 
Cummins 56 as; 
/l(r) = 6943.25 + 0.068(r - 20) 
Equation 2-3 
With temperature being in degrees Celsius and wavelengths being in angstroms. 
A relationship determined by K.S. Gibson 54, for the absorption spectrum IS shown 
below. 
/l = a + be" 
Equation 2-4 
/l = 6900 + 22eoOl63T 
Equation 2-5 
/l = 6900 + 23e 0015T 
Equation 2-6 
Where a, b, k are constants, wavelength is in angstroms and temperature in degrees 
Celsius. The differences in the constants from the two data sets could be explained by the 
accuracy of the detection equipment used. 
It was determined that temperature sensitivity in the high temperature region is higher 
and therefore temperature can be determined to within a degree or even a fraction of a 
degree within 0.1 cm-I discrepancl7 in the peak position. 
It has been determined by Munro et al that in the temperature. range 20°C to 200°C the 
relative intensity of the two peaks varies very little with temperature but above this 
temperature the intensity decreased rapidly to only 80% of the initial value at 270°C. 
The linewidths of RI and R2 increase exponentially with temperature and at different 
rates. It is thought that under increasing pressure the two linewidths decrease slightly, 
this finding was surrounded by uncertainty in the pressure c<;>efficient describing the 
change hence the reason for doubt. 
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Gaussian and Lorentzian functions Il can be used to represent the basic trend of the 
emission from Ruby, though as the temperature increases the representation becomes less 
and less similar to the actual trend. Combining the Gaussian and Lorentzian function 
creates a third function the Voight function, this can be adjusted to give a good profile of 
the Ruby spectrum in the RI and R2 region. The Gaussiim trend is due to strain 
broadening due to the random crystal field distortion58, and can generally be taken to be 
temperature independent. The Lorentzian contribution is from two-photon relaxation and 
thermal broadening. Munro et al6 considered this in detail. 
In summary, it is determined that wavelength will increase with an increase m 
temperature, the decay time will decrease, and the intensity will decrease. 
2.4.2.2 Pressure measurement using Ruby 
At room temperature and under hydrostatic pressure the RI line has a red shift, while the 
separation between RI and R2 stays almost constant59 . In pure uniaxial strain 
measurements the separation between RI and R2 increases for Ruby strained along the a-
axis and decreases when strained along the c-axis. The affects on the peak R2 cancel and 
the overall change in fluorescence wavelength is due to the volume change as in 
hydrostatic compression. It was concluded that RI is sensitive to inhomogeneous strain 
and R2 is sensitive to all pressure. 
It was shown that the shift of RI depends upon the direction f the applied stress, where R2 
has little dependence on the direction of the stress60. This was agreed by Gupta61 et al 
who also stated that the RI line is dependent upon nonhydrostatic stresses where R2 is 
independent on nonhydrostatic stresses. It was also noted by Eggert et al62 that the RI line 
broadens more radically than the Ri line. Chai et al 59 determined that if RI was used for 
measuring pressure, a difference of 3Gpa could occur between from underestimating c-
axis and overestimating a-axis. This indicated that the R2 line is most useful in pressure 
measurement. 
11 See Appendix - 9.8 Equations for definition 
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Further experimentation by Cliai et al 59 showed that in the pressure region 2GPa to 
12Gpa, the predicted separation and actual separation agreed well for the c-normal 
samples. With the a-normal samples this was only so up to 6Gpa. The best fit to the c-
normal data gave a relationship between pressure and separation as 0.241±0.0 12A1Gpa. 
This compares well to the relationship determiried by Feher et al 63 of 
0.273±0.01SAlGpa. No line broadening was noted by Gupta et al though they noted an 
increase in R line separation with increased compression along. the a-axis. 
Nonhydrostatic pressure tends to create broader lines, this is largely due to the pressure 
gradients 62. In areas of sparse Ruby coverage substantial line narrowing occurred 
compared to areas of heavy Ruby coverage. This showed that in the presence of pressure 
gradients small sampling areas are advised. At high pressures there is a large difference 
in the R, line frequency between nonhydrostatic and quasi hydrostatic pressures. Under 
hydrostatic pressure the two R lines shift equally 6'. 
It was seen by Piermarini et al64 that the spectral line broadening was greater than 
expected for simple pressure variations. They determined that this was due to local 
uniaxial components of the stress which affect both the frequency of the emitted light and 
the hydrostatic component. In a later paper65 they determined there is a linear pressure 
dependence up to about 23kbar of ±0.003cm·'kbar·'. It was also determined that as well 
as line shift, line shape was also an important factor in the analysis. Findings from Ruby 
under nonhydrostatic stress show that R, and R2 linewidths increase rapidly. This is due 
to the non-uniformity of the pressure on the sample. 
Without detailed knowledge of the crystal orientation and the stress type it is difficult to 
use R, for pressure measurement. The R2 line shift is dependent only upon the density 
compression and is therefore independent of crystal orientation and stress type. 
Previous use of the changes in the R line with pressure has involved pressure ranges 
much higher than that inside the compressor housing. Looking at two of these studies it 
can be seen that in the range of 0 to 19Skbar the accuracy was ±0.016kbarA·'. At an even 
higher pressure range 0.06 to 1 Mbai the accuracy was low as 6% in terms of pressure. 
The pressure range that is present within the compressor housing is ambient to 4bar 
(400kPa). As the pressure change is insignificant compared to the pressure ranges that 
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have been considered it is thought that the small changes In pressure will not 
significantly affect the Ruby spectrum. 
2.4.2.3 Temperature and pressure measurements with 
Ruby 
Munro et al6 have modelled the Ruby spectrum using a combination of Gaussian and 
Lorentzian. From this the positions and widths of the two peaks RI and R2 can be 
determined which can be used to measure both temperature and pressure. The defined 
model is shown below. 
where; 
where; 
where; 
Equation 2-7 
R(x) = net intensity at the position x 
Cl & C2 = amplitude factors for the RI & R2 peaks 
p(x) = background factor 
Equation 2-8 
CL(k) = relative amplitude factor 0 :5 CL(k) :5 I 
B' . 
L(A,B,x)= ( )' B' +4 A-x 
G(A, B',x) = exp( In(y,(~:)~ x)' ) 
Eq uation 2-9 
Ak = peak position for peak Rk 
Bk = full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the Lorentzian contribution 
B'k = full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the Gaussian contribution 
The peak position and the amplitude factors are functions of both temperature and 
pressure. 
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Sapphire is a material with chromium host with an added dopant. the dopant added 
detennines the colour of the sapphire which can be yellow, gree", blue or pink. Naturally 
occurring Sapphire is blue in colour while apphire that is used in lasers is pink in 
colour. which comes from its Titanium (Ti) dopant. 
Using the decay time for temperature measurement with Sapphire can give a resolution 
of 1°C over the temperature range 20 to 450°C 66. The lifetime of er doped Sapphire is 
similar to that of Ruby, at room temperature it is 3msec, and at 450°C it goes down to 
O.Smsec 67. The absorption and emission spectra can be seen in Figure 2-3. 
When being used for temperature measurement Sapphire tends to be used as a fibre optic 
temperature sensor. Sapphire has been used to measure temperature to an accuracy of 
±o.oloe within the temperature range -200°C to 4,000oe 68. The technique is 
implemented on a temperature sensitive probe, where the purpose of the Sapphire is to 
collect narrow band radiation from the surface to be measured which is transmitted to a 
fibre optic. Using a er doped fibre optic Shen et al 67 have determined a technique where 
both lifetime and intensity can be used in the same detector to produce a temperature 
range of 20 to 1800oe. 
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Figure 2-3 The absorption and emi sion spectrum for Ti:Sapphirc 69 
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The disadvantage of Sapphire is that it only emits a single broad band peak which means 
that it cannot be self referenced. Although it has been used to measure a wide range of 
temperatures accurately this has been done using a high quality piece of material in 
controlled conditions. As the material has to be ground to achieve a coating then the 
quality of the material would be seriously disadvantaged. Given the fact that it is known 
to produce such accurate temperature readings the fluorescence spectrum will be 
considered for temperature measurement from a surface. 
2.4.4 Phosphors 
Thermographic phosphors are mainly ceramics which consist of rare earths, phosphates, 
or oxysulfides, where a different rare earth doped into the structures. They are chemically 
stable, durable metal oxides. These are very efficient and have lifetimes ranging from 
nano-seconds up to seconds. Their uses include lamps, colour TV. There are two main 
phosphors that have been used for temperature measurement, these are Lanthanum (La) 
and Yttrium (Y) bases which are both rare-earth doped group 1II metals. To achieve the 
fluorescent spectra the main dopants that have been used are Eu, Dy, Tb, and Gd. These 
materials together with their dopants are discussed below. 
2.4.4.1 Lanthanum 
Lanthanum as a metal is soft, ductile and is one of the most reactive of the rare-earth 
metals 70. It has been used for both intensity and decay time techniques, it has a short 
decay period, which means that it is a suitable material to use on a spinning object. 
Coating techniques that have been used include the settling technique34, this technique is 
used in coating cathode ray tubes, this produces a very fragile coating and a protective 
layer have to be placed over the top. Work undertaken by Fonger & Struck 1970 n shows 
that the intensities of the different wavelength emissions from. La20lS:Eu are affected 
differently by temperature. 
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The material LaF3:D/3 produces a poor accuracy, and little is known about the 
luminescence of the material so it has been decided not to continue with this material. 
La202S:Eu shows good potential though a disadvantage of this material is that it requires 
ultra violet to excite it which is a difficult wavelength to range to work in as it does not 
transmit easily through optics. 
Material Technique Temperature Excitation Emission Decay period Ref 
(a)room temp 
LaF,:DyB Ratiometric 25 --> 1225°C 29 
± 10 --> 50°C 
La,O,S:Eu Intensity, 
-70 --> 300°C 337,355 512,537 does not 0.02 --> 0.12 71,72, 
lifetime ±O.JDC change unti I msec 73,67, 
above 150°C, 620 72,31, 
74 
Table 2-1 The uses of Lanthanum based phosphors for temperature measurement 
III 
2.4.4.2 Yttrium 
Research based on Yttrium based coatings has looked at the use of temperature to anneal 
the coating to increase the intensity of the emission75 ,76. A number of Yttrium based 
materials has shown a relationship between temperature and their fluorescent spectrum, 
these are shown in Table 2-2. Yttrium oxysulphide (Y20 2S) itself emits an intense output 
with a short decay period 77, the dopant, and the level of dopant within the material can 
affect this output. 
The concentration of the dopant can affect the intensity of fluorescence. For Y203:Eu to 
achieve maximum fluorescence the dopant was found to be in the region 25 to 35 atomic 
percent 78. The dopant level can also affect the sensitivity of the phosphor's sensitivity to 
temperature. Ranson et al 78 have tested for this affect and have found the temperature 
range and sensitivity remains constant for a dopant level of25 to 35 atomic percent (a%). 
III See Appendix - 9.5 Luminescent Materials for more detailed table 
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Of the materials in Table 2-2 those which show possibility for use in this application are 
Y203:Gd because it is sensitive within the required temperature range, has a short 
lifetime, and could use the ratio technique. Yag:Dy also shows possibility, as it is 
sensitive to temperature in the required range, and has a short lifetime. It has only been 
considered for temperature measurement using the decay time technique so it is not 
known whether its peak could be used for temperature measurement. 
Material Technique Temperature Excitation Emission Decay period Ref 
@roomtemp 
Y,O,S:Eu Decay time 60 --> 150°C 254.337 624 79,72, 
250 --> 400 400 --> 700 80 
Y,O,S:Tb Intensity, 200 --> 500°C 545nm 300nsec to 74 
Decay time Imsec 
Y,O,:Eu Intensity, 500 --> 254,355, 611 500iJsec 81,82, 
Decay time 1200°C 337,467, 300nsec to 78,83, 
538 lmsec 84,74, 
76 
Y,O,:Gd Intensity, 48 --> 465°C 418nm peak has 300nsec to 74 
Decay time max at 105°C Imsec 
549nm peak has 
max at 160°(: 
Y,O,S:Pr>+ Linewidth 
-270 --> -70°C 85 
YAG:Dy Intensity 27 --> 1427°C 355 467,496,514 29 
YAG:Nd Decay time 50 --> 900°C 810 1064 13 
Blackbody ±3°C 
YAG:Sm Frequency 700°C 86 
shift 
YV04 :Dy Decay time 290 --> 450°C 574 73 
YVO,:Eu Decay time 300 --> 760°C 337,355 618 500iJsec 81,82, 
8387, 
88 
. IV Table 2-2 Yttrium based phosphors for temperature measurement 
Work undertaken by Fonger & Struck 1970 72 shows that the intensities of the different 
wavelength emissions from Y20 2S:Eu are affected differently by temperature. Though 
there is little affect with temperature below 25°C. Y20 2S:Eu has been found to have an 
upper threshold limit of 100ft], at which the phosphor saturates80. It is therefore 
important that the laser energy is kept below this. 
The Yttrium phosphors have been coated onto surfaces using a number of techniques. 
Y202S:Eu has been successfully coated onto a surface creating a luminescent paint using 
an epoxy to powder ratio of 1:1 by weight 80. Y203:Eu has been coated using electron-
IV See Appendix - 9.5 Luminescent Materials for more detailed table 
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beam deposition, which has been shown to give strong emission after coating, when 
compared to the powder before coating 81, though during running this decayed and epoxy 
based coating survived much longer. 
Material Excitation Emission Decay period to Efficiency 
10% @room temp 
Y,O,S:Eu 320nm broad 619nm multiple peaks 0.85 msec 14% 
Y,O,S: Eu, Yb 0.8flm, I flm 560nm or 900nm Process dependent Excitation 
1.55flm excitation dependent, dependent 
multiple peaks 
Y,O,S:Tb 280nm 545nm multiple peaks 1.5 msec 
Y,03: Eu 480nm 610nm 1.7 msec 
Y,03S:Pr 310nm 513nm mUltiple peaks 7 flsec 14% 
Y,SiO,:Ce 370nm 400nm broad 120 )lsec 6% 
Y,(AI,Ga),012: Ce 365nm broad 530nm broad 250 nsec 
Y,AI,012: Ce 360nm broad 530nm broad 70 nsec 
otherwise known as 
YAG:Ce 
Y3AI03:Ce 300nm broad 370nm broad 25 nsec 
YVO,:Eu 330nm broad 617nm multiple peaks I msec 
YVO,:Eu 330nm broad 478nm 220 flsec 
Table 2-3 The specification for Yttrium based phosphors available from Applied 
Scintillation Technologies, 89 
Consideration into the availability of the phosphors was considered as well as similar 
materials and these are detailed in Table 2-3. Of these materials there is one that could be 
used for temperature measurement which, is Y 203S:Pr due to its very short lifetime and 
multiple peak emission . 
.. 
" . f· 
.. 
• 
Figure 2-4 The absorption spectra of Yttrium oxysulphide praseodymium doped 89. 
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Praseodymium has been used as a dopant in many rare-earths, and is known to emit 
strong fluorescence. Although little work has been undertaken for its use as a temperature 
sensor, its short decay times makes it an ideal candidate for high speed applications. 
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Figure 2-5 The emission absorption spectra of Yttrium oxysuJphide praseodymium 
doped 89. 
From the many Yttrium based phosphors that are available, those which show potential 
for use in this project are Y203S:Pr, Y203:Gd, and Yag:Dy. Thes'e have been selected due 
to their short lifetime, emission spectrum, and their known temperature dependence 
within the required temperature range. 
2.4.5 Summary of the luminescent materials 
available 
From the research into finding possible luminescent materials there is a wide selection of 
possible materials. Of these there is a number that have been considered extensively by 
others. These are Ruby, Y203:Eu, YV04:Eu and La202S:Eu. A summary of the materials 
considered to be the most promising is shown in Table 2-4. The materials have been 
rated on their properties to determine which to continue with. 
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Ideally a material would be known to produce a strong temperature relationship in the 
range 100°C to 300°C, to remove the need for calibration of a material. It should have 
multiple peaks and use peak intensity, peak position or peak width for temperature 
measurement to enable it to be self referenced and to allow for 20 temperature mapping 
to be considered in the future. It should have a decay period of less than 20llsec to allow 
the maximum fluorescence intensity to be collected while spinning. It should be easily 
obtainable so that it is possible for industry to be able to purchase the material. It should 
be excited in the visible as it is easier and cheaper than ultra violet radiation to use. Using 
a point system for the number of criteria that each material matches it can be seen that 
there are a limited number of materials that could be considered for use, these are 
discussed here. 
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Acridine Yellow No Yes, . . '?':' Yes . Yes ' ';;;'Y..e's'," .333:4.5." 
La,O,S:Eu Yes Yes No Yes No No 3 
LaF,:Dy+J Yes Yes ? ? No' ? 3.5 
Ruby Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 5 
'Sapphire ,'> Yes . :yes·" No INo Yes. :fYes" :"i 4 ';': 
Y,O,S:Eu No No No Yes Yes Yes 3 
Y,02S:Tb No Yes Yes No Yes ? 3.5 
Y,O,S:Yb ? ? ? Yes Yes. No 3.5 
Y,O,:Eu No Yes Yes No Yes No 4 .. 
Y,O,:Gd ? Yes ? ? No ? 3 
Y2O.S:pr No Yes Yes Yes Yes No .' 4 ' .. 
Y,SiO,:Ce ? ? Yes No Yes No 3 
Y,(AI,Ga),Ol,:Ce ? ? Yes No Yes No 3 
Y,AI,012:Ce ? ? Yes No Yes No 3 
Y,AIO,:Ce ? ? Yes No Yes No 3 
YAG:Dy Yes Yes No Yes No ? 3.5 
YAG:Nd Yes No ? No No No 1.5 
YAG:Sm Yes Yes ? No No ? 2 
YV04 :Dy No No ? No No ? I 
YV04:Eu No No No No No No 0 
Table 2-4 Summary of the materials considered. 
Work undertaken by Fister et al with Acridine Yellow shows that it can give a 
temperature accuracy to 1°C. It emits at two wavelengths, though one of which is 
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phosphorescent which may not be of use for high speed temperature measurement. Work 
into the temperature sensitivity of Acridine Yellow above 50°C is to be carried out to see 
if this material is suitable for this work. 
Ruby gives two strong sharp fluorescent peaks. This means that it can be used with the 
ratio technique, the position of the peaks also changes with temperature. The number of 
effects with temperature means that it can provide more accurate means of temperature 
measurement than one single reading. It has been used previously to achieve an accuracy 
of less than ± 1°C. Its major problem is its long decay period, this will mean that only a 
small portion of the luminescence will be available for collection. As Ruby has a high 
efficiency it is thought that Ruby would still be a viable solution. 
Although Sapphire has a very similar chemical structure to Ruby its emission is a broad 
single peak. It has been shown to produce temperature readings to an accuracy of 
±O.O I qc. This has been achieved using a high quality piece of material in controlled 
conditions. As the material has be ground to achieve a coating then the quality of the 
material would be seriously disadvantaged. Given the fact that it is known to produce 
such accurate temperature readings the fluorescence spectrum will be considered for 
temperature measurement from a surface. 
Yttrium Oxide Europium doped (Y20 3:Eu) has been studied extensively and has not been 
found to be temperature sensitive within the range 100°C to 300°C. It is stated by Noel et 
al 74 that this material is usable for temperature measurem~nt above 550°C, when 
carrying out experiments from room temperature up to 900°C. It is therefore not viable to 
continue with this material. 
Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped (Y203S:Pr) is a material that has little 
investigation for its temperature sensitivity. It has a short lifetime which is particularly 
important for this application, and emits strongly at a number of wavelengths. Yttrium 
based materials are known to create good fluorescent coatings and have been 
implemented well for temperature measurement. It is therefore considered worth looking 
into whether Y20 3S:Pr shows a temperature sensitivity within the required temperature 
range 
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This gives four materials to be looked into further; Acridine Yeliow, Ruby, Sapphire and 
Y203S:Pr. Although Ruby has a long decay time; its relationship with both temperature 
and pressure is well known. It is also an efficient material which is easily obtainable. It 
has been used successfully on many occasions previously as a temperature sensor for 
environmental conditions rather than surface measurement. Yttrium Praseodymium 
doped has not been used as a temperature ·sensor but shows great potential for use on 
high speed objects due to its short decay period and high efficiency. Yttrium 
Oxysulphide doped with various elements has been shown to be temperature sensitive 
from -70°C up to 1200°C. 
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Fluorescent materials have been used to measure the temperature of a rotating turbine 
wheel 73.74.81.90.33. Reading the luminescence spectrum from an object that is rotating at 
high speeds produces many obstacles. The main one being, collecting sufficient light to 
enable the luminescent peaks to be determined from the background. The other major 
problem is the forces and environmental conditions endured by the coating when 
subjected to the high speeds of rotation, causing the coating to break up and come away 
from the disc. 
Temperatures of up to 670°C and speeds of up to 13,200 rpm have been achieved 73 
using the decay time luminescent technique. Using the decay time technique means that 
the delay period has to be short, at a speed of 13,200 rpm a decay time of about 200J.lsec 
is required to enable one full decay period to be recorded 73. Using longer decay periods 
relates in a drop in the accuracy of the temperature reading .. The phosphors used to 
achieve this temperature range are LaZ02S:Eu, YY04:Dy and M~(F)Ge06:Mn v. 
Temperatures were found to be within 4% of the readings given by thermocouples. For 
temperatures up to 1,200°C Yttrium Oxide (Y203) has been used. 
It has been reported that there is a difference in the temperature measured usmg 
luminescence and thermocouples when used on a rotating object 91. This difference is 
said to increase at higher rotational speeds. It has been evaluated by using infrared 
techniques and the results showed that the temperature shift was possibly due to 
disturbance errors which affected the thermocouples rather than affects due to the 
thermochromic liquid crystal. 
The error in the thermocouple reading can be explained. For a rotating body at a constant 
temperature, the heat transfer coefficient and hence the surface heat flux increases as the 
rotational speed increases. The thermal disturbance error created by an embedded 
thermocouple will increase with rotational speed 91. Measurements that use fibre optics 
will usually require at least two fibres because of the narrow field of view. 
v More details of these materials can be seen in the Appendix - 9.5 Luminescent Materials 
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To enable temperature to be measured on rotating surfaces using an infrared camera, a 
software package has been developed 92. A thermal profile is produced by projecting a 
line on to a rotating object. The line is scanned with a known frequency, stored, and used 
later for analysis. This is possible with speeds of up to 300rpm, giving an accuracy of 
±soC over a temperature range of SO°C to 1,OOO°C. 
The fluctuation of the speed of the turbine will affect the consistency of the point being 
monitored and this will also affect the calibration when intensity based techniques are 
being employed. Pulse jitter, phase-delay and trigger error of the laser are also factors 
affecting the timing system. The resolution can be improved by using a thin delivery 
fibre in conjunction with a focusing lens to produce a smaller spot size. It will be 
important not to view too small an area or local fluctuations and errors in the 
fluorescence will affect the overall result required. 
2.5.1 Optical Affects 
Doppler shifting is a technique used for measuring the vibration of a rotating object. In 
this technique a laser beam is reflected from the rotating surface and the movement is 
recorded through the change in wavelength detected. With our situation the light we are 
interested in, is being generated from the moving object. 
Where; 
V, = 27rNZ.Cos(Y) 
47r . ( ) j, = - Na.Cos Y 
A 
Equation 2-10 Doppler shift 
Vs = Speckle pattern velocity 
F, = Mean frequency shift 
Y = Angle between disc velocity and the incident beam 
Z = Distance between the detector and the laser spot on the disc 
N = rev/min 
A = Radial position of the spot on the disc 
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It has been stated by Allison et al J I that the decay-time of fluorescence is only rotation-
rate dependent when the surface speed is comparable to, or greater than, the inverse of 
the phosphors characteristic decay time. 
1 
Intensity is a factor of speed if surface speed ~ . 
decay time 
Equation 2-11 
When running at speeds of 80,OOOrpma decay time of greater than 1.7msec is required, 
at 40,OOOrpm this increases to 3.4msec, when considering the surface speed in metres per 
second. 
2.5.2 Materials used 
Materials that have been used for temperature measurement on rotating objects are 
summarised in Table 2-5. The decay time is the technique that has been most widely used 
for measuring the temperature from rotating objects. At higher speeds less of the decay 
time is seen which reduces the accuracy of the measurements. The decay time techniques 
is more widely used as this is seen as being more accurate because this is not affected by 
changes in laser intensity, coating quality and other factors which intensity measurements 
can be affected by. 
Material Technique Temperature range How used Ref: 
La,O,S:Eu Decay time 100 --> 300°C Turbine wheel 73, 
13,200rpm 31,93 
La"F3:Dy+J Decay time, -70 --> 230°C 2,000rpm 93 
intensity 
Liquid crystal 7,500rpm 91 
Mg.(F)Ge06:Mn Decay time 450 --> 730°C Turbine wheel 73 
13,200rpm 
Y,O,:Eu Decay time 650 --> 1200°C 10,568rpm 71 
YV04:Dy 290 --> 450°C Turbine wheel 73 
13,200rpm 
YVO,:Eu Decay time 149 --> 677°C 10,568rpm 73, 
Intensity ratio 71,43 
Table 2-5 Materials that have been used for temperature measurements from 
spinning objects. 
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Measurement within Turbine Engines 
Within the turbomachinery industry there are many areas where temperature 
measurement is an important variable in o~der to determine accurately. Such areas are 
turbine and compressor blades, housing, and airflow. Rolls-Royce 94 have researched 
into temperature measurement in gas turbines. They feel that to accurately characterize 
engine component efficiency to ±O.S% the engine gas path temperature must be 
measured to accuracyies ranging from ±2°C to 0.25°C. They have considered the use of 
different types of thermocouples for use in the temperature range -20°C to 60°C. 
Research has been carried out on the measurement of temperature on the first stage rotor 
blades and stator blades, ofthe turbine73.74.83. These blades are positioned just behind the 
burner so are the most difficult part of the turbine to measure due to them being the 
hottest and reflecting the blackbody radiation from the fuel. It is important the coating 
used will withstand the temperature, speed and the erosive environment. 
Decay-time measurements were implemented to determine the temperature 73. The disk 
was run at 4 different speeds each with different ambient temperatures, these are stated 
here 6,600rpm 149°C, 9,330rpm 316°C, 1, 140rpm 482°C, 13,200rpm 677°C. To measure 
more than one point on the disk a mirror was used to direct the laser beam. 
It was thought by Lutz et al that the use of spectral analysis of the fluorescence is less 
precise than decay-time techniques. The decay-time technique is already implemented 
onto moving objects. To measure this range of temperatures three different phosphors 
were used. 
Lutz et al only used 22% of the available decay-time to determine the temperature, which 
relates to 60% of the intensity. This is due to distortion of the results through a slight tilt 
in the flat-field data later in the decay period. The results were found to be comparable 
with a thermocouple within 4% (± 12°C @ 300°C). 
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The luminescence technique of temperature measurement has been used previously for 
speeds up to 13,000 rpm. Both decay time and intensity based techniques have been 
used. At 80,OOrpm decay times of about 20l-lsec or less are required to collect all the 
fluorescence emitted by the material. With such low decay times the intensity based 
technique will not be speed dependent. The main materials that have been used are 
Yttrium and Lanthanum based phosphors. 
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There are many different methods of producing coatings available. Coatings are widely 
used to protect, strengthen, and to alter surfaces and their properties. This has been so for 
many years and much work has been undertaken to develop these techniques. Thin 
coatings mean smaller thermal gradients that increase the accuracy of the temperature 
reading from the thermographic coating. The texture of the surface required is dependent 
upon the type of coating technique used. 
2.6.1 Techniques used/or temperature sensitive 
coatings 
The durability of thin film and bonded powder, otherwise known as thick film, coatings 
have been tested in a gas turbine engine by MCClean et al 87 and Ranson et a1 78. It was 
found that there was five times more loss for the bonded powder than the thin film 
coating and that the thin film coating will last for ten times longer. Both techniques 
showed good repeatability for the decay-time temperature measurement technique. The 
huge losses of material from the bonded coatings result in short operation times and a 
loss in accuracy. The thin film coating was produced through radio frequency sputtering. 
MCClean et al 87 achieved the first successful thin film coating for use in the turbine 
environment. 
Allison et al 33 have used radio frequency sputtering and electron-beam-deposition for 
creating coatings, the two techniques produce similar results. They found that regardless 
of the method used for bonding the phosphor to the surface, a significant increase in the 
efficiency can be achieved through post-annealing, after which efficiencies of 30 to 60% 
of the pure powder can be achieved. The authors have not stated a reason for this, though 
it is thought that the post-annealing has removed impurities w"ithin the material which 
could have caused quenching. 
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Electrodeposition is used for coating metallic surfaces onto components although this 
technique can produce thin coats. The use of electron-beam-deposition has been used to 
coat thennographic phosphors onto turbine blades This was found to produce less than 
0.7% of the brightness of the powder before deposition83. Previous work by Noel et al 
has shown that therographic phosphors bonded to nonpassivated areas either did not bond 
well or tended to come off after exposure to an oxidising atmosphere. They stated that 
this was due to the fact that the thennographic phosphor thin coating is porous to oxygen, 
the metal therefore oxidises and the oxide spalls when the· metal cools taking the 
phosphor with it. This technique requires the phosphor to be hot or cold-pressed into a 
disk shape and mounted in the vacuum chamber. 
The room temperature photoluminescent spectra for bonded films were more intense than 
that received from the thin film coating. Lifetime measurements were able to be taken for 
ten hours at I ,200°C with the thin film coating compared to one hour for bonded coatings 
at the same temperature. The post-growth process of annealing is an important part in the 
creation of thennographic thin film coatings. This allows the dopant ions to reposition 
themselves within the atomic structure and producing the intense fine emission lines 
associated with the phosphors, though the emission was still found to be less than the 
powder by two orders of magnitude. 
Sputter coating has been tested by Noel et af4 for fluorescent m~terials, a coating of I flm 
was found to produce low fluorescence, which is thought to be due to the small thickness 
of the coating. They also considered the use of electron-beam depositions81 and again 
found that the signal gained from the coating was far too weak for use when spinning. 
A settling technique that is used in the production of cathode ray tubes has been used by 
Chyu and Bizzark34 to produce a fluorescent coating. The phosphor is suspended in a 
fluid and is allowed to settle onto the surface of the object. This technique produced a 
very fragile coating that had to be protected with a thin silicone layer. To obtain a 
fluorescence unifonnity of ±5% from this technique a coating density of IOmg/cm2 was 
required. This produces a coating thickness of 100flm. 
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This technique is the most widely used for creating temperature and pressure sensitive 
luminescent coatings. In general temperature and pressure sensitive paints are created by 
dissolving a luminescent substance into a polymer solution. This can then be applied 
through brushing, spraying or dipping. The solvent evaporates leaving a thin smooth 
coating behind. 
The size of the particles determines the levelling of the coating. Higher particle packing 
densities are less likely to produce the orange peel affect, will have fewer voids, and are 
less likely to shrink during curing. The larger particles are more likely to fall out of the 
spray cloud. Below a film thickness of IOOflm the gravitational forces play no significant 
role in film formation. The addition of paint to a surface can modify the aerodynamics of 
that surface. The use of a binder reduces the efficiency due to light absorption and 
scattering. 
The properties and thickness of the binder layer can drastically reduce the response time 
of the coating. The faster response coatings tend to be soft and tacky, these coatings 
affect the aerodynamic drag characteristics of the model and their lack of endurance 
limits their application95 . Harder coatings which may be able to survive rugged test 
environments such as rotating machinery, tend to have slower response times95 . 
Solvent based coatings create a film formation due to evaporation of the solvent. The 
crystalline melting temperature is an important factor in selecting a binder. It affects the 
physical and chemical stability of the coating during storage, and the development of 
internal stresses during film life. For optical usages other factors need to be taken into 
consideration. These include, the adhesive should not fluoresce at the same wavelength 
as the fluorescent material when excited at the excitation wavelength of the fluorescent 
material. The adhesive will transmit both the excitation and the fluorescence wavelength. 
Careful selection of the adhesive will is therefore required to consider these factors. 
Binders that have been tested by Noel et al 74 are sodium and potassium silicate, silicone 
resin-silicate-organic solvent mixture from Sperex Corporation, and water-reacting 
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powdered-refractory binder. The sodium and potassium silicate 'was found to survive up 
to 1,040°C, its expansion coefficient is not compatible with all substrates. The Sperex 
binder also survives up 1,040°C depending upon its thickness, it is also flexible which 
means that its coefficient of expansion does not have to be matched to the substrate. The 
water-reacting binder is also useful up to I ,040°C though it produces a thick coating. 
The type and amount of solvent used can adjust the characteristics of a solvent-based 
coating. The mechanical properties are dependent upon the average molecular weight; it 
has been established that this should be between 20,000 and 200,000 for a commercial 
polymer 96. This will ensure that it will have a good impact resistance and tensile 
strength. 
2.6.3 Other coating techniques 
The groups of surface coating that are available are chemical, electro-deposition, physical 
vapour deposition, chemical vapour deposition, thermal spraying, welding, and cladding. 
The properties of the coating are closely linked to its microstructure. 
Coloured anodized aluminium is a strong, light and coloured coating. The oxide coating 
consists of a very large number of regular parallel sided pores stretching from the outer 
layer to the non-porous thin barrier with the aluminium surface. The colour is introduced 
into the oxide layer through absorption. The anodized sample is immersed into a suitable 
dye, which is absorbed into the pores of the oxide film. 
Ion assisted deposition (lAD) is a dynamic process applied to conventional thin films 
producing hard, environmentally and wavelength stable coatings 97. It is used for creating 
optical films, particularly for neutral beamsplitters, colour display filters, hot and cold 
mirrors, fibre optic WDM filters and colour selective filters. This technique is good for 
low temperature coatings for plastics, it has low film stresses, and its spectral 
characteristics are stable up to 300°C. 
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Ion beam sputter deposition coatings produce films that have extremely low losses and 
defects 97. It is used for creating high quality laser coatings such as anti-reflection 
coatings, laser protection filters, and polarisers. They have high damage threshold levels, 
environmental and spectral stability, low absorption and scatter, and low losses. 
Thermal spraying, which involves the heating of the coating material and propelling it 
onto the material to be coated. Heating techniques involve the use of either chemical 
flame heating, or electrical heating, and can be summerized by four main types; flame 
spraying, arc spraying, detonation spraying, and plasma spraying. The thickness of the 
coating varies between the techniques; this can be between 0.1 mm to 6mm. 
The flame spraying technique is mostly used in commercial processes. The material to be 
coated is heated by the flame which can cause distortion. It is not suitable for some 
ceramic materials, as the melting point of the material is too high for the flame. Arc 
spraying can reach higher temperatures than the flame technique98, which means a more 
dense coating is achieved. The running costs are lower but t!le initial capital cost is 
higher. The molten particles are usually blown by an air .blast against the material to be 
coated, which must be conductive. The detonation process is the most expensive of this 
type of coating. It produces very dense coatings, which have Excellent adhesion 98. One 
disadvantage is it has more geometrical limitations than the other techniques. In plasma 
coatings the material to be coated is not heated, which allows for low melting point 
materials to be coated with high melting point materials. The coatings produced are 
usually dense and adherent. 
Powder coatings have been developed over the last 30 years. The coatings now being 
both environmentally friendly and cost effective when compared to solvent and wet 
techniques, though the technique does still have some weaknesses such as the orange 
peel affect, inconsistent transfer efficiency, and the coating of difficult to reach areas. 
2.6.3.1 Plasma coating 
Plasma spraying is a deposition process that comes into the category of thermal spraying. 
It has an advantage over other thermal techniques in that it does not heat the surface 
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being coated to the melting temperature of the coating materisl. This means that materials 
can be coated with materials with a higher melting point. The main advantages of a 
plasma coating are its resistance to wear and corrosion, it can be used for any different 
materials, and the coating produced has a high density. Three processes are required to 
achieve the coating 98; 
• Heating the material to be sprayed so that it is almost molten. 
• Projecting the molten material onto the base material. 
• The projected material adheres to the material to give the required coating. 
Neutral pJasrra 
Figure 2-6 The plasma nozzle 
A plasma arc is formed from a high current arc which is used to heat the injected gas, 
creating a high temperature plasma. This occurs due to the gas becoming ionised and 
collisions between electrons and ions generate radiant energy .. 
Plasma coatings are formed by injecting a powder into a direct current plasma jet, the 
particles are then melted and are directed onto the substrate by the jet, as the particles 
spread and solidify they form a coating. The coating itself depends upon the coating 
material microstructure and the formation of the coating. Factors related to the formation 
of the coating include the temperature, size and velocity of the particles as they hit the 
surface. Unmelted particles hitting the surface tend to bounce off the substrate. 
In general, materials with high porosity are more brittle, have lower strength, and lower 
electrical and thermal conductivity. This is the same with coatings applied to materials. 
Though it is not always the case as finely distributed porosity can improve the thermal 
shock resistance of brittle materials99. The elastic. modulus and the thermal conductivity 
of the coating tends to be much lower than that of the bulk material 100, this can be 
explained by the number of pores parallel to the substrate created by the rapid cooling. 
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These pores reduce the actual contact between substrate and coating. In thennal 
conductivity the conductivity occurs only across the points of true contact. The pores 
have been shown to be removed through laser remelting of the coating101 • 
To achieve reproducible coatings the spray parameters need to be controlled, as well as 
the powder used being chemically unifonn to enable reproducible melting to be 
achieved. Controlling the atmosphere in which the nozzle is located produces a more 
dense coating than undertaking the process in nonnal atmospheric conditions. A chamber 
is fitted around the nozzle and this is brought down to a vacuum pressure and then filled 
with argon to a pressure of 4OmBar. The lack of oxygen in the atmosphere prevents the 
sprayed particles from becoming oxidised allowing for a better bond. 
Gas 
flow 
Powder inlet 
Melted 
Super heated 
Melted 
Figure 2-7 The outlet flow of gas from the plasma nozzle, and the powder injection 
A high current arc is generated within the head that heats the injected gas creating a high 
temperature plasma. The powder is injected into the plasma jet; this melts the powder 
and propels it onto the surface. For the most efficient heating it is not necessary for a 
powder particle to pass through the arc core as it can be heated to a higher temperature by 
passing longitudinally through one of the recombination zones98. To obtain a situation 
where the particles are melted to the same stage similar trajectory paths are required for 
all particles. Since the trajectories are dependent on gas flow and particle size, successful 
plasma spraying requires a close size range of pOWder. For a given flow rate, smaller 
particles attain a much higher velocity, high velocity is associated with low 
contamination and good deposit characteristics. 
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Using this technique means that a bonding agent is not required, except possibly between 
the surface to be coated and the fluorescent material depending on the material to which 
the coating is being added. The fine coating means that it will respond quickly to changes 
in temperature and will not affect the local temperature of the blade, and the surrounding 
airflow. The coating produced is well bonded and has a high density. Thickness of the 
coat can vary from O.003mm to 2.5mm but normally occur within the range O.lmm and 
O.6mm. 
Coating of A1203-Ti02 has been produced by Chuanxian et al 102 using the plasma coating 
technique. A fully automated low pressure plasma system for coating turbine blades and 
vanes has been designed and built by Meyer and Muehlberger lO3. This was undertaken 
for general coating of parts rather then for the coating of I umines'cent material. 
The disadvantages of this technique are, coatings can only be achieved in a direct line of 
sight, and high temperatures are involved, it is therefore not suitable for materials with 
low melting points. 
2.6.4 Surface preparation 
It is important that good adhesion is achieved, for the coating to adhere well to the 
material surface good surface preparation is required This can be done through blast 
cleaning which both cleans the surface and gives it microscopic.roughness that helps the 
adhesive to adhere. Other surface preparation techniques include ultrasonic cleaning, 
solvents, or non-abrasive brushes. 
The selection of which surface preparation technique to use depends upon the material to 
be coated, what is to be coated, and cost. The substances that may have to be removed 
from a surface include dirt, dust, chemicals, oils, grease, polishing media, tarnish films, 
corrosion products and machining swarf and fluids such. as coolant. Possible techniques 
are shown in Table 2-6. 
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Wire 
brushing 
Flame 
cleaning 
Grit blasting 
Solvent 
deQreasinQ 
Alkaline 
degreasing 
Pickling 
Etching 
Pumose 
Removal of loose rust and paint, millscale. 
Removal of loose rust and paint, millscale .. 
Removal of rust and millscale to the highest 
levels of cleanness. 
Dissolution of oils and greases by drip or 
vanour. 
Chemical removal of degenerated oils and 
greases. 
Chemical dissolution of oxide and scale. 
Selective chemical dissolution giving 
rouQhened/nattemed surface 
Notes 
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Especially use full in damp conditions. 
Produces a rough surface that can help 
the adhesion of the coating. 
Improve adhesion of subsequent 
coating; mav be decorative. 
Table 2-6 Surface cleaning techniques available 
2.6.5 Summary of coating techniques 
The coating-surface treatment used should not impair the fluorescent properties of the 
fluorescent material, or the mechanical or aerodynamic properties of the compressor 
blade. It must be able to coat the area of interest uniformly, this could be a complex 
shape or hard to reach area. The thickness of the coating produced will depend upon the 
technique used. A thin coating is preferable as this will reaCt quickly to changes in the 
surface temperature, giving a true temperature reading. If the material has a low thermal 
conductivity then the top surface of the coating will be slow to react to the actual 
temperature of the blade, thus giving a temperature reading that is more closely related to 
the temperature of the air rather than that of the blade. A thin coating will also cause little 
affect to the aerodynamic properties of the compressor wheel. 
A widely used and tested technique is the production of a luminescent paint, this has 
been successfully used for both temperature and pressure measurements. It does not 
require any specialist equipment or personnel to produce the coating, which makes it a 
cheap method easily implemented in industry. It uses the material efficiently and can 
produce very smooth, reliable and repeatable coatings. The selection of an adhesive that 
will not affect the excitation or emission wavelengths, and will withstand the temperature 
and forces within the compressor, is the challenge. 
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The requirement of the adhesive are; it must have a high thermal conductivity property, it 
must withstand temperatures of 300°C, it must have a thermal expansion coefficient 
similar to that of the aluminium so that excessive heating does not cause the paint to 
crack, and it must not affect the excitation and emission wavelengths. Adhesives that are 
possible for this technique include silicone based adhesives and two component epoxies. 
Mbond 600 is used at present for attachment of thermocouples at Holset so this is known 
to withstand the required temperatures, and has a high thermal conductivity. Sodium and 
potassium silicate, silicone resin-silicate-organic solvent, and water-reacting powdered-
refractory binder are binders that have been used by Noel et al74 for creating luminescent 
coatings at high temperatures. 
The other techniques discussed required expensive equipment to create the coatings 
along with skilled personnel. These tend to produce a much thinner and even coating 
than the paint technique. Anodization requires extra chemicals to produce the coating, 
eiectrodeposition can only be used for metallic materials. Sputtering and deposition 
techniques show a possibility but cannot be easily created due to the equipment available. 
The final type is thermal spraying, all of these except plasma coating, tend to heat the 
surface being coated to high temperatures. As. aluminium melts at a relatively low 
temperature of 600°C these techniques are not possible. 
Plasma coating heats the coating away from the surface and therefore does not heat the 
surface to high temperatures. The coatings produced using this technique are thin and 
dense. It also does not require any bonding agent as the melted particles of the material 
embed into the surface and melt together. This means that any excitation wavelength is 
only absorbed by the fluorescent material, and also removes the absorption of the 
emission wavelength by the bonding agent thus producing a more efficient coating. 
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It is important that the data is shown in a clear manner and should not be mis-leading. A 
lot initial analysis can be done manually through looking at the data and therefore 
comparing data on different scales can be confusing and mis-leading. Showing a small 
picture of data can lead the viewer to come to a different conclusion than the showing of. 
a broader picture. For example showing a small. section of a relationship between two 
functions can lead the viewer to a conclusion of a linear relationship, though increasing 
the range would show a logarithmic relationship. 
A discussion 104 with a member of the mathematical department at Loughborough 
University determined that although a great deal of research has gone into curve fitting of 
single peaks very little work has been done on curve fitting of twin peaks. Within the 
field of chemistry a lot of work is done on analysis of materials using fluorescence 
techniques to determine content. Rather than fitting an equation to a peak a database is 
kept of all the elements and their particular peak, an unknown peak is then compared to 
those in the database. 
Database referencing is widely used in the field of Chemistry. The ratio of peaks, shape 
of peak, and position of peaks are stored. This· information is then compared to the 
spectrum under study to determine the compound of the material. This has the possibility 
for use, though it will depend upon the nature of the luminescent. material selected. 
The amount of scatter seen is a function of a number of parameters, including; number of 
averages taken, stability of furnace, noise on the detector, non-optimisation of the optics, 
and experim·ent arrangement. It is possible to use the data taken at room temperature as a 
reference image and to ratio all the other readings against this to determine the 
temperature. This technique eliminates differences from one experiment to another. 
Data analysis must be used carefully as techniques such as smoothing can hide the 
magnitude of experimental error, meaning the errors are ignored rather than confronted 
and reduced or removed. Important bits of information can also be lost. 
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2.7.1 Smoothing techniques 
The smoothing techniques are a form of averaging of the data. The data is averaged 
throughout the spectrum. This has the advantage of the data being independent of any 
other results the peaks not being distorted through the addition of a number spectra. If the 
temperature is changing rapidly it allows for the temperature readings to follow this trend 
where through averaging a number of readings the average temperature is just gained. 
Many of these techniques can be found in commercially available software. 
Taking the average of a set of data will reduce fluctuations from one reading to another, 
though it is possible to distort the data by changing the shape of the peaks slightly. This 
is a simple technique which can be used quickly and when coupled with subtracting the 
background it can produce reliable results. Detector noise is a constant that cannot be 
removed through image averaging. 
Smoothing functions are a form of averaging where instead of a number of sets of data 
being analysed the data is averaged throughout the spectrum. This has the advantage of 
the data being independent of any other results, the peaks not being distorted through the 
addition of a number of spectra. If the temperature is changing rapidly it allows for the 
temperature readings to follow this trend where through averaging a number of readings 
the average temperature is just gained. 
Hanning d'_1 d, d'+1 el =--+-+-424 
except for first and last values 
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333 
except for first and last values 
The Fourier transform technique can be· used to smooth the spectrum. Using this 
technique the different frequencies involved in the format of the spectra can be separated 
and removed if required. This allows the high and low frequency noise to be removed. 
Such as the high frequency electronic noise and the low frequency background noise 
detected in a spectrum. 
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This allows the shape of the peaks to be defined and therefore temperature. Previous 
work by Munro et al6 has defined an equation that fits the shape of the peaks. From this 
the shape of the peak can be determined. 
Least squares curve fitting procedure is generally used for fitting a curve to the profile. 
The initial parameters are altered to gain a good fit. In order to start the curve fit iteration 
estimates are required ofthe peak positions, height, and half height bandwidth. 
It is possible that even when an equation is produced it will provide a meaningful fit 105. It 
was stated by Vandeginste et alIOS that if the bands do not confonn to a few basic 
conditions then the results can be inaccurate even. when they appear precise. Often when 
curve fitting a base line is required, incorrectly chosen it can provide an extra source of 
error. If a profile has only two inflection points but three peaks then many solutions are 
possiblel06. It is therefore important to be careful about attaching physical meaning to 
values obtained from curve fitting 107. A combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian profiles 
for peak fitting in the infrared are shown by Vandeginste et al 108. 
As a general rule reliable curve fitting of two overlapping bands of unknown band shape 
is only possible when separation of the peak maxim is larger than their average width at 
half height. Selecting the incorrect baseline or ignoring it completely can also introduce 
errors into the process. It is thought that the eye is one of the most powerful tools for 
determining the peak as it can distinguish what is noise lO9 within the profile. It has been 
stated by Jones llO that if a computer produces weak components through curve fitting 
that are not evident to the eye, they should be treated with caution. 
When using the equation determined by Pitha et al l07 an accuracy of 0.5% was gained by 
Vandeginste et al for the area, when the number of inflection points is twice the number 
of peaks. It appeared that the accuracy of the initial value of the peak position was an 
important factor in achieving the accuracy. When the number of inflection points is less 
than twice the number of peaks the exact number of bands must be known or derived 
from the curve fit procedure. 
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There are a number of mathematical based software packages available commercially. 
There are also free packages available on the internet. The .free packages tend to have 
been developed by a researcher for a very specific purpose and so are not easily useable 
for this, though they can be useful for initial analysis of data. The commercially available 
packages are extremely powerful and some can be programmed to do a number of 
different functions. The functions can vary from one package to another, such as 
smoothing techniques which can give different results even though they are described as 
being the same function. This needs to be considered when taking relationships from one 
package to another. 
GaussIX is a computer program developed by Egger et al for analysis of gamma-ray 
spectra. Using a correlation technique it can identifY the centre of a peak. A smoothing 
operation is present, which will help in defining weak peaks. The program normally fits a 
Gaussian function and uses a linear background. Work has also been carried out by Hult 
et alII I , Akkila et al 1J2 and Kakanis et al ll3 on single and multiple peak fitting and 
background fitting. 
Software that has been considered for use are Mathmatica, Matlab, Maple, and LabView 
which are programming languages which can be used as powerful analysis tools. Initial 
analysis is more easily undertaken using application. software such as Excel, and 
PeakAlyze, these incorporate limited programming capabilities. 
Lab View was chosen for use because this is an easy to use programming package, where 
intense knowledge of a programming language is not required. Complicated programs 
can still be designed and run using this package, which can also be used to control and 
receive information from external devices. The spectrometer used for collecting data for 
the Yttrium powder is also compatible with the Lab View language. 
Excel was chosen for use for data analysis because it is widely available, can be used for 
many different forms of data analysis, and can be programmed to enable analysis to be 
done much quicker. It also provides a clear method of displaying the results so the eye 
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can view these easily. Some of the data analysis tools used from Excel included data 
fitting, histogram, and smoothing. 
PeakAlyze is a package used in fitting shapes to curves. The standard peak shapes such 
as Lorentzian and Gaussian are available within the package or the equation for a peak 
shape could be entered. The variables can be set so that only values within certain ranges 
are acceptable. For example if you were looking itt ratio, the value can be set so that the 
peak shape is only determined with a ratio value within the range zero to one. Start 
values for the variables can also be set so that time taken to produce a fit can be 
decreased dramatically. 
2.7.4 Selection of data analysis techniques 
The analysis technique used will depend greatly on the material selected and its 
relationship to temperature. The use of smoothing techniques will be considered to 
determine whether this will improve the reliability of the data. Curve fitting techniques 
will be considered to locate the peak and determine its shape .. The use of peak fitting 
programs have the advantage of being able to· locate hidden peaks, and interpolate 
between points. Excel and PeakAlyze will be used to determine the peak shape and its 
parameters and their relationship with temperature. Once the relationship has been 
determined the method of determining the temperature in real-time will be considered. 
For this Lab View program would be the easiest as this has the ability to import data from 
a remote source and analyse it. 
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The fluorescent properties of a number of materials were considered for temperature 
measurement over the range 100°c to 300°C. Their relationship with temperature and 
their feasibility for use as a remote temperature sensor is discussed in this chapter. The 
materials studied were chosen due to the requirements set-out in chapter 2.4.5 Summary 
of the luminescent materials available. 
The materials considered were Acridine Yellow, Brilliant Sulpho flavine, Panacryl 
Brilliant Flavine, Ruby, Sapphire and Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped. It was 
the non-organic materials that proved to be the best for this technique. Of these materials 
those whose fluorescence spectrum have been considered previously for temperature 
sensitivity are Acridine Yellow by Fister et aI, Ruby by many authors VI, and Sapphire 
which is used as a fibre optic temperature probe. It has been noted that the linewidths of 
Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped are affected by temperature by Okuno et al. 
The interest in the temperature sensitivity of Ruby has been involving solid crystals of 
Ruby. It has been investigated for the stability of laser output, it has also been used as a 
means of measuring temperature, which involves using a Ruby crystal in a fibre optic 
probe. Ruby has shown to be temperature sensitive over the temperature range -200°C to 
500°C. The work here is to see if Ruby can be 'used to create a temperature sensitive 
coating whose fluorescent spectrum can be read remotely. 
Sapphire has a similar structure to Ruby and although its temperature sensitivity is not as 
well documented as Ruby it is used by industry as a fibre optic temperature probe. The 
work here is to see if its fluorescence spectrum ean be used as a remote means of 
measuring temperature. 
The work undertaken on Acridine Yellow has been in using the fluorescence decay 
period for temperature measurement in the range -50°C to 50°C, where it has been 
VI See 2.4 Luminescent materials available 
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dissolved into a glass. The work here IS to see if the fluorescent spectrum shows a 
temperature relationship up to 300°C. 
Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped has been shown to be affected by 
temperature within the range -270°C to -70°C. The work undertaken here is to see if the 
fluorescence spectrum has a temperature sensitivity in the temperature range 200°C to 
Other materials considered are Panacryl and Brilliant Sulphoflavine, these have not been 
used before for thermoluminescent techniques. Their absorption and fluorescent spectra 
are known from previous luminescent experiments. 
3.1Acridine Yellow 
The organic substance Acridine Yellow has been tested· for temperature relationship in 
both an ethanol based solution and as a coating. The coating was produced using a 
lacquer vu with the Acridine Yellow powder mixed into it. The lacquer has been tested for 
fluorescence at the same excitation wavelength as used for Acridine Yellow and was 
found not to fluoresce, nor to absorb the excitation or emission wavelength. The program 
used for the fitting of the peak shape was PeakAlyze. 
It is documented that the fluorescence spectrum of Acridine Yellow only emits one peak 
VIII in the wavelength range that is studied here. Therefore the peak fitting has been 
undertaken assuming that this is true, as the peak achieved through experimentation 
shows no signs of a shoulder which would indicate a second peak. 
Assuming a linear relationship between intensity and temperature, and that the same 
trend continues, Acridine Yellow could be used for temperature prediction up to 175°C 
VII Lacquer used was Rustins Transparent lacquer. 
VIII See 2.4 Luminescent materials available 
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under these conditions. The intensity of the fluorescence is very much dependent upon 
the intensity of the light source, quantity of material and the collection optics. Using the 
maximum point as the peak position and intensity of the fluorescence spectrum shows a 
good relationship with the peak intensity found with the peak fitting program. With the 
peak position this is much more scattered, though follows a similar trend for the lacquer 
base. This shows that selecting the maximum value for determining temperature has a 
possibility, and this would remove the need for curvc fitling programs, would be simple 
to implement, and reduce the amount of processing time required. Although under these 
conditions temperatures above 200·C could not be obtained, the use of a higher power 
laser could increase the temperature range. 
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Figure 3-] The fluorescence spectrum of Acridine Yellow in ethanol solution, and as 
a lacquer based coating. 
The experiments undertaken for the solution and lacquer bases used different 
fluorometers to record the spectrum, which could account for the differences in the 
spectrum. Another possibility for the differences in the spectrum is that the host material 
affected the fluorescence from the Acridine Yellow, as it is known that the solution that a 
luminescent material is placed into can affect the absorption, emission and 
efficiency I14.1IS. The background reading indicates that a peak at SOOnm is expected, as 
that seen with the solution. [t can therefore be determined that this reading is correct and 
that the shift in wavelength seen with the lacquer is either due to the equipment or due to 
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the lacqucr having an effect on the fluorescence. The equipment has been checked and it 
has been found that this is the cause in the change in wavelength. 
The shape of the peak was asymmetrical and could be fitted by the equation for 
asymmetrical skewed Gaussian peakstx. The asymmetrical value of the peak decreases 
with increase in temperature, this means that the peak is moving towards a symmetrical 
Gaussian peak. This change in the asymmetrical value cannot be due to the decrease in 
intensity of the peak nor the broadening of the peak, as the asymmetric value is 
independent of these. This affect is more noticeable in the ethanol based sample than the 
more scattered data from the lacquer based sample. As the temperatltre of the substance 
is the only chaoging factor in these experiments, this change in peak property must be 
due to the chaoge in temperature. As this value is independent of peak height it is 
independent of fluctuations in intensity aod therefore is a reliable value that can be used 
for measuring temperature. 
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Figure 3-2 Tbe Difference between finding tbe peak intensity of tbe fluorescent peak 
tbrougb using a peak fitting program (program data) and using tbe point of 
maximum intensity (manual data). 
The increase in the temperature changes the lattice structure of the material thus causing 
a shin in peak wavelength to higher wavelengths with increase in temperature. This also 
IX See Appendix - 9.8 Equations 
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contributes to the broadening of the peak. It is thought that this is also the contributing 
factor to the change in the asymmetric factor of the peak. 
Relationship of Solution Lacquer 
temperature with 
Intensity y ~ -2571.2x + 326425 y - -5408.6x + I E+06 R' ~ 0.9081 R' ~ 0.8729 
Asymmetrical factor y ~ -0.0009x + 0.6136 Y - -0.0007x + 0.4479 R' ~ 0.928 R' ~ 0.0449 
Peak Position . y - 0.0244x + 494.1 Y 0.0829x +480.71 R' ~ 0.8665 R2 ~ 0.7263 
Peak Width y - 0.0886x + 50.641 y -: 0.0891 x + 69.445 R' ~ 0.9649 R' ~ 0.1096 
Intensity: Width y ~ -54.058x + 6304.5 y--83.57Ix+ 14181 R' ~ 0.925 R2 ~ 0.7668 
Peak intensity : y - -0.047Ix + 19.415 Y - -0.0137x + 4.0244 
Background intensity R' ~ 0.9658 R' ~ 0.875 
Area y - -144743x + 2E+07 Y - -695998x + 8E+07 R2 '= 0.8916 R' ~ 0.4868 
Table 3-1 The affect of temperature on the luminescent peak of Acridine Yellow, 
using peak fitting program to determine peak shape and position. 
The peak position, peak width, and the intensity ratio between peak intensity and 
background have all been studied for temperature sensitivity. Their relationships can be 
seen in Table 3-1. This shows that the ethanol host produces much greater reliability than 
the lacquer host. The use of a different adhesive host may produce a strong relationship 
between temperature and fluorescence such as that shown by the ethanol host. This 
would require consideration of a number of adhesives to determine the ideal host. The 
ethanol solution shows that peak shape has a strong relationship with temperature. 
The affect of the excitation wavelength is shown in Figure 3-3. As it can be seen that to 
gain the highest intensity it is important to select the correct wavelength. The wavelength 
used for excitation will also affect the peak position of the emission. This material was 
excited at different wavelengths to see how much an effect the excitation wavelength has 
on the emission from the material. This shows that the selection of wavelength is critical 
to get the most efficient result, and that the wavelength 458nm produces the most intense 
fluorescence with a peak at around 485nm. This is lower than the fluorescence 
wavelength that Fister et al saw. It is known that the wavelength of maximum absorption 
is 461 nm. Using this wavelength to excite the dye rather than the 458nm used in the 
experiment would only produce a 6% increase in intensity. 
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Figure 3-3 The effect of excitation wavelength on the nuorescence spectra. 
The work undertaken here shows that the fluorescence spectrum from Acridine Yellow 
can be used as a means of measuring temperature. Under the conditions here it could not 
be used for measuring temperatures above 175°C, and temperatures upto 300°C are 
required by Holset. Increase in the laser energy and the material density could increase 
the temperature range of the material making it viable for this application. It is shown 
that the peak shape can be used to measure temperature as well as the peak position and 
peak temperature. The selection of the right host adhesive could increase the sensitivity 
of the paint to temperature. This would need to be considered if this material is to be 
looked into further. Given the one peak it is not an ideal candidate for the application to 
enable self-referencing so therefore will not be considered further. 
3.2Brilliant Sulphoflavine 
The fluorescence spectrum for Brilliant ulphoflavine has been studied for change with 
temperature in both an ethanol solution and a bonded coating. The peak was found to be 
asymmetric in profile, following the same profile as Acridine Yellow fluorescence. As 
with the experimentation carried out with Acridine Yellow two sets of equipment were 
used for the solution and the coating. 
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There is a shift in wavelength between the two bases of at least IOOnm, compared to a 
separation of 20nm for Acridine Yellow and Panacryl. The separation of the peaks can 
therefore be considered to be due to the lacquer because if it was the equipment this 
would be constant with the other two materials. Th.e fluorescence fTom a fluorescent 
material is very dependent on its environment, and this would explain the differences 
seen with Brilliant Sulphoflavine between the ethanol and lacquer bases. This indicates 
that optical centres have been aITected by the host materials causing different energy 
transfers and as such different wavelengths to be emitted. 
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Figure 3-4 Spectra from Brilliant Sulpboflavine for lacquer based coating and for 
solution. 
It was found that the wavelength of the peak position obtained from the solution based 
sample, only shifted by O.2nm over a temperature change of 40°C. The bonded sample 
wavelength of the peak position increased with temperature, the data from which was 
erratic and could not be used as a defmite relationship. 
The asymmetric peak shape factor of Brilliant ulphoflavine was found not to be affected 
by temperature. The width of the peaks increased much steeper than the Acridine Yellow 
peak. A good relationship with temperature and width was determined for both samples. 
A good relationship between area under the peak and temperature was determined for 
both manual and program determined data. 
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The decrease in intensity with temperature was much steeper with the bonded coating 
than with the solution. Assuming the variation in the intensity is linearly related to 
temperature and that the same trend continue to higher temperatures, it can be predicted 
using the equation in Table 3-2. Temperatures up to about 200°C can be determined with 
the ethanol solution, or 90°C using the coating technique, under these conditions. 
Relationship of Solution Lacquer temperature with 
Intensity y - -1501.9x + 303372 y- -8163.4x + 739216 R' ~ 0.9777 R' ~0.9566 
Asymmetrical factor y ~ I E-05x2 - 0.00 I x + OA I 18 Y ~ 0.0008x2 - 0.0462x + 0.8189 R' ~ 0.9052 R' ~ 0.848 
Peak Position y - -0.0052x + 402.72 Y - 0.0602x + 509.63 R' ~ 0.8754 R' ~0.2556 
Peak Width y - 0.0268x + 62.991 Y - 0.412x + 69.979 R' ~ 0.9163 R' ~ 0.9035 
Intensity: Width y - -25.056x + 4802 y - -129.38x + 9896.9 R' ~ 0.9749 R' ~ 0.9472 
Peak intensity: y ~ -3.1706x + 228.29 Y ~ -O.IOlx + 9.8626 
Background intensity_ R' ~ 0.8247 R' ~ 0.7772 
Area y - -107672x + 2E+07 y - -497086x + 5E+07 R' ~ 0.9936 R' ~ 0.9574 
Table 3-2 The affect of temperature on the luminescent peak of Brilliant 
Sulphoflavine, using peak fitting program to determine peak shape and 
position_ 
The change in wavelength between the two bases would not be considered to be a 
problem provided this was constant between batches. This II1aterial shows a relationship 
with temperature, though this relationship is not thought to be viable above temperatures 
of 200°C, under these conditions. Consideration of the optical system would be required 
to determine if stronger fluorescence could be obtained should this material be 
considered further. Given the single peak fluorescence this material is not an ideal 
candidate though the peak does have a number of functions that are temperature 
dependent. Due to the single peak emission this peak will not be considered further, as 
this will not allow for self-referencing of the signal. 
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The temperature profile of Panacryl Brilliant Flavine was considered for both the 
solution based sample and a coated sample. These two followed the same relationship 
between peak width and temperature. 
The spectrum gained for Panacryl in the lacquer showed two peaks. When fining with 
the peak fitting program the first, smaller, peak could not be fitted. The data to the left of 
the saddle was therefore omitted from the fitting program. The tail of this smaller peak 
could have affected the type of peak that the fluorescence peak followed. 
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Figure 3-5 The fluorescence spectra for the lacquer based coating and ethanol based 
solution. 
The coating followed a MunroX profile, which is based on a combination of Lorentzian 
and Gaussian profiles, rather than the asymmetrical profile that the fluorescence peaks of 
the other two organic materials followed. The peak was also found to be fitted well by 
the Person vrx profile. The position and intensity values from the Person fit followed 
very closely the values obtained from the Munro fit. The solution based sample followed 
an asymmetric profile. This shows that the first peak has affected the shape of the 
second. 
x See Appendix - 9.8 Equations 
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A change in fluorescence intensity was detected by the human -eye, until the temperature 
of 94°C was reached where no fluorescence was seen, for the lacquer based sample. 
Using the data from the peak fitting of the solution based sample it is predicted that 
temperatures of about loooe could be reached. 
The lacquer based sample did not produce a reliable method for measuring temperature. 
This is due to interference from another peak during the fitting of a peak to the data 
causing an error in the fit, though it was found that the peak position, width and ratio 
between peak intensity and background each provided a temperature relationshi p. The 
width of the Munro peak was determined by adding the widths for the Lorentzian and 
Gaussian terms. Each of the width terms were also multiplied by their ratio term and 
added to improve the temperature relationshipx,. This did show a big improvement in the 
temperature relationship. 
The solution provided a good relationship between temperature and the peak profile. 
With this material the asymmetric peak shape factor increased with increase with 
temperature. It is predicted though that only temperatures of loooe could be reached so 
this material will not be considered further, as temperatures up to 300°c are required. 
3.4Sapphire 
Pink Sapphire has a similar molecular structure as Ruby. Sapphire produces a single peak 
at 710nm with a much broader bandwidth than Ruby. According to background work 
pink Sapphire emits at 800nm 69 It is thought that this shift in wavelength was due to the 
chromium content in the Sapphire. 
An interesting point to note is that on initial heating, the intensity of the emission 
wavelength increased from what it had been at room temperature and then decreased. 
Materials are only sensitive to environmental changes over certain ranges. The data here 
XI See Appendix - 9.8 Equations 
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indicates that at lower temperatures Sapphire has a different relationship with 
temperature than at higher temperatures. With Ruby it is known that below about 20°C 
the intensity increases with an increase in temperature, while above 20°C the intensity 
decreases with increase in temperature I 16. It is possibly this situation which is occurring 
here but at a slightly higher temperature than for Ruby. 
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Figure 3-6 The fluorescence spectra of a piece of synthetic Sapphire. 
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Figure 3-7 The affect~( teOlpCrature on the peak wavelength and intensity. 
The peak position could also nQI be used for temperature measurement over the 
temperature range 100°C to 175°C, which is part of the temperature range which Holset 
require to be measured. it was d!l9ided not to continue with any further work witb 
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Sapphire as it has only a single peak, it did not emit a stable temperature relationship, and 
it seems that the chromium content affects the· emission greatly, which could cause 
problems with batch continuity. 
3.5Ruby 
Ruby has been studied for temperature measurement, background indicated that there is a 
number of wavelengths that can be used to excited Ruby Of these 532nm was chosen as 
this is easily obtainable from a frequency doubled Nd:Yag laser, this is also easily 
obtainable as a pulsed source. The laser used in these experiments is a Q-switched diode 
pumped solid state laser LCS-DTL-112QT, it has a pulse duration of 10nsec with a pulse 
energy of 1.5~J. The spectrometer used is a Solar T 11, whos detector uses software 
written by Cronin electronics to collect, display and save the spectrum. The specrrometer 
has a resolution of 0.1 nm, and a 40% grating efficiency. 
The experimentation was carried out with the Ruby sample placed in a furnace with the 
furnace door replaced with a door with a quartz window in it which will withstand the 
temperatures, this will allow the fluorescence readings to be taken without removing the 
sample from the furnace. An average often reading was used for the work in this section. 
Furnace 
Fiber optic, 
I mm diameter 
Fiber optic, 
2mm diameter 
Nd:Yag laser 532nm, 
1.5)1J per pulse 
Solar T11 
Spectrameter 
computer 
Figure 3-8 The experimentation arrangement 
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From the spectrum it can easily be seen tbat there is a strong affect of temperature on the 
intensity and the peak positions. The peak positions are determined by using the 
maximum value intbat area of the spectrum. The peak position and intensity 
relationships with temperature can be seen in the charts below. These show that 
intensities and the ratio of tbe intensity produce a good relationship with temperature up 
to 300°C. The peak positions also show a strong relationship with temperature up to 
300°C, but the separation of the peaks does not sbow a relationsb.ip with temperature . 
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Figure 3-9 The fluorescence of solid Ruby 
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Figure 3-10 The affect of temperature on the peak intensities. 
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It is difficult to accurately determine the peak position due to noise within the spectrum. 
It is therefore necessary that curve-fitting processes are undertaken to determine peak 
positions. If slight changes in the Ruby spectra occur from one reading to the next then 
use of averaging techniques will cbange the shape of the peak. and therefore each reading 
should be treated separately. A combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian peak 
descriptions have been used previously and have shown to give close fits of the spectra 
and so allowing the peak positions to be determined . 
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Figure 3-11 The affect of temperature on the peak positions. 
As well as the two main peaks two much smaller peaks can also be seen with high 
intensity peaks. The two extra peaks occur at around 710nm. at which Ruby is known to 
emit. The peaks also decrease with increasing temperature, and tend to disappear at 
higher temperatures. 
Ruby shows a good relationship between temperature and its fluorescent spectrum. The 
affect of pressure on the fluorescence is therefore considered below. Further work will 
continue on the creation of the coating and the analysis of the spectrum. 
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It is known that fluorescent materials sensitive to temperature can also be sensitive to 
pressure. As the pressure will be changing within the compressor it is important to 
- -- - - -- understand-how this may affect thefluorescencespectra.- -
A pressure container has been designed that will allow samples to be pressurised up to 
4 Bar as this is the expected pressure range achieved within the compressor housing. This 
will allow the affects of pressure on the materials' to be determined. The lab temperature 
remained constant throughout the experimentation so any changes in the spectrum is not 
due to changes in temperature. 
computer 
Solar TII 
Spectrometer 
Outlet 
pressure 
Figure 3-12 The experimentation arrangement 
Pressurised 
container 
Nd:Yag laser 532nm, 
1.5 IlJ per pulse 
Inlet 
pressure 
A Ruby rod has been tested for pressure dependency at room temperature within the 
pressure range I to 4Bar. This showed that the intensity decreased with an increase in 
pressure, the positions of the peaks decreased slightly with pressure. This change in the 
peak shape was compared to that of a piece of Ruby held at constant temperature, to 
determine if this change in peak shape is within the normal shift, Table 3-3. 
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Figure 3-13 The fluorescence spectrum for Solid Ruby at pressures up to 4 Bar. 
Non-smoothed Smoothed 
Pressure 1al27°C Pressure @)27°C 
IntensitY Peak I 23.8 17.3 22.5 5.35 
% decrease 20% 0.26% 20% 0.30% 
Position Peak I 0.108 0.627 0.054 0.626 
Intensitv Peak 2 16.28 20.87 14.5 9.99 
% decrease 19% 0.72% 20% 0.85% 
Position Peak 2 0.135 0.627 0.027 0.627 
Intensitv ratio 0.066 0.018 0.023 0.013 
Peak seoaration 0.108 0.003 0 0.003 
Table 3-3 Comparing tbe change in spectrum at pressure with that at a stable 
temperature. 
It can be seen that for an increase in pressure there is a corresponding decrease in 
intensity. Considering the smoothed data there is no shift in the separation of the peak 
positions with pressure. For the non-smoothed data, although the peak positions are 
within the shift noted at the stable temperature, the change in the peak separation is 
above that of the stable temperature data. This difference in separation could be due to 
noise within the data rather than a true pressure dependence given that the smoothed data 
produces no change in peak separation over the given pressure range. 
For the smoothed pressure data the peak height can be related to pressure through the 
following equations; 
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Intensity of peak I; 
% decrease in intensity = 0.0646 x pressure - 0.0589 
Intensity of peak 2; 
% decrease in intensity = 0.0635 x pressure - 0.064 
3.5.2 Ruby conclusion 
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Ruby emits two main bands, both of which show to be temperature dependent. As each 
peak has a different relationship with temperature it is possible to create a self 
referencing signal, and will therefore remove errors due to influences such as signal 
noise, and environmental changes. Ruby has also shown to not be affected by the 
pressure range that is present within the compressor. It has also been shown to be 
sensitive to temperatures up to 300°C. Ruby IS therefore a· prime candidate for a 
luminescent temperature measuring coating. 
3.6 Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped 
Praseodymium doped Yttrium Oxysulphide (Y203S:Pr) has been tested for its 
temperature sensitivity. This phosphor has been chosen because of its very short lifetime, 
which will allow most of the fluorescence to be detected during the pass of the 
compressor wheel. It also has a number of emission peaks, which allows for the 
possibility of self-referencing the reading. The wavelength used. to excite the material is 
266nm, which can be obtained from a frequency quadrupled Nd:Y AG laser. The 
equipment used in this work is a Spectron SL284 quadroupled Nd:YAG, which has a 
pulse energy of 6mJ and a pulse duration of 9nsec. 
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Figure 3-14 The experimentation arrangement. 
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Fibre optic, SO~m diameter, 
with collection optic 
Nd:YAG laser 266nm, 1Hz, 
O.ISmJ per pulse 
Thennocouple J.----
Laser blocking box 
which also acts as a 
heat retainer 
y 203S:Pr was obtained only in powder form, the experiments were therefore carried out 
with Y 203S:Pr mixed with adhesive to create a paint, which was coated onto a piece of 
aluminium. The sample was heated using a hot plate since to the location of the laser 
prevented the use of a furnace. The powder was placed into a shallow bottomed container 
with a thermocouple located in the powder. The coating had a thermocouple attached to 
the centre of the coating. 
The spectrum recorded shows that there is a strong relationship between temperature and 
fluorescence intensity. The intensity of the larger peak at lower temperatures is off the 
scale of the spectrometer which is why the broad top peak is seen. From the spectrum 
four main peaks can be seen at 500nm, 510nm, 660nm, 670nm, it is these that are 
initially studied for temperature dependence. The peak position and intensities have been 
considered for temperature relationship. The peak intensities show a strong relationship 
with temperature, Figure 3-16. All the peaks show strong temperature relationship up to 
300°C, especially the more intense peaks at 500nm, and 51 Onm. 
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Figure 3-15 The nuorescence of Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped. 
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Figure 3-16 The affect oftemperature on the intensity. 
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Some of the peak positions and the peak separations showed a strong relationship with 
temperature. and others did not, Figure 3-l7. 
A summary of the peak position relationships with temperature can be seen in Table 3-4. 
From the data in the table two peak position relationships show a strong relationship with 
temperature, R2-02 and 02-0 I as they show a small temperature shift with a lom shift. 
A small temperature shift with wavelength means that a smaller uncertainty in 
temperature measurement can be achieved than a larger temperature shi ft. The 
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relationship RI-G I shows little shift in wavelength with temperature and can therefore be 
used as reference value. 
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Figure 3-17 T he a ffect of temperature on peak position 
Function Shift of Inm Change of 1°C R' relates to XII relates lo 
R2-G2 147°C 0.0068nm 0.9464 
G2 400°C 0.0025 nm 0.9021 
G2-GI 172°C 0.0058 nm 0.8914 
R2 233°C 0.0043 nm 0.6614 
GI 303°C 0.0033 nm 0.6614 
RI-G2 200°C 0.0050 nm 0.6614 
RI 400°C 0.0025 nm 0.5778 
R2-RI 556°C 0.0018 nm 0.2931 
R2-GI 1000°C 0.0010 nm 0.1253 
RI-GI 1250°C 0.0008 nm 0.0342 
Table 3-4 The relationship between the Y203S:Pr emission spectrum and 
temperature 
Curve fitting will allow the peak positions and thus the temperature relationship to be 
fitted more accurately. The use of peak separation will al low a technique to be developed 
that would be independent upon coating quality and optical alignment. This material 
shows a strong possibility of use as a temperature sensor and will be considered further. 
The disadvantage of this material is that it requires UV excitation which is absorbed by 
most materials and therefore the use of fibre optics to transmit the excitation wavelength 
to the compressor would be expensive. 
XII Spectral resolution 1.03nm 
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This material shows a relationship with temperature up to 300°C, emits more than one 
fluorescence peak, and produces relationships with temperature and none changes with 
temperature, which means that it can be self-referenced. It has. a very short lifetime of 
hlsec which means that the majority of the fluorescence can be collected in one rotation. 
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This section looks at some of the data analysis techniques that are available for extracting 
the required data from the spectrum. This has been undertaken using the data collected 
from Ruby. 
4.1 Smoothing techniques 
Different techniques for smoothing have been considered. These include subtracting the 
background, averaging, and the use of the Hanning, Running Mean, and Exponential 
smoothing functions. 
Subtracting the background and averaging does not significantly reduce the noise, but is 
essential for the standardisation of the data. If this was not ·considered then a high 
background would give a very different set ·of results for intensity than a low 
background. This difference would not be taken into consideration by the ratio of two 
intensities. 
The Hanning, Running Mean, and Exponential smoothing functions are similar 
operations using averaging of adjacent values in the spectrum techniques. The Hanning 
and Running Mean techniques reduce the amplitude of the noise but at higher 
temperature, after 5 smoothing operations, these do not smooth the higher temperature 
spectra. It is at the higher temperatures that the use of a smoothing technique is most 
critical. The exponential smoothing function (Excel) shifts the peaks and decreases their 
intensity, the noise has been reduced greatly using this technique. 
Fourier analysis has been shown to be able to remove the low· level frequencies of the 
background and the high level frequencies of· the electrical noise successfully. To 
determine the range of frequencies that were required· to be removed, different 
frequencies were removed and the ratio between the intensities of the maximum and 
minimum positions were compared. This data was then curve fitted using the Munro 
equation. 
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The accumulation of a number of spectra could cause distortion in the overall spectra. It 
could be possible that when recording the spectrum we will be summing together slightly 
di fferent spectrums due to the decay in intensity from the initial pulse. This could 
produce a rather more broad curve than expected and therefore at higher temperatures 
more reliable readings will be gained from a single pulse. 
Finding the average of tens sets of data does not significantly reduces the noise, which 
indicates that tlle noise is a constant associated with the detector. Subtracting a 
background reading from the fl uorescence spectrum makes a huge di fference to the 
clarity of the peaks at high temperature. 
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Figure 4-1 Tbe difference in tbe noise levels can be seen to be reduced tbrough 
background subtraction, data taken at 250°c' 
The subtraction of the background also gives a stable base from which to work when 
using the intensity of the peaks for temperature measurement. 
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Using known smoothing techniques 
The moving average technique and Hanning technique of smoothing have been 
considered for peak analysis. It can be seen that these techniques produce very similar 
results. With the raw data it is mainly the sharp peaks noise that is removed. It makes 
very little difference to the background subtracted data, though increasing the moving 
average range produces a very smooth curve at the expense of shifting the peaks. 
Figure 4-2 The affect of the smoothing techniques on raw data and background 
subtracted data. 
These technique show possibility for use with the data, mainly for removing any sharp 
noise peaks that may occur around the peaks and thus affect the peak fitting routine. 
4.1.2.1 Fourier Transform 
The Fourier Transform technique can be used to remove the high and low frequencies, 
this enables the high frequencies such as electrical noise, and low frequencies such as 
background to be removed. To remove the electrical noise it is important that the whole 
spectrum is analysed rather than just the area around the peaks as the noise can be 
determined more accurately. 
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Removing too much noise produced just one peak, it is important that the correct amount 
of noise is removed so that the most defined peaks are shown without distorting the 
shape of the peaks. 
To determine which frequencies should be removed to both reduce the noise and keep the 
shape of the peaks, a number of Fourier transforms have been taken on the same data. 
The data has had different high and low frequencies removed, peaks have been fitted to 
the resulting data. The height, width and position of these peaks are then being used to 
determine whether they still fit the shape of a Ruby peak as defmed by Munro et al and if 
the data can still be related to temperature. It is found that not all of the Fourier transform 
data fit the Munro et al defmition. 
l!XXl 
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Figure 4-3 The smoothing affect of Fourier analysis on the spectrum, using data 
taken at 250°C. 
It was found that using the range of frequencies between 2 and 70 provided a high ratio 
between the intensities for both temperatures of 25°C and 250°C. It was thought that a 
high ratio will mean that the peaks are more distinct and therefore easier to define. Curve 
fitting the Fourier analysed data showed that the Munro equation did not fit the data. This 
showed that the Fourier analysis has changed the shape of the spectra through the 
removal of a single, or a group of, frequencies. It was therefore important to determine 
which frequencies were required to define the Ruby spectra, if this technique is to he 
used. 
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Figure 4-4 The affect of the lower frequency removal on the peaks. 
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Figure 4-5 The affect of the higher frequency removal on the pel\~. 
When considering the peak position and the intensity rather than the peak shape then it 
was determined that the removal of the lower frequencies affected the position and height 
of the saddle between the two peaks and not the actual peaks themselves. At the higher 
frequencies removing frequencies less than 70 affected the separation and ratio of the 
intensities of the two peaks. 
The use of Fourier analysis shows a possibility that will enable the peaks to be more 
defined at higher temperatures. This technique can also be implemented by using a data 
filter on the data as it is recorded and therefore does not require extra software processing 
during data analysis. 
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The work here shows that to produce consistent data the background should be 
subtracted from the raw data. This also works as a smoothing technique by removing 
most of the high frequency detector noise. Smoothing techniques can be used once the 
background noise has been subtracted. Fourier analysis can be used but this requires 
careful selection of the frequencies to remove so was not to affect the peak shape. The 
techniques to be used further are background subtraction, averaging of data over a 
number of readings, and the Moving Average technique. 
4.2Ruby spectrum analysis 
This section looks at the temperature sensitivity of both solid Ruby and coatings using 
Ruby powder. The results of the peak position are compared to the known trends defined 
by Munro et aI and Abella and Cummins. The trends determined compare well to these 
known trends. The temperature range of interest is 100°C to 300°C, particularly the range 
ISO°C to 2S0°C . 
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Figure 4-6 The spectrum of solid Ruby. 
The possibility of still being able to measure the average temperature accurately when 
large Ductuations in temperature occur while taking the reading has been considered. 
This has shown that the average temperature can be recorded for difference in 
temperature of 30°C. 
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The spectrum of Ruby, Figure 4-6, has two peaks at around 690nm, which are the main 
ones used for temperature measurement. Two wider peaks can be seen at around 710nm, 
and a fifth was determined through peak fitting at around 700nm. 
4.2.1 Solid Ruby 
A number of sets of spectrum have been recorded at temperatures ranging from 25°C to 
330°C. The gate period for each data set varied from 700msec to 10msec. At each 
temperature step ten separate spectrum have been recorded, as well as ten sets of 
background readings. The data set that has been used for comparison here is the data 
taken with a 500msec gate period. 
4_2.1-1 Fitting of Munro peak shape 
Munro et al have determined that the shape of the Ruby peaks are similar in profile to a 
Voight profilexlII. It is this profile determined by Munro et al tliat has been used here to 
extract information from the fluorescence peaks obtained from experimentation. Previous 
work has suggested that the peak width, height and position of Ruby, are all related to 
temperature. The exact relationship has been shown by previous work to be dependent 
upon the Chromium content of the Ruby. 
The Munro peak shape was fitted using the PeakAlyze program with the Munro equation 
entered into the program. Initial values were inputted determined from previous fits, 
sometimes requiring a number of fits before a close fit was determined. 
The parameters that have been shown to be related to temperature previously are; 
amplitude, peak position, Gaussian and Lorentzian widths. These have been considered 
XIII See Appendix - 9.8 Equations 
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as well as the ratio of the amplitudes. peak separation and ratio of the Gaussian and 
Lorentzian widths. It is shown that the peak positions, and the separation of the peaks are 
related to temperature. 
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Figure 4-7 The difference between smoothed and non-smoothed data at 250°C 
4.2.1.1.1 Non-smoothed data 
Using the peak fitting program PeakAlyze, the Munro peak shape was fitted to the whole 
spectrum without any smoothing operations. The values determincd for each for the 
functions of the peak shape were recorded and a temperature relationship found the fit 
using Excel. The best equations determined from this process are shown below along 
with their RI value, a summary of the whole set of fits is shown in the appendix. 
Using the intensity of the peaks; 
Peak. I: y = -8 1 S.99Ln(temp) + 4811.4 
Peak 2 y = -570.73 Ln(temp) + 3330.6 
Using the position of the peaks; 
Peak I; Y = 164.28* temp - 114033 
Peak 2 y = 178.72* temp - 123434 
Using the separation of the peaks; 
y = O.OOOS* temp + 3.4S28 
R2= 0.97 
R2= 0.98 
R2= 0.98 
R2= 0.98 
R2= 0.97 
Equation 4-\ et of equations showing the relationship between temperature and 
the fluorescence spectrum of Ruby. Peak details determined from the Munro 
equation. 
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These equations were detennined for data within the temperature range 25°C to 300°C. 
This shows that the peak amplitude and position' can both be related to temperature, as 
well as the peak separation. The use of the peak amplitude is not ideal as the intensity of 
the fluorescence varies depending upon the optical arrangement of the experiment. The 
peak position is the best function to use as this is totally independent from the optical 
arrangement as it is due to the internal molecular structure of the material. 
The equations detennined for finding the temperature from the position of the peaks are 
shown on page 94. It was detennined that taking a reference reading at a known 
temperature at the start of the experiment was required and the reference temperature was 
best taken at the mid point of the temperature range. This will enable any fluctuations in 
the sample or detection equipment that may cause differences in the position readings to 
be eliminated. These equations were produced for the temperature range 25°C to 200°C. 
For Peak 1j T = ' ",1' + T ' ( ~ -~ ) 0.006 "I 
For Peak2j T- , "if +T ( ~ -~ ) 
- 0.0055 "I 
For Peak 1 - Peak 2; T=(D-3.4528) 
, 0.0005 
Where; 
T = temperature (OC) 
P, & P, = positions of peaks I & 2 
D = separation of peak positions 
T", = temperature at which the reference was taken 
Equation 4-2 
Equation 4-3 
Equation 4-4 
P,"f & P'''l = positions of peaks 1 & 2 at the reference temperature 
As the equation for the separation of the peaks is independent of any fluctuations in the 
detector it is thought that this would provide the best means of detennining temperature. 
With the Solar T IJ ,spectrometer the grating is altered using a micrometer stage, this 
enables a wider range of wavelengths to be'detected compared to a stationary grating as 
the resolution of the spectrometer is such that only a range of 55nm can be detected at 
one instant. A variation in the micrometer setting of 0.01 mm means a shift in wavelength 
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of OAnm. which in turn relates to a temperature shift of 66·C this means that the 
wavelength of the peak positions is dependent upon the accuracy of the reading of the 
micrometer position. If this is also moved without knowing then errors will occur in the 
peak wavelength value. 
TIle use of the peak separation in fact proved to be the worst of the three equations, with 
large errors between the actual temperature and the determined temperature, see Figure 
4-8. The use of the reference value removes the error due to the grating setting and 
making each set of readings independent of the grating. 
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Figu re 4-8 The distribution of the percentage error for the temperature range 
125·C to 270·C. 
When fitting these equations to known data it was observed that above 250·C the data 
became scattered, and therefore large differences between the actual and measured data 
occurred. It was therefore deteml ined that these equations were only suitable for up to 
250·C. Considering this temperature range the temperature could be measured to an 
accuracy of - 14% to +7%. Reducing the temperature range to 125·C to 270·C the 
accuracy of the fit could be improved to -5% to +7%. There is little di fference in the 
accuracy of the fits between the positions of peak I and peak 2. Using peak I only 
produces a slightly better fit than the others, see Figure 4-8. The secondary peak at ' less 
than l' in Figure 4-8 can all be accowlted for by the difference at 125·C. It therefore 
shows that for the temperature range 150·C to 270·C a very accurate temperature 
measurement can be made. 
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To improve the accuracy of the fit, the difference betWeen the temperatures achieved 
from the two peaks was considered. If the two temperature readings were not within 5c C 
then it was considered an error had occurred and the data was in error and was to be 
ignored. This technique did not decrease the error as it was found that if an error occurred 
then it tended to be due to a shift from both peaks rather than just one. As both peaks 
shift then the difference in the temperature values does not increase significantly. 
4.2.1.1.2 Smoothed spectrum 
Smoothing techniques have the advantage of being able to remove nOIse from the 
spectrum enabling the peaks to be more defined. The use of smoothing techniques can 
affect the shape of the peaks. As it is the peak shape that gives the temperature 
relationship it is thought that smoothing of the data should not be undertaken. The work 
here is to determine whether smoothing operations can be used to help define the peaks 
from the background without affecting the relationship with temperature. The same data 
set that was used for the non-smoothing analysis has been used here. 
The data has been smoothed using the Moving Average technique, as defined in the 
PeakAlyze program. Smoothing has been used to reduce the high frequency noise, to 
help in the fitting of the data at higher temperature where the peaks are close to the noise 
level, Figure 4-7. 
Using the intensity of the peaks; 
Peak I; y = 0.0305*temp2 - 14.702*temp + 2137.6 
Peak 2 y = 0.01 87*temp2 - 9.61 72*temp + 1414:6 
Using the position of the peaks; 
Peak I; y = 0.0064*temp + 694.09 
Peak 2 y = 0.0057*temp + 692.66 
Using the separation of the peaks; 
Peaks 1&3 . y = -0.0068*temp + 5.9955 
Peaks 2&3 y = -0.0062*temp + 7.4305 
Using the ratio of the peak intensities; 
Peaks 1 &3 y = 55.036e·o.01 07"temp 
Peaks 2&3 y = 34.98ge-OOI03·temp 
R2= 0.93 
R2= 0.96 
R2= 0.98 
R2= 0.97 
R2= 0.97 
R2= 0.96 
R2= 0.93 
R2= 0.94 
Equation 4-5 Set of equations showing the rela~ionship between temperature and 
the fluorescence spectrum of Ruby. Spectrum is smoothed and the peak 
details are then determined from the Munro equation. 
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These equations have been determined over the temperature range 25°e to 300oe. 
Through smoothing a third peak at a longer wavelength has become obvious. This peak 
can be used to reference the other two peaks, as it did not shift with temperature. The 
separation between the third peak and the other two can be related to temperature, which 
gives a more reliable relationship than using the separation between the first two peaks. It 
is the position of peaks 1 and 2 that have been found to produce the best fit with 
temperature and produced the following equations; 
For Peak 1; 
For Peak 2; 
For Peak 1 - Peak 3; 
For Peak 2 - Peak 3; 
Where; 
T = (D, -5.9955) 
-0.0068 
T = (D, -7.4305) 
-0.0062 
T = temperature (OC) 
P, & P, = positions of peaks 1 & 2 
D, & D, = separation of peak 1 & 2 from peak 3 
Equation 4-6 
Equation 4-7 
Equation 4-8 
Equation 4-9 
T"r = temperature at which the reference was taken 
P,,,r & P,,,r = positions of peaks 1 & 2 at the reference temperature 
The third peak was only found on 40% of the spectra, the separation of peaks 1 and 2 
from the third peak can therefore not be used reliably. It was found though that if the 
third peak existed, the separation could be used as a check with the determined 
temperature in the range 1 oooe to 2500 e as this produced more accurate relationship 
with temperature than using just the peak positions. There is very little difference in the 
accuracy of the results determined from the peak positions. Using the average of the 
temperature determined from peaks one and two produced the most accurate result, see 
Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-9 Tbe distribution of tbe percentage error for tbe temperature range 
125°C to 270°C. 
4.2.1.1.3 Summary 0/ Munro fitted data 
There is very little difference between the accuracy of the fits detennined by the 
smoothed and non-smoothed data. For both methods it is determined that the temperature 
range 125 to 270°C gives the most accurate results, this incorporates the range of interest 
which is 150°C to 250°C. For the non-smoothed data an accuracy of -5% to +7% is 
achieved, from the temperature detennined from peak 1. With the smoothed data an 
accuracy of -7% to +6% is achieved from using the average temperature detennined from 
the two peaks. Although there is a slight difference in the two error ranges this is not 
significant enough to say that the non-smoothed data is better. This is well within the 
accuracy quoted by Munro et al of ± 10%. The error is the difference between the actual 
temperature value and the temperature reading, this difference is then detennined as a 
percentage of the temperature value. 
At this point there is no preference between using smoothed or non-smoothed data to 
detennine the temperature from the spectrum by fitting the Munro peak profile. 
Comparing the trends detennined here with the trend detennined by Munro et al and 
Abella & Curnmins it is seen that the smoothed data produces a trend which is similar. 
The non-smoothed data produces a shift of peak 2 away from peak 1. For the 
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measurement of temperature this difference for the non-smoothed data is not a problem 
as long as this is constant from one data set to another. 
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Figure 4-10 Comparing tbe equations determined using Munro peak profile to 
determine peak positions. 
4.2.1.2 Using automated software to extract peak 
details from the spectrum 
As it is the peak position and amplitude that is of interest and not tbe peak width, the use 
of the LabView routine, 'peak find ', can be used. The use of the LabView routine will 
enable the automated extraction of data from the spectrum, this will involve the use of 
the peak. find routine .in Lab View. This data was then entered into an Excel workbook 
wbere a macro bas been written to remove data that is not of interest to the temperature 
measurement. With the work undertaken with fining of the Munro profile to the data it 
was determined that the peak positions and intensities of peaks 1 and 2 provided tbe best 
fit. As there was little difference in tbe correlation between the smoothed and non-
smoothed data from Munro peak shape fitting, especiaUy for the peak position, no 
smoothing operation was undertaken. 
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Using the Lab View routine, the peak width and threshold are set, the width refers to the 
number of data points that are used in the determination of whether a peak exists. The 
minimum number of data points which can be used is three, the maximum which can be 
used successfully is the half peak width at half height. For noisy data it is not 
recommended to use the val ue of three to reduce the amount of noise which is detected. 
If the width value is either too large or too small for the data set then errors can occur. 
Using the threshold value will also reduce the noise detection. The threshold value is the 
minimum height that a peak can be. If this value is set too low then too many noise peaks 
will be detected, if set too high then the lower peak will not be detected at higher 
temperatures. If low threshold values are set then a large number of peaks is detected, 
this means that double peaks are sometimes produced, the Excel macro has been 
designed to remove these double peaks XIV. 
4.2.1.2.1 Analysis of the data using LahView peakfind routine 
A number of data sets have been used here to allow the reliability of data from one set to 
another to be determined. It is the data set that has been used in the sections 4.2.1.1.1 
Non-smoothed data, and 4.2.1.1.2 Smoothed spectrum which is· discussed in most detail 
here. The background was determined at each temperature stage and subtracted from the 
fluorescence spectra. It was confirmed by these data sets that the position and intensity of 
peak I and peak 2 provided a strong relationship with temperature. 
At 200°C the peak width at half height of peak 1 and peak 2 is 18nm and 9nm 
respectively. Lab View works in terms of data points, a half width in terms of data points 
of 666 and 333. The separation of the peaks is around l.4nm, which in terms of data 
points is 52. The initial band widths which were considered are 3 to 30, to avoid too 
much overlap of the peaks while fitting. It is shown that widths 25 to 30 give the best fits 
for use with temperature analysis. It is also shown that the threshold affects the results 
considerably. 
Lab View gives the peak position and peak intensity, this information was then organised 
into wavelength bands, which refer to the positions of the peaks of interest. This data was 
XIV See Appendix - 9.7 Programming 
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then organised so that if more than one peak occurred in the wavelength band then that 
data was eliminated. This was done as with low threshold levels and low widths noise is 
detected as peaks. This noise is seen as many narrow band width peaks, this deletion will 
then show that this is not a good set of parameters to use to determine the peaks of 
interest. This organization of the peaks was done through a macro written in Excel. The 
fitting of the data is done through an Excel macro, using the linear regression function. 
The best results from fitting the peak parameters from this data set with temperature are 
shown below, the results from the other data sets and the remaining results from this set 
can be seen in the appendix. The choice of best fit is determined by considering both the 
R2 value, the temperature range to which it fitted, and the number of data points that 
resulted in the fit. An ideal fit would cover the temperature range 25 to 300°C, have an 
R2 value greater than 0.9. and have a high number of data points. The number of data 
points will vary from one data set to another due to the number of readings taken 
Peak 1 position, threshold set as 200 
25 ~ 300°C y=0.0055*temp+694.42 
25 ~ 270°C y=0.0056*temp+694.40 
Peak 2 position, threshold set as 200 
25 ~ 300°C y=0.0065*temp+692.92 
25 ~ 200°C y=0.0062*temp+692.95 
Ratio of the intensities of Peak I &2, threshold set as 200 
25 ~ 270°C y=0.00064*temp+0.71 
Ratio ofthe intensities of Peak 2&3, threshold set as 100 
25 ~ 250°C y=-O.13*temp+ 19.49 
R2= 0.98 
R2= 0.99 
R2= 0.97 
R2= 0.99 
Equation 4-10 Set of equations showing the relationship between temperature and 
the fluorescence spectrum of Ruby. The peak details are determined using 
the peak find routine in Lab View. 
As with the Munro peak shape data it is the peak position that gives the most reliable fit. 
It is therefore these that are considered. For this data set the equations determined with a 
threshold of 200, and a width value of 30, have been considered. This threshold level has 
the most number of points in the fit. Setting low threshold values and small widths means 
a lot of background noise is detected. This can affect the results by causing double peaks, 
two peaks very close together, this is a problem as it is not known which is the true peak. 
The Excel macro is therefore used to remove these double peaks. This deletion of peaks 
is why the count is low for low thresholds and much higher at higher thresholds. 
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For Peak Ij T- +T (
P, - Plre!) 
- 0.0056 re! Equation 4-11 
For Peak 2j Equation 4-12 
Where; 
T = temperature (0C) 
p, & P, = positions of peaks 1 & 2 
T "'! = temperature at which the reference was taken 
P're! & p're! = positions of peaks 1 & 2 at the reference temperature 
",--------------------, 
" 
" 
" 
OUalng P .. k 1 
CUslng P .. k2 
OA ... nogoe of Peak lBnd 2 
Figure 4-11 The distribution ofthe percentage error for the temperature range 
125°C to 225°C. 
The equations determined here compare well to the equation derived from the fitting of 
the Munro peak shape to the peaks. For the temperature range 125°C to 225°C an 
accuracy of -3% to +5% is achieved when the average of the two temperature values are 
considered. For the range 25°C to 225°C an accuracy of ±9% is achieved using the 
temperature value from the position of peak I. 
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The affect of the summation of a number of peaks at different temperatures has been 
considered. This is to ensure that if a rapidly changing. surface temperature is 
encountered then a relevant temperature can be measured from the fluorescence spectra 
recorded. Temperature differences of up to 300 e were considered, the accuracy between 
the average measured temperature and the calculated temperature was found to vary 
greatly with temperature. The average temperature value from· the values determined by 
positions of peak I and peak 2 was used. For a temperature range of 65°e to 2700 e an 
accuracy of ±12% was achieved, though this was greatly improved over the temperature 
range 900 e to 2400 e where an accuracy of -3 to +8% was achieved. This shows that this 
is within the error expected to be achieved from the averaging over a wide temperature 
range, within that achieved from stable temperature spectrum. 
4.2.1.2.3 Affect of gate period on the fit 
The five different data sets were taken with different gate periods to determine whether 
the time period has an affect on the spectrum reading obtained. This is an important 
consideration, as when spinning the gate period would be determined by the speed of the 
object. The readings were taken on two separate days. 
On each day the readings were taken one after another with only the gate period 
changing. Therefore any changes noted will only be from the change in the gate period. 
The data has been considered using a linear relationship between temperature and the 
function. The peak parameters set in Lab View affect the values for the equation y=mx+c, 
it is therefore important to determine a set of values that produces a strong relationship 
with temperature. As expected the intensities of peak I and peak 2 show a strong 
relationship with gate period. 
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4.2.1.3 Summary of Ruby Rod data 
The relationships created have been compared to known relationships derived by ' Munro 
el aI' and ' Abella and Cummins', and these have been found to compare well. The 
equations determined for each fit is shown in the relevant section. Different techniques 
for the filting of peaks have been considered, as well 8S the consideration of the affects of 
averaging over a wide temperature region and for stability. 
Analysis Type % error 2G-+300· C 20->250· C 20->250· C 125->270· C 125->225· C 
Munro elal ± IO% 
accuracy (20%) 
Munro -1410 +7% -5% 10 +7% 
Non-smoothed (21%) (12%) 
Munro -6% 10 +7% 
Smoolhed (13%) 
LabView 
±9%(18%) -3% to +5% Non-smoothed (8%) 
Table 4-1 The accuracy's achieved from the same data sct using d ifferent fi tting 
techniques. 
The wavelength of the peak positions was found to change slightly over prolonged 
heating periods. This change was not related to time and can therefore only be accounted 
for by slight changes in the molecular structure. The temperature remained constant and 
neither the optical components nor the sample was moved . 
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Figure 4-12 Comparison between determined relationships and known 
relationships. 
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The equations detennined have been compared, the accuracy ·of fit has been found for 
data taken with a 500msec gate period, Figure 3-12. To improve the accuracy of the fit 
the difference in temperature detennined from the two separate peak positions has been 
considered. If the separation was less than 2, 5, or lODe the average of the two peaks was 
used, if outside of these ranges it was considered to be an error measurement. This was 
not found to increase the accuracy of the fit. The accuracy of the results is less than the 
estimated accuracy of fit detennined by Munro et al of 1 O% .. lt is detennined that the use 
of the peak find LabView routine threshold set as.200 and width as 30, provides the best 
fit using the position of peak I. For this position 50% of the predicted temperatures are 
within 3% of the measured temperature. 
Peak function used . Method Maximum Accuracy % of data Temperature °e % 
Position Peak 1 LabView 272 4.81 
Position Peak 2 Munro smoothed 300 5.22 
A verage of position of MUnro non-smoothed 300 5.30 Peak I and Peak 2 
A verage of position of LabView 272 5.31 Peak I and Peak 2 
A verage of position of Munro smoothed 300 5.32 Peak 1 and Peak 2. where values are within + lOoe 
Position Peak 1 Munro non-smoothed 300 5.38 
A veragt: of position of Munro smoothed 300 5.38 Peak I and Peak 2 
Average of position of MUnro non-smoothed 300 5.57 Peak I and Peak 2. where values are within +5°e 
Position Peak 2 Munro non-smoothed 300 5.59 
A verage of position of Munro smoothed 250 5.76 Peak I and Peak 2 
Average of position of MUnro non-smoothed 300 5.77 Peak 1 and Peak 2. where values are within ± 1 Doe 
Average of position of LabView 270 5.84 Peak I and Peak 2. \\'here values are within + J Doe 
Position Peak J Munro smoothed 300 5.86 
Position Peak 2 Munro smoothed 250 6.05 
Posit'lon Peak 2 LabView 270 6.54 
Position Peak 2 Munro non-smoothed 200 6.58 
A verage of position of Munro non-smoothed 200 6.66 Peak I and Peak 2 
A verage of position of Munro non-smoothed 200 6.66 Peak I and Peak 2. where values are within ± lOoe 
A verage of position of Munro non-smoothed 200 6.66 Peak I and Peak 2. where values are within ±5°e 
Position Peak 1 Munro non-smoothed 200 6.75 
A verage of position of MUnro non-smoothed .200 6.85 Peak 1 and Peak 2. where values are within ±2°e 
Table 4-2 Comparison of the spectrum fitting results from the position of Peak I 
and Peak 2, for the Ruby rod data. 
fitted 
100 
100 
100 
100 
89 
100 
100 
76 
100 
100 
84 
87 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
80 
80 
100 
77 
105 
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The paint coating has been shown to be able to withstand temperatures of 250°C for long 
periods, while temperatures of 300°C could only be susiained for short periods of around 
five minutes, because after long periods the coating becomes brittle and starts to detach 
itselffrom the aluminium. 
Using the Munro equation to fit the data the accuracy obtained is very poor, and the trend 
differs greatly from that obtained from the Ruby rod. Less than 10% of the data is within 
± 10% of the actual temperature reading. This technique is shown not to be a useful 
technique of temperature measurement and so little analysis has been undertaken on the 
analysis of the paint coating technique. 
4.2.3 Ruby plasma coated 
The coating of Ruby to an aluminium surface using plasma coating has been considered. 
The coating has been shown to withstand the conditions within the compressor 
environment. It is the fluorescence relationship with temperature of the coating being 
tested here. 
The whole spectrum has been used while fitting the Ruby peaks. The peak-fitting 
program PeakAlyze was used to fit the Munro equation to the peaks. Two data sets have 
been analysed here, one with a 100msec detector gate period and the other with a 2msec 
detector gate period. The long gate period of 100msec was chosen to enable a reliable 
temperature relationship to be determined. The much shorter gate period of 2msec was 
chosen as this is similar to the time period that the detector would be exposed to Ruby 
fluorescence whilst spinning at 80,000rpm, corresponding to one complete resolution of 
the rotating compressor disc. 
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4.2.3.1 Taking readings with lOOmsec gate period. 
4.2.3.1.1 Using tlte Munro profile 
From the analysis of the data it could be seen that lower temperatures gave a slightly 
different trend to higher temperatures. The spectrum achieved for this data set can be 
seen in Figure 4-13, at temperatures below27SoC readings were taken every 25°C, above 
tillS they were taken every SoC . At each temperature stage 10 separate spectrum were 
recorded which have been used to create the relationships below, Equation 4-13. 
"" Peak I l 
"" 
Peak 2 
... 
.., ... .., 7 .. 
'" W.weIenglh (nm) 
Figure 4-13 The luminescence spectrum of plasma coated Ruby, before smoothing. 
Peak 1, intensity 
25 ~ 275°C y=-2.331 S*temp+ 753 .95 R2= 0.94 
Peak 2, intensity 
25 ~ 275°C y=-1.2397*temp+ 398.14 R2= 0.94 
Peak 1, position 
25 ~ 275°C y=0.0038*temp+694.15 R2= 0.96 
Peak 2, position 
25 ~ 275°C y=0.0039*temp+692.66 R2= 0.96 
150 ~ 275°C y=O.0034*temp+692.78 R2= 0.99 
Equation 4-13 Set of equations showing the relationship between temperature and 
the fluorescence spectrum of Ruhy. The peak details are determined using 
the Munro equation. 
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The data on each peak was detennined using PeakAJyze. The peaks in each spectrum 
were smoothed using the moving average function in PeakAlyze which was set to 1%. 
Peaks I and 2 were found to follow the Munro profilexv, whi le Peaks 4 and 5 were 
Lorentzian xv in shape. To detennine the correlation betwe"en the peak shape and 
temperature Excel was used. 
Secondary peaks, peaks 4 and 5, were fitted using a Lorentzian profile rather than the 
Munro profile that was used to fit the main peaks. This was because the Munro profile 
was found not to fit the peak shape of the secondary peaks. These peaks did not show any 
relationship to temperature. 
4.2.3.1.2 The use of tlte Lab View routine 
The peak profi les were also detennined using LabView. This gives a linear relationship 
with temperature for the peak positions and intensities. It showed that a wide width in the 
fitting process gave a good fit for the peak positions while the intensities required a much 
smaller width to determine a good temperature relationship. This gave a fit simi lar to that 
obtained from the curve fitting data. This shows that th is technique can be used fo r 
determining the temperature in real time from a fluorescence spectrum. 
Relationsh ip Peak I Peak 2 Peak 1 Peak 2 
intensity intensity position position 
Threshold 50 50 50 50 
Average 
Number of data points 280 312 283 312 
m -2.96 -1.86 0.0039 0.0043 
b 1022 679 693.17 691.71 
R"2 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.98 
Best fit 
Width 11 11 25 25 
Number of data points 214 218 312 383 
m -3.02 - 1.92 0.0039 0.0043 
b 1037 695 693.16 691.72 
R"2 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.98 
temp min 23 23 23 23 
temp max 320 345 325 325 
Table 4-3 The difference in the peak position relationship with temperature 
between the h igh and low temperature regions. 
xv See Appendix - 9.8 Equations 
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4.2.3.2 Taking readings wit" 2msec gate period. 
For this data set only the higher temperature range was considered as this is the 
temperature range that is of most interest. It is also this range that is going to be difficult 
to detect due to the decrease in the intensity that occurs at higher temperatures . 
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Figure 4-14 Spectrum taken with 2msecgate period. 
4.2.3.2.1 Using the Munro profile without smoothing 
This shows that a poor relationship with temperature is produced. The position of peak I 
gives the best relationship with temperature for the whole range studied, 125°C to 300°C. 
For the narrower temperature range the position of peak I gives a good relationship with 
temperature though it is its amplitude that gives the best temperature relationship. 
Peak I, intensi ty 
125 ~ 200°C 
Peak I, posi.tion 
125 ~ 300°C 
y=-O.l659*temp+43 .649 
y=O.0043*temp+693.89 
Equation 4-14 Set of equations showing the relationship between temperature and 
the fluorescence spectrum of Ruby. The peak details are determined using 
the Muoro equation without smoothing. 
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4.2.3.2.2 Using the Munro profile after smoothing 
The positions of the peaks were erratic as with the non-smoothed data. The temperature 
relation to the positions followed an exponential trend rather than the linear trend that is 
expected. The peak positions did not produce a good fit with the single equation gained 
from the two peaks producing over 50% of the. error between temperature read and 
temperature gained the equation being over ± I ooe. This was the case for the temperature 
range 125°e to 300oe, and 125°e to 250oe. 
Peak I, intensity 
125 -+ 3000 e 
125 -+ 3000 e 
Peak I, position 
125 -+ 3000 e 
y=-0.0493*temp+ 20.729 
y=-0.0895*temp+27.093 
y=0.004 7*temp+693 .83 
R2= 0.81 
R2=0.92 
Equation 4-15 Set of equations showing the relationship between temperature and 
the fluorescence spectrum of Ruby. The peak details are determined using 
the Munro equation after smoothing. 
The separation of the peaks could not be used for defining temperature. It was decided 
not to continue using this data set for temperature calibration. This change of fit of peak 
position could be due to the small amplitude of the peaks of this data set that makes peak 
fitting difficult. 
4.2.3.2.3 Lab View fitted 
As it is only the peak position and amplitude that give a relationship with temperature the 
use of peak shape fitting is not required. The peak details of data taken using a 2msec 
gate period are therefore fitted using Lab View to determine if this can be used. With this 
data set it is noted that to gain the best fit for peak I .and peak 2, different widths are 
required. The results from the fitting of the peak positions with temperature are shown in 
Equation 4-16. 
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Peak I, intensity, 
125 ~ 300°C 
Peak I, position 
125 ~ 300°C 
y=-O.OSI *temp+ 32.79 
y=0.0045*temp+693.05 
Equation 4-16 Set of equations showing the relationship between temperature and 
the fluorescence spectrum of Ruby. The peak details are determined using 
the LabView peak fit routine, threshold is set to 10. 
The peak height of peak 2 became too small' to be able to be detected above the 
background noise hence the smaller temperature range that is shown. This decrease in 
peak height is due to the decrease in intensity caused by heating. The equation used to 
determine the temperature from the peak position is shown below. 
For Peak 1; T=(P, -P'''I)+T . 0.0045 ",I Equation 4-17 
For Peak 2; T= +T . (P, -P,,,r) 0.0067 "I . Equation 4-18 
Where; 
T = temperature (OC) 
P, & P, = positions of peaks I & 2 
D = separation of peak positions 
T", = temperature at which the reference was taken 
P,"I & P'''I = positions of peaks I & 2 at the reference temperature 
The equation for peak I gives an accuracy of -11 % to +15% whereas the equation for 
peak 2 gives an accuracy of -6 % to + 12%. This poor accuracy is due to the small 
amplitude to the peaks thus making the fitting of the peaks difficult. A longer gate period 
would increase this accuracy as can be seen through the data taken with 100msec. 
4.2.3.3 Summary of plasma coating technique 
The plasma coated Ruby gives a relationship similar to that of the solid Ruby. The use of 
the smoothing technique changes the relationship very slightly, which indicates that the 
peaks can still be easily determined without many data smoothing operations having to 
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be undertaken even with low levels of light. Comparing the fits for position of Peak I for 
the different data operations, shows that there is very little difference between the fits. 
The difference in the constant would not affect the data, as a reference point is taken and 
used to create an equation that is independent of this value. The taking of the reference 
value eliminates errors due to the misalignment of the grating in the spectrometer. 
100msec 2msec 2msec 2msec 
Munro non-smoothed Munro non-smoothed Munro smoothed LabView 
m 0.0038 0.0043 0.0043 0.0045 
b 694.15 693.89 693.83 693.05 
RA2 0.96 0.83 0.80 0.93 
Table 4-4 Comparing the results from the different data operations for Peak 1 of 
plasma coated Ruby. 
4.2.4 Summary of Ruby as a temperature sensor 
This shows that Plasma coating of Ruby can be used to define temperature though this is 
dependent upon the quality of the signal received by the detector. Due to the poor signal 
to noise ratio the data has to be smoothed before fitting to enable it to be able to be used 
for temperature prediction. 
Ruby in Analysis % error 
form Type 20->300°C 20->250°C 25->270°C I 25->270°C I 25->225°C 
Solid Munro et al ±IO% 
accuracy (20%) 
Rod Munro -14 to +7% -5% to +7% Non-smoothed (21%) (12%) 
Rod Munro -6% to +7% Smoothed (13%) 
Rod LabView ±9%(18%) -3% to +5% Non-smoothed (8%) 
Munro Less than 
Paint Smoothed & 10% within 
Non-smoothed +10% 
Paint LabView 
Plasma LabView 
±4%(8%) 
coated Non-smoothed 
Table 4-5 The accuracy's achieved from the same data set using different fitting 
techniques. 
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The temperature of the Ruby rod can be predicted to an accuracy of ±5°C, for non-
smoothed data in the temperature range 25°C to 225°C. The smoothed plasma coated 
Ruby can be predicted to an accuracy of±4°C in the temperature range 25°C to 270°C. 
Rod Paint Coating Plasma Coatin& 
m 0.0052 0.0031 0.0039 
b 694.54 694.86 693.16 
RA2 I I 0.98 
Table 4-6 Comparing the relationsbips for peak 1 from LabView fitted data for 
each type of Ruby, data taken with a gate period of IOOmsec 
This improvement in accuracy from solid Ruby to plasma coated Ruby could be due to 
the Ruby rod, as when the fluorescence is reflected back througb the sample Raman 
scattering could occur thus broadening the peak slightly. This would then mean that the 
peaks could not be fitted as accurately as the plasma coated Ruby where the fluorescence 
has not been scattered througb the material. It could also be due to an improvement in the 
data analysis technique used, and the optical collection of the fluorescence. Another 
explanation could be that the heating of the powder to achieve the coating could have had 
an annealing affect removing impurities from the material. 
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Figure 4-15 The difference between temperature and peak position of the different 
Ruby, peaks fitted using LabView. 
The plasma-coated Ruby and the Ruby rod are both linearly related to temperature but 
the slope of the relationship varies. Although the plasma Ruby gives the better fit for the 
individual peaks in the lower temperature range, the Ruby rod gives the more accurate 
temperature prediction when the two peak positions are placed in the same equation. 
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The chosen fluorescent material has to be attached to the wheel, as the addition of the 
fluorescent material to the wheel material during manufacture is not a possibility. If the 
fluorescent material was added to the wheel material then there would not be enough 
material to create a strong fluorescent signal at the point of interest. A coating will have 
to withstand the temperatures and centrifugal forces that are present within a compressor. 
It is important that a wheel is well balanced when ·spinning. The addition of a coating can 
be compensated for by careful removal of material from the back of the object or by 
adding weight to the opposite side of the object. For the compressor wheel the removal of 
material is the most favourable method. 
The coating should be uniform to achieve consistent spectrum readings. This uniformity 
of coating and low mass are essential attributes of a temperature sensitive luminescent 
coating. Thermal properties of the coating need to be considered for if the coating is too 
thick then a true temperature reading of the surface will not be achieved. This is due to 
the insulating properties of the thermoluminescent materials. 
Two technique of creating coating will be considered, the well used adhesive technique, 
and the previously unconsidered Plasma coating technique. Of these coating techniques 
Plasma coating produced the best coating, though this technique requires specialist 
equipment to produce the coating. The creating of a fluorescent paint produced good 
results and is easy to create. 
5.1 Coating techniques using Ruby 
Different techniques for coating fluorescent materials onto a spinning disc were 
considered. Ruby was used as the main material for testing of the coatings, as this was 
the most widely used of the materials in this work. Although Ruby was been studied 
previously for temperature measurement it was not clear if it had been made into a 
coating. It is therefore an experimental issue whether we can produce a coating that will 
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give a strong fluorescent signal and withstand the centrifu~al forces present. The 
techniques tested were governed by those techniques that were easily available. 
The techniques considered have included, air brushing, mixing the Ruby with the glue 
and painting onto the surface, adding Ruby powder to a layer of glue, and plasma 
coating. Mixing the Ruby and glue' into a paint produces the most even coverage of the 
adhesive techniques. Plasma coating produced the best coating in both luminescent, 
thickness and smoothness. Both the paint technique and the plasma technique can be 
used to create a fluorescent coating. 
5.1.1 Adhesive Techniques 
Using adhesive is a simple technique of producing a coating. An adhesive that withstands 
temperatures of 350°C is required. An adhesive of the name Mbond 600 has been used as 
this is known to withstand these temperatures as it is used for attaching thermocouples to 
surfaces. This adhesive has been tested for luminescent· properties when excited at 
532nrn, the wavelength used for exciting of Ruby. No fluorescence was noted when 
excited at this wavelength. 
One of the disadvantages of placing the fluorescent material into a solution such as an 
adhesive is that scattering of both the excitation light and the fluorescence occurs thus 
reducing the intensity received by the detector. 
5.1.1.1 Coarse powder 
Initial thoughts were to use a fine layer of adhesive and pressing the material onto the 
adhesive. This is a very basic technique where a Ruby rod was crushed into a number of 
small fragments and these attached to the compressor wheel using an adhesive. This was 
tested optically and within the compressor. The sizes' of these particles were between 
3mm and 0.5mm in diameter. 
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A wheel with a blade coated with crystals was spun in the compressor at Holset 
Engineering at speeds up to 90,OOOrpm for 10minutes. During this test temperatures of 
130°C were achieved. Fragments of diameters up to I mm remained attached to the 
wheel. This showed that this is a possibility for small fragments though these do affect 
the shape of the blade and will therefore affect the airflow. Optical testing showed that a 
strong fluorescent signal could be obtained .. 
Although this was successful in terms of fluorescence due to its high density of material 
of the particles, this was not an ideal situation for spinning. The larger particles would 
not withstand the centrifugal forces produced in the running of a compressor. Due to the 
size of the particles the air flow through the compressor would also be affected, which 
will cause changes in the running conditions compared to normal running and therefore 
could not produce a reliable method of temperature measurement. 
5.1.1.2 Fine powder 
The particle size of the Ruby powderxv1 used in these experiments was measured using a 
Malvern Mastersizer particle sizer and was found to be around lOJ-lm in diameter. The 
adhesive used was Mbond 600, an adhesive known to withstand the temperatures present 
in the compressor as this is used for attaching thermocouples. The adhesive has been 
tested for transmission of the excitation and fluorescence wavelengths, and for 
fluorescence due to excitation at 532nm. It was found not to fluoresce and to transmit 
both the excitation and fluorescence wavelengths. 
The creating of a fluorescent paint was initially considered, as this is the technique 
mainly used in previous fluorescent coatings. Although the addition of the material into a 
solution would reduce fluorescence intensity due to scattering it is thought that this 
would be more than compensated for by the volume of material that can be mixed into 
the adhesive. 
XVI Sourced by Holes! Engineering 
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A coated compressor wheel was spun at Holset Engineering at speeds of up to 79,OOOrpm 
to determine its durability within the compressor environment, as speeds of up to 
80,OOOrpm are required to be achieved. The coatings were not damaged and the 
fluorescence signal from the coating was not affected. 
To get the best bonding the correct proportion of Ruby to glue needed to be achieved, 
hense different mixes of powder and· adhesive were tested, Table 5-1, as. if too little 
material is present a weak luminescent signal will be achieved. Too much powder and 
the adhesive bond will not be strong enough and the coating will not stay attached to the 
wheel during spinning. These were then coated onto a piece of aluminium and excited, 
the fluorescence recorded, and then heated to 300°C. The optical tests were to ensure that 
the coating would produce a measurable signal and that this still produces a relationship 
with temperature after heating. The samples were also tested for repeatability of 
fluorescence signal. 
paint Ratio Time made Powder Glue 
I I I 12.20 
2 4 3 12.25 
3 I 2 12.27.' 
4 2 I Would not mix 
Table 5-1 The make up of the samples, the ratio is in terms of volume. 
The coatings were compared for how well they bonded to the aluminium, the intensity of 
the fluorescence signal, and whether time between making the paint and coating the 
aluminium had an affect on the fluorescence. The coatings were compared at room 
temperature before heating, after heating at 200°C and 300°C. A piece of aluminium was 
coated with the different coatings, at different time intervals since this would enable all 
the samples to be compared under the same conditions. Once the paint was made it was 
stored in an air tight container. Before coating, the paint was stirred in the pot to enable 
an even density of material. 
It can be seen that there is a linear relationship between density of powder in the paint 
and intensity as would be expected, see Figure 5-1. At room temperature a decrease in 
powder in the paint of 15% would cause a 15% decrease in fluorescence intensity, 
though if the paint is left for 25 hours before painting the decrease in intensity would 
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increase to 35%. This chart also shows that the intensity of the paint decreases with time 
between creating the paint and creating the coating. 
Paint Coating Time between making paint 
and creating coating 
1 A 0 
D 3 Y, hours 
G 21 hours 10 minutes 
J 25 hours 40 minutes 
2 B 0 
E 3 ~ hours. 
H 21 hours 10 minutes 
K 25 hours 40 minutes 
3 C 0 
F 3 ~ hours 
1 21 hours 10 minutes 
L 25 hours 40 minutes 
Table 5-2 The making of the coatings. 
The sample was placed in a pre-heated furnace for half an hour at 200°C, after heating to 
200°C all the coating changed colour from being white to a cream, coating 2 began to 
crack and became brittle. Again a notable decrease in the ratio of peak I and peak 2 XVII 
for paint 3 is seen with time. The interesting point here is that intensities of peaks I and 2 
increase for paints I and 2 with an increase in time between creation of paint and coating, 
where before heating these decreased with time. The peaks positions and separation of 
the peaks are not affected by time. 
Due to the change in the coatings due to heating, the sample was then only placed for lO 
minutes in the pre-heated furnace at 300°C. The ratios of the peaks intensities for each of 
the paints follows the same trend with time. It is now noted that a slight change in the 
peak separation with time taken to create the coating, for paints2 and 3. 
The sample was then reheated to 300°C for half an hour. After this amount of time all the 
coatings were burnt and cracked, fluorescence could be seen by eye but it was not 
possible to detect this fluorescence by a spectrometer. 
XVII See Figure 4-6 The spectrum of solid Ruby. 
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Figure 5-1 The affect of powder volume in paint mix on the intensity, before 
heating. 
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Figure 5-2 The affect of powder volume in paint mix on the intensity, after heating. 
After beating the coatings the change in intensity between paints I and 2 was less 
noticeable, see Figure 5-2. It was also shown that in some cases the intensity increased. 
This shows that tbere is a dramatic decrease in intensity with paint 3. For paint I it is 
seen that if the coating is created immediately then heating will reduce the intensity of 
the coating. If the paint is left before beating then heating will increase the intensity of 
the coating, Figure 5-3 . 
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Figure 5-3 The affect of heating on the intensity of the fluorescence, for paint 1. 
As the powder has to be achieved by grinding, the particle size is very small and 
spherical in shape. This means that the light reflects from the particles causing scattering. 
This is not a problem with the excitation wavelength as Ruby absorbs in a wide 
wavelength range. With the fluorescence this causes the light to be scattered over a wide 
range of wavelengths, and this means that the peaks are not as strong as they could be. 
The intensity that the paint gives is more than that given by the crystals but spread over a 
wider band of wavelengths and therefore the peaks are not as clear. 
The use of an air gun was considered, as it was thought that this would produce an even 
coating through propelling the particles into the fine adhesive layer. This would also 
produce a coating that would resist the centrifugal forces present during the compressor 
operation. This technique was found to be unsuccessful. as the glue tended to set too 
quickly and only gave a very fine layer of powder on top of the glue rather than bedding 
into the glue. The amount of powder present was not enough to produce a strong 
fluorescent signal. For this to be used the particle diameter has to be increased, the air 
pressure increased, or an adhesive with a lower surface tension is required. 
This shows that the creation of a Ruby paint using Mbond 600 can be used up to 
temperatures of 300°C. It will withstand the compressor running conditions and gives a 
strong signal at room temperature. 
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A Plasma coated wheel has been tested optically and with a compressor. This withstood 
speeds of up to 80.000rpm for I hour. Four coatings were placed on the compressor 
wheel in the areas of most interest. After spin testing at Holset Engineering two coats 
remained fully intact with no signs of damage and two were damaged significantly 
though parts of the coat remained, from which a strong fluorescent signal could still be 
achieved. The problem here would be the synchronization of the laser with the small 
amount of remaining coating. 
Before 
The fluorescem 
The removal of pan 
of the fluoresce nt 
coating 
The fluorescent 
coating 
Figure 5-4 Plasma coatings affected by spinning. 
After 
The removal of pan 
of the fluorescent 
coating 
12 1 
The fluorescent 
Figure 5-5 The plasma coatings unaffected hy spinning 
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The coating produced is dependent upon a number of different factors in the 
arrangement. These factors include distance between the plate and the feeder, the outlet 
diameter of the feeder pipe, and feeder air pressure. The following section details how 
these were detennined to achieve the best coating. 
The work here is to produce a quality coating, a thin high density coating. A thin coating 
will have littlc affect on the air flow within the compressor creating a true to normal 
conditions as possible. A high density coating will produce a strong fluorescent signal 
which is essential for collection of the fluorescent signal at high speeds. 
5.1.2.1 The creation of a plasma coating 
The plasma coating was undertaken using Godwin P9 Air plasma to heat the Ruby 
powder. This creates an extremely hot arc that can be used for melting and projecting the 
Ruby particles onto the material to be coated. A powder feeding system was designed for 
feeding the powder into the plasma arc. The technique progressed from coating a single 
spot to creating an arc. 
The factors to consider in the creating of the coating is air pressure in the plasma arc, the 
air pressure of the powder feeder, the distance between the plasma nozzle and the 
material , and time taken to create the coating. 
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Figure 5-6 The plasma coating rig 
The temperature of the arc has been measured at various points, the profile of which can 
be seen in Figure 5-8. The air temperature in front of the arc has also been measured. At 
a distance of 25mm from the arc a temperature of 450°C was recorded after 2 minutes. 
At a distance of20mm a temperature of 790°C was reached after 3 minutes. 
Plasma arc 
I Plasma nozzle 
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Figure 5-7 The plasma coating setup 
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The feeder nozzle is moved 
between these positions to 
determine the best location 
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Figure 5-8 The temperature profile of the plasma arcl17. 
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The distance between the plasma torch nozzle and the surface .of the disc to be coated 
was changed and the quality of the coating compared. It was found that if the material 
was closer than IOmm it would be melted, as at this distance a temperature of above 
1,400°C would be present, see Figure 5-8, a value way above the melting point of 
aluminium at 650°C. At a distance greater than 20mm a coating would not be produced. 
The ideal placement of the material is l5mm away from the plasma torch nozzle. 
The position of the powder feed outlet was also moved within the space between the 
nozzle and the materiaL It was found that the best position was as close to the nozzle as 
possible without it touching, and for it to be just out of the actual arc. If the feeder nozzle 
is too close to the centre of the arc then the nozzle would melt. If the powder was not 
injected into the centre of the arc then very little of it would be melted and so a very poor 
low density coating would be produced. 
The different coatings produced show that the spot size of the coating is dependent on the 
diameter of the feed tube. A small diameter feed tube gives a more intense coverage of 
Ruby over a small area, a larger diameter feed tube will give a larger coverage but less 
dense. If the diameter of the pipe is too large then the powder tends to disperse into the 
atmosphere rather than producing a coating. A diameter of about O.5mm produces a 
coating of about 10mm in diameter. 
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The cleanliness of the material surface and that of the nozzle affects the quality of the 
coating, if these are not clean then the coating itseJf becomes contaminated. This reduces 
the fluorescence gained from the coating. The age of the plasma nozzle affects the 
efficiency of the plasma torch. After using the nozzle to produce a couple of coatings the 
nozzle becomes pitted, this affects the stability of the arc. This in turn reduces the quality 
of the coating significantly. 
The time taken to create the coating contributes to the coating quality. If the system was 
running for too short a period then not enough material would be deposited, too long and 
the coating would be contaminated from the copper within the nozzle or would be burnt 
away from the aluminium. 
To enable the powder to be injected into the correct.part of the plasma arc the Plasma arc 
pressure was set to I bar and the feeder pressure set to 2bar. This enabled the powder to 
reach the arc position where it would be melted rather than being pulled into the air flow 
of the plasma arc. If the air pressure of the feeder was too high then the powder was 
blown either through the arc or into the centre of the arc and vaporises. 
The plasma arc itself is dependent upon both the compressed air and electrical power 
supplies, and the stability of these supplies. The plasma will only create an arc if the 
correct power supply is present, small fluctuations can make the difference between 
achieving the arc or not. The air supply controls the stability of the arc. It was determined 
that a pressure of 1 bar produced the most stable arc. 
It was noted that the stronger fluorescence occurred at the areas of thicker coating, which 
would be expected as there would be a larger quantity of material here and therefore 
more fluorescence would be produced. As more material has been used to create the 
coating this would also mean that the coating itself would be denser. These areas of 
thicker coatings tended to be at the start of a section of coating. Reducing and increasing 
the pressure into the hopper would reproduce this affect. The change in air pressure gave 
a surge effect that stirred the powder and enabled more powder to be released from the 
hopper. When producing the thicker coatings there was a lot more powder present in the 
surrounding air, which indicated an inefficient method of coating. 
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The areas of thicker coating tended to be more brittle. The coating would start to break 
away from the disc after a short period. The exposed area of the disc had a fme coating 
and at the edges it would be seen that the layer that had broken off had not been fully 
attached to the disc. The coating had been formed as a blister with only the edges 
attached to the disc. Possihle reasons for this is that the temperature difference between 
the disc and the heated powder caused the powder to set at a point before contact with the 
disc. Another possihle explanation is that the density of the powder in the air at that 
moment caused the powder to bond together there rather than on the base material. 
Vardelle et al ll8 determined that melted particles hitting the surface simulate a water 
droplet hitting a surface, though instead small droplets being formed and separated rapid 
cooling cause the droplet to solidify as one thin layer. This rapid cooling can cause air to 
be trapped between the particle and the substrate. It has been shown that increasing the 
torch power decreases the size of the pores present within the coating . 
• 
• 
Fused, note the glossy appearance Non-fused, note the powdery appearance 
Figure 5-9 Comparing the fused aod ooo-fused coatings. 
This blister type forming is reducing the strength of the coating, work has therefore been 
undertaken to try to remove the blister affect. To reduce this temperature difference 
between the material and the coating material the disc was pre-heated using the plasma 
arc to temperatures of around 300°C. This was found to improve tbe bonding of the 
coating. The coating produced was also not as thick as previously, nor did it produce as 
strong a fluorescence. 
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To improve the quality of the coating further the heating of the powder was continued 
once it was attached to the disc using the plasma arc. This heats the Ruby powder 
sufficiently for it to fuse together, which produces a glassy fmish and much stronger 
fluorescence from the same volume of powder. This post heating was done using the 
plasma arc for around 30seconds, this would equate to an increase in temperature of 
around 300°C. The melting point of Ruby is around 2,OOO°C so this increase in 
temperature would not be enough to melt the Ruby, but would cause an annealing affect. 
The difference between the fused and non-fused coatings at lOx magnification can be 
seen in Figure 5-9. The glassy finish is very distinct ive compared to the dull white finish 
of the non-fused coating. 
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Figure 5-10 Comparing the difference in measured intensity between the fused and 
non-fused coatings. 
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Figure 5-11 The side profile of a plasma coating 
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A number of tests were undertaken to create the glassy finish to the coating but it could 
not be reliably repeated. It was determined that only the coatings formed as a blister 
could be taken to this further stage. It is the surface of the powder coating that is fused 
together, underneath. the white powder coating still remains. Tlus has been noted from 
studying the pieces of fused coatings that have come away from the base material. It is 
therefore only a small proportion of the coating that is giving the stronger fluorescence. 
The blister type coating is not strongly attached to the aluminium and is easily damaged 
so is not suitable for spinning. It is thought that the reason why this type of coating 
allows the fusing to occur is that the air pocket between the coating and aluminiwn 
reduces the heat transfer and this keeps the coating at a higher temperature, thus allowing 
it to become very close to its melting point. 
A cross sectional diagram of the coating can be seen in Figure 5-11. This shows that the 
coating was pulled towards the edge of the disc along with the contamination. This 
indicates that the air flow from the arc and the powder feeder was pulled in that direction 
dropping the particle remaining in the air flow as it changed direction sharply. 
5.1.2.1.1 Hopper design 
To control the distribution of the powder, different hoppers were built and tested as well 
as feeding the powder directly into the plasma torch air feed. The later technique was 
found to block the nozzle area of the plasma torch, and therefore was not a possibility. 
The different designs of hopper mainly involved changes in the placement of the air inlet 
feed. Three designs of hopper were tested, and are shown in Figure 5-12. With the first 
design the powder seemed to be compressed at the bottom of the hopper, the powder still 
flowed out of the hopper. The next design enabled the air to be inserted into the mass of 
powder. This would enable the air to agitate the powder and thus allowing it to flow 
through the outlet nozzle. Again the powder was compressed to the side of the hopper, 
but the powder did not flow out of the hopper. The third design put the outlet pipe on the 
side of the hopper. In the previous hopper designs the powder was pushed against the 
side, it was therefore decided to see what would be achieved by the placement of the 
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outlet pipe where the powder was being pushed to. The powder flow was an 
improvement on the second design but was not as good as the first. The first design 
produced the most consistent flow of powder from the hopper. and used low air pressure 
to do so. 
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I SI Design 
Air 
Powder 
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Figure 5-12 Hopper Designs 
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A powder feeder was tested but this also proved to be unsuccessful. The problem with 
the feeder was that it was an open hopper, this meant that the powder became air borne 
around the hopper. Sealing the hopper was tried but this could not be done successfully. 
The second problem was reducing the diameter of the outlet pipe down to a size that was 
acceptable for the feed of powder into the plasma torch. The change in bore diameter 
through the outlet pipe, and the low air pressures which were being used, meant that the 
powder remained in the pipe rather than flowing through. The next step within the 
hopper design would be to produce a stirring system into the hopper to help keep the 
powder air-borne within the hopper. 
5.1.2.1.2 Creating a circular coatihg 
To remove the need to pulse the laser in time with a spot coating from the experiment it 
was decided to coat a ring of Ruby around the disc, this is to be done using the plasma 
coating technique. The disc to be coated is spun slowly in front of the plasma arc by an 
electric motor. The Ruby powder is fed into the plasma arc from a hopper that is fed by 
compressed air. The plasma nozzle was placed at a distance of 15mm from the disc as 
this was found previously to be the best position. The disc was spun at different speeds 
and the amount of material in the coating was studied. 
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The disc shows the thicker coating at the start, point A, of the ring that has broken away 
from the disc. point B. The coating at position A can be seen to be coming away from the 
aluminium. Figure 5-14, Figure 5-16. At IOx magnification it can be seen that although 
the majority of the coating has peeled away there is still a fme layer of powder attached 
to the discxvrn. 
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Figure 5-13 The arrangement to produce the circular coating, viewing from above. 
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During the coating the air pressure was increased and decreased in the hopper. The affect 
of which can be seen in Figure 5-14, at points E through to H. Points E and G are 
showing increasing air pressure, and the coating becomes wider. At points F and H the 
air pressure is decreased, and the coating narrows. 
As the coating comes to its end the plasma nozzle has collected contamination from the 
material being coated, the powder and the surrounding atmosphere. This is transferred to 
the disc and can be seen as the darker speckled areas, this is particularly noticeable at 
points M, N and 0, this occurs all through the coating process. 
The fluorescence spectra gained from the disc are shown in Figure 5-15, a pulsed laser 
beam of pulse energy 1.5"w and wavelength 532n111 was used to produce the 
fluorescence. The spectra shows that the coating at position A gives a much stronger 
signal than any of the others. Followed by positions G and E with correspond to an 
increase in air pressure in the air feeder. As expected position B did not give any 
fluorescence signal. The fluorescent signal became weaker further as we moved arowld 
the disc. This is not surprising given that more contamination was deposited further into 
the coating and less powder was being fed into the plasma arc. 
Plasma coating has been shown to be a very viable method for coating of fluorescent 
materials as it produces a hard wearing coating, proven to 'withstand the operating 
conditions in a compressor. The fluorescence achieved from the coating is strong and has 
not been altered through exposure to temperatures involved in melting the particles. It 
tended to be fragile though work showed that this could be improved through pre-heating 
of the disc with the plasma arc. This could be looked into further where the pre-heating is 
done using a furnace to heat the whole disc, to temperatures of around 300°C, rather than 
just the area to be coated. This could have the advantage of reducing the heat difference 
more significantly. 
The air plasma Llsed in the creation of the coating is not designed to run at the conditions 
that are required to produce the coating. This . meant that parts degraded extremely 
quickly, hence the high amounts of contanlination present OD some of the coatings. The 
air plasma machine is designed for cutting of materials, this means that the arc comes in 
contact with the material being cut. The material being cut then disperses the heat in the 
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nozzle through the arc contact with the material . During the coating the arc does not 
come in contact with the material , this means that the heat builds up in the plasma nozzle, 
causing it to melt . The molten particles are then deposited onto the material being coated. 
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Figure 5-15 The nuore cent pectr3 gained from the different po itions on the 
plasma coated disc, as een in Figure 5-14. 
This method has potential for the creating of highly luminescent temperature sen itive 
coatings, though for this work to be continued further it would require the correct 
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equipment for plasma coating. Issues to be studied would be the removal for the blister 
structure and the post-healing lO create the fusing for the powder. 
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Figure 5-16 The difference in the quality of the coatings around the disc in Figure 
5-14. Images taken at Ix magnification. 
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The plasma coating has been compared optically with the Ruby rod, paint technique. and 
coarse powder teclmique. this can be seen in Figure 5-17. It can be seen that the paint 
causes light scattering of the Ruby to surrounding wavelengths, thus reducing the amount 
of intensity in the peaks. The intensity that the paint gives is more than that given by the 
crystals but spread over a wider wavelength band and therefore the peaks are not as clear . 
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Figure 5-17 Comparing the spectra at room temperature for the d.ifferent coatings 
The plasma coating gives considerably more intense peaks from a signiticantly smaller 
excitation area. The plasma coating was tested for temperatures up to 325degC which 
shows it is still possible to clearly distinguish the two peaks, Figure 5-18. 
The advantage of plasma coating is that it does not involve any other materials that cause 
scattering and absorption of the excitation wavelength and fluorescence. The coating is 
thin, and will only cover the area of interest. The testing undertaken shows that plasma 
coating gives good optical results, and that at temperatures up to 300°C fluorescence can 
be detected. 
Disadvantages of this technique are that it is difficult to implement in hard to reach areas 
such as the inside edge of the blade on the compressor wheel. Specialist equipment is 
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required to produce the coating, which is expensive. During the coating process the 
surface temperature is close 10 the melting point of aluminium. 
Figure 5-18 The spectra for plasma coated Ruby heated to 325°C. 
Good quality coating can be formed but the equipment and knowledge availablc limit the 
repeatabilily of this. A complete circle of Ruby coating has been achieved. The quality of 
the coating varied immensely along thc coating. [t has been found that the quality of the 
coatings are dependent upon; distance from plasma nozzle to surface; plasma air 
pressure; plasma input power; cleanliness of the nozzle; surface temperature; now of 
powder. The post heating of the coating is an interesting development that has further 
potential. To improve the bonding prebeating of the base material may need to be studied 
further. 
The ideal coating thickness and density would depend upon the laser intensity and spot 
size used to excite the material. If the material is too thin then the laser could saturate the 
material reducing the intensity. Figure 5-19. If a material becomes saturated then the 
ground state has enough electrons to be stimulated to a higher level and has to wait until 
luminescence occurs returning electrons to the ground state XIX. 
XIX See Appendix 9.3 for theory of luminescence 
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Figure 5-19 The relationship between laser energy and luminescence 
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A number of different coating techniques have been tested for use on a compressor 
wheel. Techniques used were bonding Ruby chips onto the wheel with a high 
temperature adhesive, creating a fluorescent paint using fine powder and plasma coating. 
Of the techniques for Ruby the plasma coating showed the most potential, as it produced 
a strong fluorescent signal and adhered well to the compressor wheel. This technique 
involves the melting of a powder in an arc, the molten particles are then propelled onto 
the surface being coated by the air flow through the arc. A thin coating is produced 
which does not require any solvent, therefore scattering of iight does not reduce the 
fluorescence signal. The disadvantage of this technique is that specialist equipment is 
required which can make it expensive. 
The creating of a fluorescent paint involved the mixing of powder and adhesive to create 
a paint. This technique also showed good potential for creating coatings. The paint can be 
coated to the area of interest, more difficult places can be reached than by using the 
plasma technique. The coating produced withstands the conditions in the compressor 
housing. The fluorescent signal produced is about a third of the intensity of the plasma 
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coating. There was a lot of scattering to longer and shorter wavelengths, this scattering 
could be reduced by the use of a more viscous adhesive 1 19, investigation into adhesive 
useable up to 300°C would be required. The main advantage of this technique is that no 
specialist equipment or personnel are required to produce the coating. The paint has been 
made up and stored for 3 days, with it still being useable. 
At lower temperature the use of the fluorescent paint would be effective, at higher-
temperatures the peaks would become too low to be detected reliably. The plasma 
machine used in these experiments was not designed for working under the conditions 
required to produce the coating. With the correct equipment much more repeatable 
plasma coatings could be produced. It is possible that the plasma coating could be 
undertaken by an outside company, though this was looked into and no company could 
be sourced that would undertake the work mainly due to the small quantity required. 
It is possible to create plasma coatings using a rod of material placed in the arc rather 
than the jet of powder. This technique has the advantage of being cleaner, and less 
wasteful than the powder technique. This technique has been tested using the equipment 
available but was unsuccessful, though with the correct equipment this could have 
potential. 
In summary both plasma coating and the fluorescent paint technique have potential. The 
paint is easy to create and to apply even to difficult to reach places, cheap to create, and it 
also involves little wastage of material, its disadvantage is that compared to the plasma 
coating the signal is not as strong, and scattering occurs within the coating. The plasma 
coating technique produced highly fluorescent coatings, which were thinner than the 
paint technique, its disadvantage being that specialist equipment and personnel are 
required which makes the process expensive. For this work the plasma coating technique 
is favoured for Ruby as it produces a much stronger fluorescent signal. For Yttrium the 
paint technique is favoured because this gives a strong fluorescent signal and is easy to 
create. 
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6 Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium 
doped 
Praseodymium doped Yttrium OxysulphideXX (Y20 3S:Pr) has been tested for its 
temperature sensitivity. This phosphor h.as been chosen for this application because of its 
very short, 7J.lsec, lifetime, which will allow most of the fluorescence emitted after pulse 
excitation to be detected during the pass of the compressor wheel. When spinning at 
80,000rpm a point on the wheel at 70mm from the centre would move a distance of 4mm 
during the fluorescence lifetime. The compressor wheel has a radius of 70mm. It also has 
a number of emission peaks, which allows for the possibility of self·referencing the 
reading. 
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Figure 6-1 The spectrum ofY20JS:Pr, with the peaks labelled. 
xx From Phosphor Technology 
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It is known that the decay-time of thermoluminescent materials can have a strong, very 
reliable relationship with temperature. TIle decay time of Y203S:Pr has therefore been 
considered. The Y20)S:Pr was obtained in powder form so it is in this form that it was 
first tested for temperature sensitivity. The Y20J :Pr powder was excited at 337nm using 
a nitrogen lamp, the decay time of which can be seen in Figure 6-2, and the decay time 
was recorded using Norland ino-tech 5300 mulit-channel analyser. The photon count was 
set to 4.000 which means that counting will occur until one channel reaches a total of 
4,000 counts. 
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Figure 6-2 The recorded decay period Of Yl 0 JS:Pr with the decay period of the 
lamp subtracted. 
The powder was heated using an electrical heater mat due to the compact nature of the 
equipment. This meant that only temperatures of 90°C could be achieved due to the 
limited power in the heater mat trying to heat the sample and the material of the 
equipment. The raw data for the decay times is shown in Figure 6-2, v.hich indicates that 
there is a slight change between room temperature decay time and heated decay time. 
The actual decay profile was then determine through curve fitting the data aner I ~sec to 
remove the influence of the lamp profile. This showed that there was no change in the 
actual decay curve with temperature, Table 6-1 . This shows that the decay slope cannot 
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be used for temperature measurement, as the data does not follow a trend with 
temperature. 
Temperature Decay profile R' (degC) 
20 y ~ 1307.3e....., ' • 0.98 
40 Y _ I 836.ge'll:!9B. 0.99 
50 v - 2244e~ ·-' 0.99 
60 ~ ~ 1 766.ge~Qm ~.99 
70 y - 1900.3e'll:I5""- 0.99 
80 y - 1997.5e ....... '" 0.99 
90 Y 2097.1 e'll:t6J'IX 0.99 
25 Y = I I 47.2e'll·m T, 0.99 
Table 6-1 The decay curve of YzOJS:Pr, 
non-normalise data 
• 1 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
. 
! 
• 
• 
When normalising the data, to remove the lamp influence, over the temperature range 
20·C to 90·C no change in decay period was noted with a change in temperature, see 
Figure 6-3. Though at higher temperatures changes may occur which is not possible to 
test for using the equipment available. This shows that the decay time of Y20)S;Pr 
cannot be used for temperature measurement over the temperature range 20·C to 90·C . 
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Figure 6-3 The normalised decay periods 
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The fluorescence spectrum of Y203S:Pr is shown Figure 6-1, the peaks are labelled as to 
the system used in the calculations. The wavelength bands for each peak were calculated 
by using the 'peak find' routine in LabView to determine the. peak positions, then by 
manually looking at three sets of data the range was determined for each peak. This was 
done through finding the most common minimum and maximum wavelengths that 
occurred for each peak, so that any stray peaks would be ignored in the future 
calculations. 
The peaks positions and amplitudes are determined by a program writtenXX1 in Lab View. 
The program looks for peaks above a certain level, the threshold value, and larger than a 
certain width. These values can be Set in the program. The selection of the correct values 
is crucial, as setting too Iowa threshold will detect the noise as peaks, but too high will 
mean that the smaller fluorescence peaks will not be detected. The same is also true with 
the width values, too small a width and the noise will be detected as well as many peaks 
being shown rather than a single peak. If the peak is too large then the thinner peaks will 
not be detected. Careful selection of the threshold and widths will eliminate the need for 
processes such as smoothing which can affect the data. 
The data was then entered into Excel and a macroXX1 written to organise the results from 
Lab View into the peak ranges, if extra peaks were present then the set of data was 
deleted. This was done as if the width was too small then more than one peak would be 
present where there is only one peak, this would affect the results as it was unsure as to 
which peak was the true position of the peak. Ail Excel rriacroXX1 then determined the 
linear relationship between the temperature and peak position, peak intensity, separation 
of selected peaks and the intensity ratio of selected peaks. The R2 value and fit equation 
was outputted into a table. For R2 value greater than 0.7 the relationship was considered 
as a possible means of temperature measurement. This value was chosen as it would 
XXI See Appendix _ 9.7 Programming 
J4J 
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provide a range of possible relationships for further analysis without selecting those that 
would not be able to be used to give a reliable temperature measurement. 
Rennve double peaks or peaks that 
are out afrange 
Determine separation of peaks and 
ratio of intensities 
Plot chart showing temperature v 
function 
Determine best fit relationship for 
each ofthe functions 
R' >0.7 
y 
Use the equation to detennine the 
temperature 
Compare determined temperature with 
actual te erature 
Is temp<1O 
or>500 
N 
Are the 
values 
similar 
y 
y 
N 
Not a good function to use for 
le erature measurement 
Delete determined temperature 
Not a good function 10 use for 
le erature measurement 
Figure 6-4 The processes involved with the data analysis. 
Initial worked studied a range of different thresholds (values 0, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200) 
and widths (values 3 to 50) to determine the best values for use with this material. A 
number of peak find routines were run in Labview with different values for with and 
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threshold were selected. If the width value is to small then to many peaks will be located 
which masks the true peak position. If the width value is too large then the peaks will not 
be detected. When using the peak values determined from the different peak width 
settings to create a temperature relationship different reliability of fits were also noted. 
This showed that a value of 10 for the peak width was best as a large number of 
relationships gave a good fit at this setting. It was also noted that with the threshold value 
if this was set too high then some of the peaks would not be detected at higher 
temperatures, and if it was set too low then noise in the spectrum would be detected. The 
threshold value should be set at a value of 20 as the background level is low because 
background has been subtracted from the spectrum. Setting the background at 20 rather 
than 0 means that any slight fluctuations in the background are not detected. 
6.3 Creating a fluorescent coating using 
Y20 3S:Pr 
The fluorescent coatings for Yttrium were made usmg· the paint technique. The 
disadvantage of the paint technique when using Ruby was. the lack of fluorescence 
intensity, especially at higher temperatures. This has been tested for with Y20)S:Pr and 
has been found to produce strong fluorescence with the paint technique. The paint 
technique was therefore used for creating coatings with Y 20)S:Pr. As the adhesive 
Mbond 600 used to create the Ruby coatings did not affect the fluorescent spectrum and 
worked well up to 330°C, the same adhesive is used here. 
A set of coatings have been created with Mbond 600 as the adhesive, as this adhesive has 
been shown to work well under the compressor conditions with the work undertaken with 
Ruby. A summary of the coatings created is shown Table 6-2, a powder content of 
greater than 60%, by volume, meant that the paint would not bond to the aluminium. The 
thermocouples, which had an accuracy of ± 1°C, were attached to a 50mm square, I mm 
thick aluminium plate using a high temperature silicone adhesive. The coating was 
applied once the adhesive for the thermocouple had dried. The coatings were then left to 
dry at room temperature and left· overnight on a large steel table to allow for the 
temperature of the plates to stabilise. The temperature reading of the thermocouples was 
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then taken first thing the next morning while the temperature of the room was still stable. 
This shows thermocouples have a greater than ± 1°C variation which needs to be 
considered when calibrating. 
Sample Powder:Glue Powder 0/0 Thermocouple 
ratio by volume reading 
3 1:1 50% 17.1 . 
4 1:1 50% 17.3 
5 1:1 50% 17.1 
6 1:1 50% 17.2 
7 1:2 33% 20.5 
8 3:2 60% 17.1 
9 3:2 60%· 19.9 
10 >60% 17.1 
Table 6-2 The coatings produced for comparison 
6.3.1 The relationship of the coating with 
temperature 
A selection of coatings were considered to determine which relationships between 
temperature and the fluorescent spectrum was present for the majority of the coatings. It 
was found that some relationships which showed a strong correlation with temperature 
for one coating would not be present in any of the other coatings. Selection of a 
relationship with temperature was undertaken under the guidelines laid out previously in 
Section 6.2. 
Sample 6 Sample 8a Sample 8b Sample 9 Sample 10 
Pas 2 y - -0.0012x + 502.84 Y - -0.0012x + 502.68 Y -0.001 Ix + 502.84 Y - -0.0017x + 502.17 R'=O.7376 R'=O.9095 R'=O.7517 R'=O.7200 
Pas 4 Y = 0.0006x + 513.45 R'=O.7798 
Pas 8 
y - 548.42e""!·~' ~I. \ 
R'=o.7048 
Pas 13 Y 0.0022x + 670.05 Y 0.0018x + 669.98 Y - 0.0025x + 670.05 Y - 0.0025x + 669.93 R'=o.9653 R'=O.9698 R·'=o.9574 R'=o.8627 
Y - O.I773"'ln(x) + Y = 0.0014X + 673.68 Y = O.OOIIX + 673.57 Y 0.140 1*ln(x) + Y = O.0009X + 673.61 Pas 14 673.01 R'=O.9052 R'=o.8843 673.24 R'=O.7904 R'=o.9156 R'=O.8683 
Pas 15 Y - 0.0019x + 770 Y ~ 0.0014x + 770.04 R'=O.9657 R'=O.7024 
Table 6-3 The relationship between temperature and peak positions. 
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From the many possible relationships between temperature and the fluorescence 
spectrum the relationships which showed the most potential for a means of measuring 
temperature are shown in Table 6-3 through to Table 6-8. From these relationships the 
ones which show consistency over the different samples from each group will be selected 
to be studied further. 
From the peak position relationships, Table 6-3, there are three peak positions that show 
potential. These are peak 2, peak 13 and peak 14 as they all show similar relationships 
with more than one coating, they also high R2 values which show a strong correlation. 
The peak separation, Table 6-4, showed that there are four main possibilities for 
temperature determination PI5-P2, PI4-P2,PI3-P2, and P8-P2. These four relationships 
showed consistency over four or more samples. 
P 15-P4 
P 15-P2 
P 15-532 
P14-P2 
P13-P2 
P13-P4 
P13-532 
PI3-P9 
P8-P2 
P4-P2 
PI5-P9 
PI4-PI3 
PI3-PII 
Table 6-4 The relationship between temperature and peak separation. 
It is expected that the intensity will vary between the different samples, as this is 
dependent upon the coating, laser intensity and collection efficiency, so the peak height 
itself cannot be used. The reduction in intensity. with heating should follow the same 
trend between the samples. Comparing the decay curve of the different samples it can be 
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seen that there is consistency and therefore it is possible to use the intensity change as a 
means of measuring temperature. 
Sample 6 SamQ!e 8a Sample 9 
In12 Y 
2617 .6e"J-OJ~"~ Y 2243.8e"'()J.~~ Y 2533.7e"'()Ll~~ 
R'=O.8549 R'=O.8439 R'=O.8385 
In14 Y - 6114.7e"'-''''~ Y = 5263.8e"
u 
R'=O.8785 R'=O.833 
Y-331e~I'IIK~ Y 379.53e-lJI~I"'~ Y = 424.36e" , Inlll R'=O.822I R'=O.8264 R'''D.8283 
1nl 13 Y 
130ge h,U~ Y -3.6287x + 935.66 Y - I 590.5e """ 
R'-0.8746 R'=O.7763 R'=O.8603 
Y 887.18e"U) I ~ Y - 946.95e _0 I ~ Y-1081.4e" , Int 14 R'=O.8685 R'''D.8685 R"'0.8396 
Y 197.8ge" , Y 23636e " Y 264.37e-O 
, 
Int 15 R'=O.8398 R'=O.8606 R'-0.8365 
Table 6-5 The relationship between temperature and peak intensity. 
Sample 8b 
14/1532 Y -7.1752"'ln(x) + 48.327 R'=O.8372 
115/1532 Y - -0.9599'1"(x) + 6.21 74 R'=O.7694 
Table 6-6 The relationship between ratio of laser pulse and fluorescence spectrum 
with temperature 
Sample 6 Sample 8a Sam..QIe 8b Sample 9 Saml'ie 10 
114/110 
Y _ 8.2067e")OH!2, Y-8.405Ie"'IJl , Y 10.21e"'-OJI~~ Y 24.51I e-O ou7, 
R'=O.8875 R'=O.8459 R2=O.8637 R'=O.938 
113/111 
114/111 
114/19 
111/19 
19/18 
19/12 
18/12 
19/14 
18/14 
11 0/14 
110/12 
Y -0.007 Ix + 3.5367 Y - -0.0069x + 3.4876 Y - -0.0073x + 3.5614 
R'=O.907 R'=O.8741 R'=O.9288 
Y - -0.0046x + 2.5844 Y - -0.0043x + 2.5474 Y - -0.0047x + 2.5858 
R2=O.8947 R'=O.8843 R'=O.9269 
Y -1.0827"'ln(x) + Y - -1.1224"'ln(x) + Y -1.2529"'ln(x) + Y -I. I 559""n(x) + 
7.0777 7.2578 .7.7721 7.2073 
R'=O.852 R'=O.9733 R'=O.962I R'=O.7401 
Y - -0.2972"'ln(x) + Y -0.517.*ln(x) + Y -0.3597"'ln(x) + Y -0.3619"'ln(x) + 
2.4059 3.5907 2.6336 2.4896 
R'=O.778 R'=O.9352 R'=O.8346 R'=O.968 
Y - 0.6943e()(X)-' Y 0.71 84eo w1 -\ Y 0.700IePIKIIJ, 
R'=O.8892 R'=O.8902 R"'0.9309 
Y 0.1163e " Y-0.1318e 
, Y 0.0009x+0.1379 Y 9.1227e , Y - 0.0018x + 0.0673 
R'=O.9769 R'=O.9772 R'=O.8938 R'=O.9809 R'=O.9795 
Y O. I 668el)(KI(,.~ Y-0.183geUIXW,h Y - O.OOllx + 0.171 Y 0.1 754el lXI(, , Y - 0.0018x + 0.1216 
R'=O.9793 R'=O.9794 R'=O.9723 R'=O.9828 R'=O.8729 
Y = 0.0512e0 1m(" Y = 0.0566eO ,m( .. , Y - 0.0405'1"(x)- Y::: 0.056leo noh Y::: 0.0477eO(XI7~ 
R'=O.976 R'=O.9305 0.0789 R'=O.9693 R'=O.9734 R'=O.8703 
Y 0.074elll .",:_, Y 0.0788eu 'u .. , Y - O.OOO4x + 0.0883 Y 0.07geOU()b7~ Y 0.0009x + 0.0456 
R'-o.9809 R2:::0.924 R'=O.9624 . R'=O.97 I I R'=O.9672 
Y = 0.OI7geuu,~x, Y _ 0.0224e1UJHh Y - 0.0 17gell-o , Y - 0.06Ie"W'" 
R'=O.9048 R'=O.8491 R'=O.8394 R'=O.8391 
Y O.0416eoll , Y -O.0527ellll . h Y -O.OI82eu , Y 0.0427eoo , 
R'=O.8897 R'=O.8609 R'=O.856 R'=O.8783 
Table 6-7 The strongest relationships between intensity ratio and temperature 
It is thought that the fluctuations in intensity due to environmental and coating conditions 
could be eliminated through referencing the laser peak with the fluorescence peaks. Table 
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1111110 
115/110 
1131110 
111/110 
113119 
113118 
114118 
115/19 
1151111 
113112 
111/18 
115/18 
114/12 
113114 
111/12 
114114 
110118 
115/12 
115/14 
111114 
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6-6 shows that there is not a strong relationship between temperature and the ratio of a 
peak with the laser peak, as only one data set gives two strong relationships. This could 
indicate that the laser energy is either just above the threshold level of Y 203S:Pr or just 
below the peak fluorescence energy as at these points slight changes in the laser energy 
would put the relationship into a non-linear zone, and as such not creating a strong 
relationship. 
Sample 6 Sample Ha Sample 8b Sample 9 SamDle 10 
Y"" 11.825e .... "ulh Y - 55.746e .. U(k)~)' Y_14.67Ie .... I .UJ2h Y - 31.906e .... U )(.lh 
R'-o.8993 R1=O.8974 R'-o.8886 R'=0.877 
Y "" 3. 0464e ... 1 1~17M~ Y -5.0102*ln(x) + y = 3.9214e.(H~19h Y = IO.717e .... )lI07~ 
R'-o.8609 31.972 R'-o.8536 R'=0.9568 R'-o.9472 
y "" 1.8702e~HII.l8 ~ Y "" 2.0277e'(Hk , Y-2.54Ie .... , , Y - -0.0212x + 4.9601 
R'-o.8481 R'-o.8565 R2=O.841 R'-o.8476 
Y - 12.357e .... u , 
R'-o.8459 
Y = 3.223e"""" 
R'=0.8459 
Y - -1.4792*ln(x) + Y -1.4787*ln(x) + Y -1.8108'ln(x) + 
9.6007 9.6124 12.81 
R'-o.8645 R'-o.962I R'-o.9392 
Y - -O.8276*ln(x) + Y - -O.9582*ln(x) + Y - ·1.3854'ln(x) + Y -I ,0698*'n(x) + Y = -0.0105x + 3.0667 6.0156 6.7676 9.8631 7.0889 R'=O.969I R'-o.7178 R'-o.9307 R'-o.9884 R'-o.9552 
Y -O.7369*ln(x) + Y -O.7859*'n(:() + Y -0.6064'ln(x) + 
5.0768 5.2237 4.2602 
R'=0.9544 Rl=O.947 R'-o.963I 
Y - -O.2276*ln(x) + Y = ·0.484'ln(x) + 3.32 Y - -O.309*ln(x) + Y = -0. I 744'ln(x) + 1.6628 R1=O.947 1.9794 1.2178 R1=O.7259 R'-o.903 
Y O.6698e'" , 
R'-o.7488 
Y - O.487Ie( , , 
R'-o.8787 
Y - -0.3875'ln(x) + Y - ·0.2192'ln(x) + 
2.7363 1.6531 
R'-o.9634 R'=0.9419 
Y -0.364 ?·'n(x) + Y -O.187S*ln(x) + Y -O.1372*'n(x) + 
2.5329 1.3113 0.9546 
R'-o.9856 R'-o.8326 R1=O.8374 
Y - 0.353e'00.", 
R'-o.8784 
Y = O.204eul~ , Y = O.2667e'U \Jl'h Y - 0.21 O4eoo"" 
R'-o.72 R'=0.7004 R'-o.8445 
Y - O.1324eIHK)61x Y O.1738e()0I)~h Y O.1675eu(XL ~ Y-O.1496e((X) IX 
R'=0.8138 R'-o.8023 R'-o.7938 R'-o.7973 
Y-0.152e "''' 
R'-o.8486 
Y _ O.2597eU(~1 6.~ Y _ O.0897eo.oou, Y _ O.2435e m \ 
R'-o.7399 R'-o.7233 R2=O.7079 
Y - 0.0003x + 0.0684 
R'-o.8598 
Y - O.OOOlx + 0.0291 
R'-{).835 
Y _ 0 .056e(1 (KI(",., Y = O.074eUll. , 'y _ O.0648e(HK)('x 
R'-o.8356 R'-o.8609 R'-o.7532 
Table 6-8 The relationships which showed possibility between intensity ratio and 
temperature 
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Using the ratio of the fluorescent peaks will also remove fluctuations in the peak 
intensity due to outside conditions. There are many ratios that showed potential for use as 
a means of measuring temperature, those which showed the strongest relationship are 
shown in Table 6-7, those which were not as consistent across the samples are shown in 
Table 6-8. Those that show the strongest relationship with temperature will be studied 
further. 
With the selection of relationships for temperature reading those which showed the 
strongest and most consistent relationship across the samples will be considered first. If 
these prove to be unsuccessful during further analysis then the other relationships will be 
considered. 
A reference value at 200°C has been set for each of the relationships and these have been 
used to make each of the relationships transferable between each of the samples. Each of 
the relationships, as well as the average of the slope of the relationship was then turned 
around to make temperature the "Y" value and applied to. the data from each of the 
samples to determine the best relationship. Taking the relationship of position 2 with 
temperature the values for the equations used can be seen in Table 6-9, where the 
equation is of the form; Temp = (pos ~pref) + Tref. 
Derived from Initial rehitionship m Tref(°C) Pref(nm) 
Sample 6 P - -0.0012T + 502.84 -0.0012 128.5 502.69 
Sample 8a 125.5 502.72 
Sample 8b P - -0.00 12T + 502.68 -0.0012 120 502.56 
Sample 9 P - -0.001 IT + 502.84 -0.0011 96.6 502.72 
Sample 10 P - -0.0017T + 502.17 -0.0017 100.9 502.58 
Average P - -0.0013T + 502.63 -0.0013 
Table 6-9 The relationships tested with position of peak 2 for temperature 
measurement. 
The error between the actual temperature and the determined temperature was calculated 
in percentage and the error distribution considered for four temperature ranges 20°C to 
300°C, 20°C to 100°C, 100°C to 200°C and 200°C to 300°C. The error distribution was 
considered and for the relationships which had 50% of its data within an error range of 
20% was considered further. Further analysis used a constant which would be used to 
shift the error to centre on zero, see Equation 6-1, see Appendix 9.6.4.3 for definition. 
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7' (IOO+s)(x-pref 7' ,r) lemp = +lreJ 
lOO m 
Equation 6-1 
Where; s = constant for centring of error around zero 
x = peak position 
Pref= reference value (peak position, separation) 
T !ef = reference temperature 
m = slope 
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Using Equation 6-1 the equations which gave 50% of its readings within ±IO% of the 
actual reading were then ·considered to have a strong fluorescence temperature 
relationship. This analysis on the relationships of the fluorescence to temperature showed 
that the following relationships produced a strong relationship with temperature; 
Position of peak 13 - Position of peak 2 
Position of peak 14 - Position of peak 2 
Intensity of peak 8 / Intensity of peak 4 
Intensity of peak 9/ Intensity of peak 4 
Intensity of peak 8 / Intensity of peak 2 . 
Intensity of peak 13/ Intensity of peak 9 
Intensity of peak 14 / Intensity of peak 9 
Intensity of peak 15 / Intensity of peak 9 
Intensity of peak 14/ Intensity of peak 8 
The decrease in intensity of the spectrum with temperature was seen to differ for each 
peak, the decrease in ·intensity from 20°C to 200°C can be see in Table 6- \0. 
Decrease for coatines Average 
s3c s7c s7cc 
Peak 2 0.17 0.24 0.20 
Peak 4 0.16 0.19 0.18 
Peak 7 0.25 0.89 0.57 
PeakS 0.30 0.62 0.76 0.56· 
Peak 9 0.36 1.02 1.29 0.88 
Peak 10 0.55 0.55 
Peak 11 0.15 0.47 0.58 0040 
Peak 13 0.16 0.31 0.31 0.27 
Peak 14 0.21 0.31 0.32 0.28 
Peak 15 0.18 0047 0.33 
Table 6-10 The decrease in intensity for each of the peaks from 20°C to 200°C. 
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Coating 3 was tested for repeated heating and cooling. see Table 6-2. It is shown below 
that the peak positions and peak separations showed no change between the experiments. 
The intensity and the intensity ratios showed large changes between each of the 
experiments. As would be expected from the results gained from the powder only. The 
separation of the peaks was also found to be a reliable technique when considering 
different coatings. It can be seen that there is a difference in relationship for some of the 
coatings below 50·C, but as this is not within the temperature range of interest it is nol a 
concern here. 
Stage Relationship R' 
Heat I v=-0.001Ix+502.52 0.95 
... , - Cool I y=-0.0009x+502.49 0.95 
Heat 2 y=-0.0009x+502.51 1.00 
..... Cool 2 v=-0.0009x+502.51 0.97 
x Heat 3 y=-0.00 1Ix+502.54 0.96 
"". Cool3 y=-O.OO II x+502.52 0.88 
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Figure 6-5 The affect of repeated heating and cooling on the position of Peak 2XXll of 
YzOJS:Pr. 
The peak positions and separations are not affected through repeated heating and cooling. 
This shows that the rj!lationships determined for temperature are due to an affect of 
temperature on the crystal fields associated witb the luminescent centres rather than an 
affect of temperature on the coating. This shows that the peak position and separation 
produce a relationship with temperature that is consistent from one experiment to 
another, and that the same coating can be used repeatedly. 
XXII See Figure 6·1 page 138 
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Heal I y=O.OO33x+ 167.33 0.99 
Cool I y=O.0033x+ 167.35 0.98 
Heat 2 y=O.0033x+ 167.36 0.99 
Cool 2 y=O.0032x+ 167 .36 0.99 
Heat 3 y=O.0033x+ 167.34 0.99 
Cool 3 y=0.0034x+ 167.32 0.98 
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Figure 6-6 The affect of repeated heating and cooting on the separation of Peak 13 
and Peak 2. 
Stage Relalionship R' 
Heat I y=-14.987x+3709.8 0.96 
- ,-- Cool I y=-0.854x+547.35 0.05 
Heat 2 y=-5.8717x+ 1644 0.98 
,.. 
"'" 
Cool 2 y=·0.4202x+ 174 .54 0.26 
Heal 3 y=·0.343x+ 167.48 0.58 
- Cool 3 y=·0.4139x+ 159.63 0.43 . 
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Figure 6-7 The affect of repeated beating and cooling on the intensity of peak2. 
As with the powder only data, the intensity ratio did not produce a reliable relationship 
with temperature, see Figure 6-8. This relationship with temperatures shows a linear 
trend rather then the exponential trend of the powder, Figure 6·14, showing that the 
adhesive has an affect on the intensity ratio of the paint. 
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Relationship 1 R' 
y--O.002 Ix + 1.7115 0.2755 
y=-0.007 1 + 2.6711 0.5258 
y=-O.O 166x + 6.2273 0.9577 
y--O.OOl7x + 1.6746 0.1615 
y=-O.O 128\ + 4.5141 0.9816 
y=- 0.0036x + 2.107 0.4161 
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Figure 6-8 The affect of repeated heating aDd cooling on the ratio of Peak 13 to 
Peak 9. 
As with the powder this shows that the peak positions produce a much more reliable 
method of measuring temperature than using the intensity. The decrease in the intensity 
causes concern in the fact thal the signal may become too weak that the peaks cannot be 
detected reliably from the background. 
6.3.1.2 Affect ofpowder quantity on thefluorescent 
spectrum 
Using the best fits determined from the powder data, the affect of powder content on the 
fluorescent spectrum was studied. The peak position and peak separation is expected to 
show a stable relationship with temperature with different coatings as the wavelength is 
due to the molecular structure of the material which should not be affected by volume. 
As the peak intensity and ratio of peaks does not show a constant relationship with 
temperature it is not expected to show consistency with change in powder content, 
though a decrease in intensity with powder content would be expected. 
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The peak position tS seen to differ from one paint sample to another, Figure 6-9. a 
difference of 0.41 om is noted, this difference can be equated to I Y. pixels and can 
therefore be contributed to accuracy in the peak fitting routine in LabView rather than an 
affect of powder content. 
It is noted that the separation of the peaks also varies with coating, Figure 6-10, this 
difference equates to a difference of Y, a pixel. The use of the separation of the peaks 
reduces the error in the reading between different coatings, though the difference in peak 
position could be removed by taking a reference reading for each of the coatings and 
using this value in the equation to detennine temperature. A difference in the slope of the 
relationship is noted for both the peak position and separation of the peaks. As this 
difference does not show a relationship with powder content it is thought to be an error 
introduced in the peak fitting routine. 
Coaling and Relation hip R' powder % 
S350% -0.00 II x + 502.52 0.95 
S650% -0.00 I1 x + 502.83 0.80 
S8.60% -0.00 14x + 502.89 0.92 
... 
SI0 >60% -0.00 15x + 502.69 0.82 
,au • S960% -0.0014x + 502.87 0.86 S8b60% -0.00 12x + 502.68 0.95 
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Figure 6-9 The difference in the position of Peak 2 with different powder contcnt. 
The change in the intensity of Peak 2 with powder content, Figure 6-11, shows that thcre 
is more than the powder volume which affects intensity as the value of 'c' in the 
relationship 'y=m*ln(x)+c' cannot be related to powder volume. It is known that the laser 
pulse energy affects the intensity and so the change in intensity here can be contributed 
to laser pulse energy as well as the powder volume of the paint. 
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Coaling and Relationship R2 Dowder% 
S350% 0.0033x + 167.33 0.99 
8650% 0.0034x+ 167.19 0.98 
S8a 60% 0.0034x + 167.19 0.87 
810 >60% 0.0036" + 167.29 0.88 
S960"1o 0.0039x + 167.18 0.96 
88b 60% 0.0030x + 167.3 0.98 
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Figure 6-10 The difference in the separation of Peak 13 and Peak 2 different powder 
content. 
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Figure 6-11 The affect of powder content on the intensity of Peak 2 
R2 
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It is shown that the Y203S:Pr coating gives a strong relationship with temperature. The 
peak properties that show a strong reliability are shown in Table 6-11 with Equation 6-2 
showing the relationship with temperature for these properties. 
7' (IOO+s)(x-pref 7' 1) 
,emp = + ,re 
100 m 
Equation 6~2 
Where; s = constant for centring of error around zero 
x = peak position 
Pref= reference value (peak position. separation) 
Tref= reference temperature 
m = slope 
The work shows that there is little difference in the accuracy of the fits between 50% and 
60% volume powder content, also there is no affect on the peak position and peak 
separation. A coating with between 50% and 60% powder volume should therefore be 
used. 
Rel. lion. hip Temp range % of data wthin m • 4% 6% 8% 10% 
P2 -0.0012 3 20-->300·C 25 37 47 55 
20--> 100·C 30 40 60 80 
100-->200·C 36 49 62 72 
200-->300·C 27 41 54 64 
PI) 0.0025 3 20-->300·C 27 39 50 60 
20--> 100·C 78 93 . 100 100 
100-->2OO·C 43 59 70 81 
200-->3OO·C 18 31 51 69 
PI4 0.0012 6 20 .... 300·C 29 42 53 63 
20 .... 100·C No data 
100-->200·C 32 46 58 73 
200-->3OO·C 19 38 47 57 
P13-P2 0.0028 3 20 .... 300·C 35 47 56 61 
20--> 100·C 28 39 51 56 
100 .... 2OO·C 59 76 85 91 
200-->3OO·C 36 44 50 58 
P14-P2 0.0020 2 20 .... 300·C 35 54 65 75 
20-->100·C 39 56 64 83 
100 .... 2OO·C 45 63 73 80 
2oo-->3oo·C 27 43 52 61 
Table 6-11 The relationship between the coa ting and tempera ture 
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6.4 Y20 3S:Pr powder temperature sensitivity 
As the decay period of Y 20:lS:Pr did Dot show a relationship with temperature the 
spectrum itself was studied for temperature sensitivity, Figure 6-12. Each possible 
relationship for peak position, separation of peak, peak intensity and ratio of peak 
intensity was considered. To determine which peaks, if any, showed a relationship with 
temperature. Initial work showed that the peaks intensities and ratio of peak intensities 
showed the most promising for a temperature relationship. 
These relationships were then tested for stability tbrough repeated heating and cooling. 
TIle intensity and the intensity ratio was shown to change with repeated heating Figure 
6- 13 and Figure 6- 14. This shows that the peak intensities cannot be used as a means of 
temperature measurement. It also shows that above 100°C there is little change in 
intensity and of intensity ratio with temperature so this would also mean that the intensity 
ratio of Y 20 3S:Pr could not be used for high temperature measurement. 
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Figure 6-12 T he relationship between temperature and the fluorescence spectrum of 
Y10 3S:Pr. 
The peak position and peak separation showed a stable relationship with temperature, 
Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16. The peak position shows a strong relationship with 
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temperature tip to 200·C whereas the peak separation shows a strong relationship with 
temperature up to 300·C, the maximum temperature that could be reached using the hot 
plate technique of heating. For the peak position and peak separation the important factor 
for consistency is the slope of the graph as changes in the ofTset can be accounted for by 
taking a reference value at a known temperature at the start of the experiment. For peak 
posi tion the change in the offset for the equation is 0.02nm, and for peak separation it is 
0.03nm, which accounts for less than a tenth of a pixel, this di fference can be accounted 
fo b th r y erne th d 0 use 0 e ermme d t d t peak POSI on. 
-
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Figure 6-13 The relationship of the intensity of Peak 2 with temperature 
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Figure 6-14 The relationship of ratio of intensities of Peak 13 and Peak 9 with 
temperature 
R' 
0.64 
0.88 
0.02 
0.73 
0.04 
I R' 
0.05 
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0.75 
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Given the stability of the relationship of peak separation, temperatures greater than 
300·C could probably be reached if a stronger fluorescent signal could be achieved. It 
would be the lack in intensity that would mean the peaks could not be detected and 
therefore not used for temperature prediction. 
During the experiments undertaken it was noted that the laser energy seemed to decrease 
with time. This was therefore looked at as a possible reason for the unstable intensity, 
and intensity ratio with temperature. Using a reflected 532nm beam from the laser the 
intensity of the laser beam can be monitored using the spectrometer at the same time as 
the fluorescence reading. This cannot be used as a measure of laser intensity but can be 
used as a reference for the change in laser energy. It is shown in Figure 6- 17 that the laser 
pulse intensity decreases by half over a period of an hour. This would affect the peak 
intensity relationship with temperature. Through taking the ratio of the peak intensities 
any difference in the laser pulse intensity should be removed if each peak emission has 
the same relationship with input intensi ty. 
Stage Relationship R" 
"'. r Heat I y - -0.OOO9x + 502.49 0.96 
••• Heat 2 y = -O.OOO9x + 502.4 7 0.91 
..... 
• Cool 2 y - -O.OOO9x + 502.48 0.81 ~i .. • •• Heal 3 y -O.0008x + 502.47 0.89 .0,. 
'1i!-
x • Cool 3 y - -O.OOO9x + 502.47 0.79 
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Figure 6-15 The relationship of the position of Peak 2 with temperature 
It is thought that by taking the ratio of the peak intensities would count for any change in 
laser energy. It is shown that each of the emission peak intensities has a different 
relationship with laser intensity (int7), Figure 6-18, for this data the sample was kept at 
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room temperature. This shows that the ratio of the peaks cannot be used as a method of 
calibration for laser intensity change as tile relationship between intensity ratio and input 
power does not produce an accurate relationship. Figure 6-19 shows that there is not a 
linear relationship between laser energy and fluorescence intensity. This indicates that 
the Y203S:Pr coating is not being excited at its most favourable energy, tile exponential 
relationship seen in Figure 6-19 suggests that the material is being excited just above its 
threshold limit, see Figure 5-19, and as such increasing tile laser energy would create a 
more stable relationship as this would move tile laser energy luminescence relationship 
into the linear region. 
Stage I Relationship I R-
Heat I y - 0.0032x + 167.3 0.98 
-
Heal 2 y ~ 0.0035x + 167.3 0.99 
Coo12 y ~ 0.0034x + 167.31 0.98 
Heal 3 y - 0.0032x + 167.29 0.99 .~ Cool ] y - 0.0032x + 167.32 0.95 :It 
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Figure 6-16 The relationship of separation of Peak 13 and Peak 2 with temperature 
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Figurll 6-17 The affect of time on the laser pulse intensity. 
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Figure 6-18 The affect of the laser pulse intensity on the peak intensity ratio. 
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Figure 6-19 The relationship between laser energy and peak intensity 
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Figure 6-20 The affect of time and laser energy on the intensity of peak 2 
When comparing the change in intensity with time it is noted that the readings taken at 
room temperature, and those that are taken while heating the powder give a very similar 
trend, Figure 6-21. As laser intensity decreases with time, Figure 6-17, this shows that 
the change in intensity noted with temperature is a factor due to the intensity of the laser 
rather than the affect of heating the material. The affect of time on intensity ratio can be 
seen in Figure 6-22, this shows that there is minimum difference between the room 
temperature ralio and that of the sample being heated from room temperature up to 
250°C. It is therefore considered that the peak intensity or ratio of peak intensity cannot 
be used reliably for temperature measurement under these conditions as the laser energy 
has such a large affect on the peak intensity. If the laser energy was increased so that the 
coating is excited in the linear region of the energy luminescence relationship then the 
intensity relationship may become more stable and this can then be used for temperature 
measurement. 
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Figure 6-21 The affect of time and laser energy on the normalised intensity of peak 
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Figure 6-22 The affect of time and laser energy on the ratio of the intensities of peak 
13 and peak 7. 
Each possible relationship between the peaks were considered, from this data the best of 
the relati.onships between temperature and the peak positions and the peak separation can 
be seen in Table 6-12 and Table 6-13. 
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Peak R' 
pl3 0.90 
p2 0.88 
p4 0.88 
pl4 0.86 
~8 0.7S 
Table 6-12 The relationship 
between temperature and 
the peak position. 
Table 6-13 The relationship 
between temperature and 
the peak separation. 
Separation R' 
P 13-p2 0.94 
p14-p2 0.92 
plS-p2 0.91 
pIS-plO 0.90 
P 13-p532 0.89 
p4-p2 0.89 
p14-p9 0.87 
p15-p9 0.87 
p8-p2 0.87 
pl3-pll 0.86 
p13-p10 0.85 
p 13-p.9 0.85 
p13-p4 0.84 
p10-p8 0.83 
pl4-pll 0.83 
pl5-pll 0.82 
p15-p4 0.82 
pll:p8 0.81 
p15-p14 0.81 
P 15-p532 0.80 
p14-p13 0.78 
The equations produced were then changed to enable temperature to be determined from 
the peak position. These equations were then tested with the data recorded to determine 
the accuracy of the equations, this was undertaken using a macroXX1 written in Excel. i, 
Using this data to produce a relationship between the peak position or peak separation 
and temperature, shows that not all of these relationships can be used. Although the data 
shows a strong relationship when used in reverse to create a relationship between peak 
and temperature, large errors in the calculated temperature occurred. Of the relationships 
the ones which produced the strongest relationship between peak and temperature are 
shown in Table 6-14. These were chosen due their high percentage rate of temperature 
value falling within ±IO% of the actual temperature reading. 
Each of the relationships were studied for four temperature ranges room temperature to 
300°C, room temperature to 100°C, 100°C to 200°C, and 200°C to 30QoC. For each of 
the temperature ranges the accuracy of the relationship was considered by looking at the 
percentage of the predicted results fell within a certain percentage of the actual 
temperature reading, Table 6-14. 
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Temperature % of data within 
X.XIII range 4% 6% 8% 
P14-P2 17 0.0028 200 e to loooe 45 62 77 
loooe to 2000 e 45 65 78 
200 0e to 3000 e 23 35 46 
P 13-P2 2 0.0028 200 e to 300 0e 37 49 56 
loooe to 200 0 e 59 76 85 
Pl3 a 2 0.0022 200 e to 3000 e 28 40 52 
loooe to 2000 e 40 61 76 
2000 e to 3000 e 14 28 47 
Pl3 b 2 0.0020 20 0 e to 3000 e 39 50 59 
loooe to 2000 e 50 69 83 
P13 c -5 0.0025 I oooe to 2000 e 30 50 64 
200 0e to 300 0e 50 64 76 
Table 6-14 The relationship between peak and temperature .. 
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10% 
81 
86 
55 
61 
91 
64 
86 
67 
63 
88 
71 
80 
The equation used to determine temperature from the spectrum was of the following 
form. 
where; 
a = constant 
m= slope 
T = (100+ a)x {p _ Pref + (m x Tref)) 
100x m . 
Equation 6-3 
P = Peak value, position or separation 
Pref = Peak value at known temperature 
Tref= Temperature at reference reading 
The reference values calibrate the coating to enable the most accurate temperature 
reading to be obtained. The constant m represents the slope of the relationship between 
temperature and peak, and a is a calibration function, see Table 6-14 for the values, 
which were determined through curve fitting of the data. The reference values are 
determined by taking the peak position or peak separation value, Pref, at a known 
tern perature, T ref. 
XXiii See Equation 6-3 
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This shows that Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped can be used to measure 
temperature to an accuracy of ±IO% given the current system: The use of the LabView 
peak find routine means that the accuracy of the· peak position is determined by the 
resolution of the spectrometer used as this uses the pixel position. The use of a higher 
resolution spectrometer would increase the accuracy of the peak position value. This 
would in turn create a greater accuracy in the temperature measurement. The use of a 
curve fitting routine will also increase the accuracy of the determination of the peak 
position, thus increasing the accuracy of the temperature reading. A curve fitting routine 
can predict the shape of the peak between the given positions thus allowing the whole 
range of positions to be available rather than the pixel steps used in the peak find routine 
of LabView. 
The frequency quadrupled Nd:Y AG laser used had a very unreliable pulse energy due to 
problems with its electronic circuitry. Improvements to the system can be made by up 
grading the laser to one which has a much more stable Q-switch and would give much 
more intense pulses than the one used in the experimentation. This caused problems at 
high temperatures as when a low intensity pulse the fluorescent signal achieved was not 
high enough above the background to be used. At high temperatures only about 1 in 6 
pulses produced a fluorescent signal that was strong enough to be detected. 
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The Ruby and Yttrium coating have been tested for fluorescence collection when 
spinning, as it is a concern that when spinning at high speeds there will not be enough 
fluorescence available for temperature measurement. To enable the laser to be pulsed in 
. time with the spinning blade an electronic triggering system is· required that will use a 
signal from the spinning wheel to trigger the laser and the detector. 
Doppler shift is a technique which is used to measure vibration through the reflection of 
laser beams. It is a concern that this may also cause an affect on the fluorescence 
spectrum of the coating. The exact effect can be determined by experimentation and 
calibrated into the curve fitting technique. This should be able to be determined by taking 
stationary measurements of the spectrum at a controlled temperature and then rotating the 
compressor wheel, controlling the temperature, and taking measurements. This will also 
require an understanding of the pressure fluctuations that are expected around the 
compressor wheel during spinning. 
7.1 High speed detection 
At speeds of 79,OOOrpm the edge of the compressor wheel will move a distance of 4mm 
during laser excitation, the fluorescence delay period and the fluorescence decay period 
for YZ0 3S:Pr. This is a distance th·at is well within the field of view XXIV of the fibre, 
which is 6mm for a 2mm diameter fiber with a collection distance of 10mm. This field of 
view can increase further through the use of a collection optic~ At lower speeds the edge 
of the compressor wheel will move even less thus the collection area of the fibre is even 
less of a concern. 
Consider the time that it takes one spot to pass thrQugh the field of view of the collection 
fiber. The collection availability of the Ruby coating would be 2% when spinning at 
XXIV See Appendix 9.6.5 for calculation 
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speeds of 40,000rpm compared to that for the V20 3S:Pr coating which would have a 
fluorescence availability of 100% xxv. 
Ruby plasma 
532nm max 532nm 
Input energy 
excitation wavelength 532 532 532 
input energy 0.0015 0.0015 6 
max 
532 
6 
Y,O,S:Pr paint 
266nm max 
266 266 
6 6 
nm 
mJ 
photon energy 3.74E-19 3.74Ec19 3.74E-19 3.74E-19 7.48E-19 7.48E-W J 
number of photons per pulse 4.0IE+12 4.01E+12 1.60E+16 1.60E+16 8.02E+15 8.02E+15 
Volume 
Molecular weight 257.95 257.95 257.95 257.95 382.784 382.784 
molecules per gram 2.33E+21 2.33E+21 2.33E+21 2.33E+21 1.57E+21 1.57E+21 
density 3.99 3.99 3.99 3.99 4.1 4.1 
molecules per cml'l.3 9.3IE+21 9.31E+21 9.31 E+21 9.3IE+21 6.45E+21 6.45E+21 
length 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 .0.01 0.01 
volume 0.0079 0.0079 0.0079 0.0079 0.0039 0.0039 
weight 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313 0.0161 0.0161 
number of molecules 7.3IE+19 7.31E+19 7.3IE+19 7.31E+19 2.53E+19 2.53E+19 
Absorption 
absorption coefficient XXVI 10000 250000 10000 250000 ioooo 250000 
concentration 0.1215 0.1215 0.1215 0.1215 0.0421 0.0421 
Absorption value 12.15 303.72 12.15 303.72 4.21 105.16 
absorption efficiency I I I I 0.9999378 I 
photons absorbed 4.0IE+12 4.01E+12 1.60E+16 1.60E+16 8.02E+15 8.02E+15 
Emission 
Quantum efficiency I I I I 0.14 0.14 
photons emitted 4.0IE+12 4.0IE+12 1.60E+16 1.60E+16 1.12E+15 1.12E+15 
availability 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 I I 
Photons available for collection 8.02E+10 8.02E+10 3.2IE+14 3.2IE+14 1.12E+15 1.12E+15 
Ratio of Y,O,S:Pr : Ruby output Given current experimental setup 13999.13 
assuuming a laser energy input for Ruby the same as that 3.50 
being used for Y,O,S:Pr 
Table 7-1 Energy calculation for Ruby and Y203S:Pr 
glcm' 
cm 
cm' 
g 
dm'/(mol*cm) 
moles/liter 
photons 
The optical effi~iency of the Ruby coating to that of the Y203S:Pr coating has been 
considered, see Table 7-1. The amount of energy available on each pulse, the density and 
molecular weight and quantum efficiency of the materials. This showed that the Yttrium 
coating has the potential for 14,000 times more intensity being available for collection. 
This energy would be distributed between the numerous emission peaks of Y203S:Pr, 
rather than the two peaks of Ruby, so this would not be indicated by a peak intensity 
xxv See Appendix 9.6 Calculations for exact calculations 
XXVI 10,000 is the minimum absorption value possible, 250,000 is the maximum absorption value possible 
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Increase of 14,000 times. This indicates that the Y203S:Pr coating has much greater 
potential for use on high speed objects. 
7.2Ruby 
The plasma coating was initially simulated spinning at 80,000rpm by spinning a disc 
over the coating. This showed that collecting the fluorescence from 260 pulses a strong 
fluorescence signal can be achieved. This was then tested at a high speed test facility at 
Holset Engineering which proved to be unsuccessful. 
Encoder HEDS - SS40 gives pulse on every rolation 
Set pulse delay to enable pulsing of laser I spectromc:ter to be in time with coated spot 
A pulse delay function is required, the pulse delay is dependent upon the disc speed and 
distance betv.een rTlaJker and coating 
Figure 7-1 The electronic pulsing circuit for the Ruby system 
The illumination of the coating with more than one laser pulse during one rotation has 
been considered to increase the intensity output. This is not possible because the 
minimum delay between pulses is not small enough to allow the coating to be excited 
twice, though this could be achieved with the use of two lasers. A higher energy laser 
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would also increase the intensity output, pulse energies of over 150mJ per pulse are 
easily available xxvu. 
When the object is spinning a pulse from the object is required to enable the pulsing of 
the laser and the spectrometer to be in time with the coating. A circuit flowchart showing 
the process required is shown in Figure 7-1. 
7.2.1 Simulation of 80,OOOrpm 
Initial consideration involved the simulation of the 80,OOOrpm speed by keeping the 
Ruby plasma coating stationary and spinning a slotted disc over the sample. The disc was 
spun at a speed of 5,OOOrpm, and has 16 slots placed in it to simulate the pulsing at 
80,OOOrpm. The spectrum achieved was then divided by 16 to reduce the intensity to a 
value which would be seen at 16 times the speed. 
-
-
,'. 
s 
i 
• 
Figure 7-2 Tbe simulation of spinning at 80,OOOrpm. 
The data was collected over a period of 200msec, the reduction in intensity of the lower 
speed was due to the fewer number of laser pulses occurring during the gate period. The 
peak positions were not found to shift when spinning. This shows that Doppler shifting 
XXVII hltp:/lwww.bigskylaser.comllablasers.hlml#yg980 
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does not affect the peak position because the signal is generated from the spinning object 
rather than a reflection. 
The ratio of the peak intensities also did not change with spinning. This shows that the 
Ruby plasma coating can be used reliably when rotating. It also indicates that there will 
be enough fluorescence intensity available for measurements to be taken when spinning 
at speeds between 40,OOOrpm and 80,OOOrpm. 
This requires the fluorescence spectra to be summed over a time period of at least 
200msec. A reduction in intensity of 98% is expected between the intensity of the peaks 
when stationary and when spinning. Considering the reduction in intensity is also due to 
temperature this would indicate that temperatures up to 200°C would be possible to be 
measured using this technique. An increase in the gate period would allow more 
fluorescence to be collected and thus higher temperatures can be reached. 
7.2.2 Low speed testing 
With a disc coated with a circular plasma coating and spinning at speeds between 
3,OOOrpm and 12.600rpm a fluorescence signal could be detected when the laser is pulsed 
at a frequency of 2kHz. The circular coating meant that the laser did not have to be timed 
to the disc. The quality of the coating varied around the disc and this affected the strength 
of the signal, as this depended on whether a good or bad section of the coating was 
excited. The average of 10 laser pulses is shown in Figure 7-3. This shows that the 
quality of the coating has a big influence on the reduction in the intensity, as well as the 
speed. 
Considering the reduction in the intensity due to heating the peaks will still be able to 
detected at 300°C at these speeds. 
J7J 
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Figure 7-3 The affect of spinning on the fluorescence recorded. 
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7.2.3 High speed test using Ruby coating 
Both the Ruby paint and the plasma coating have been tested for being able 10 withstand 
the conditions within the compressor. Both were able to withstand the conditions very 
well with little damage to the coatings. This test did not produce a successful result, as no 
fluorescence could be detected. There are a number of thoughts as to why this did not 
provide successful. These are discussed below. 
The optical window became dirty during the testing and did not allow the light to pass 
through. This was tested for optical transmission after the high speed test before and after 
cleaning and it was found that this was not a concern. 
The alignment of the optics was checked and it was shown that they are not located in the 
ideal position. This would mean that less intensity could be collected than from an 
ideally aligned system, showing that careful alignment is required. The use of a lens to 
collect the fluorescence and focus it into the fibre would mean that a larger diameter area 
can be viewed and such careful alignment would not be required. 
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There is not enough energy present to produce a strong enough signal that can be 
detected during the time the fluorescence passes in front of the detector. A higher energy 
pulse laser would increase the intensity emitted from the Ruby. A material with a much 
shorter decay time would also mean that more intensity would be present during the time 
in which the coating passes the detector. 
The production of a pulse from the spinning compressor wheel was done by Holset 
Engineering, they were unable to tell us the time between the triggering pulse obtained 
from the wheel and the passing of the coating. It was therefore not certain if the laser 
pulse is actually hitting the required spot and therefore not. actually producing the 
fluorescence. The use of a high-speed video camera located in the test cell would enable 
this to be seen. This would require the use of a filter to remove the laser light to enable 
the fluorescence to be seen. An electronic circuit needs to be designed to enable the delay 
period between the trigger and the laser pulse to be set easily. This led to the design of 
our own system by our electronics workshop. This allowed us to collect a signal from the 
back of a spinning disc which is then used to trigger the firing of our laser and 
spectrometer. The time between receiving the signal and outputting a signal to the laser 
and spectrometer was set through changing the angle. This would then use the speed of 
the disc to determine the time delay. 
This test produced unsuccessful results and showed that the long decay period of Ruby is 
not ideal for high speed rotation measurements. An increase in the intensity available for 
collection can be achieved through increasing the laser energy. Consideration of the 
absorption efficiency of Ruby showed that changing the excitation wavelength, and thus 
the absorption efficiency, would have little affect on the overall emission due to the high 
molecular concentration. 
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7.3 Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped 
yttrium oxysulphide doped with Praseodymium has been chosen for its short decay 
period making it ideal for use at high speeds. At a speed of 80,000rpm and at a radius of 
70mm the material will only travel 4mm during its decay period. The fluorescent 
spectrum has been successfully collected at speeds of 23,000rpm (380Hz) and 
temperatures of 160°C. It is shown that this technique, with this laser power, can be 
feasibly used both at temperatures up to 200°C and speeds of 80,000rpm. With an 
increase in the laser much faster speeds and higher temperatures could be achieved. 
7.3.1 Experimental arrangement 
This required the use of a Nd:YAG laser emitting at 266nm, a spectrometer, a LabView 
program to collect and analyse the spectrum from the spectrometer, and a router with a 
speed range of 9,000rpm to 28,000rpm which spins an aluminium disc of l40mm in 
diameter. A schematic of the experimental set up can be seen in Figure 7-4, and a 
photograph of the arrangement in Figure 7-5. 
Computer, 
control laser & 
spectrometer 
trigger 
Lab View for spectrum 
analysis 
USB2000 spectrometer 
and fiber 
I FluorescentsignaJ I 
Nd:Yag Laser, 266nm, 532nm 
Prism to separate 
266nm and S32nm 
I Hot air gun I 
Y202S:Pr coating, 
requires 532nm 
Figure 7-4 The experimental arrangement for measurements from a spinning, 
heated disc 
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Figure 7-5 A general view of the rig 
Holes cut in 
protective surround 
for heal gun and 
laser optics 
Experimentation 
Spinn.ing 
Protective box 
around 
spinning disc 
Polycarbollate 
surrowld to protect Hot air gun to 
heat disc 
-
---------.,.';;1 from breakages with tinted PeTSpex 
surround to protect 
from laser light 
Laser head. 
Nd:Yag. 4mJ at 
266nm, pulsed 
)12nm emis.~ion 
fluorescence 
Figure 7-6 The experimental arrangement. 
Router, unloaded 
speed range 
9,OOOrpm to 
28,OOOrpm 
The experimental arrangement can be seen in Figure 7-6, The air flow from a hot air gun 
is directed at the disc, to heat the disc as it rotates, this enables temperatures of 160°C to 
be reached. The laser light is aimed directly at the disc to enable as high an energy pulse 
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as possible to excite the material as the laser pulse is only 4mJ. The fluorescent coating is 
a paint made from Y20 3 :Pr, powder. and Mbond 600, adhesive. with a 50% volume 
powder. The signal is collected by a spectrometer and analysed in real time. 
Figure 7-7 The triggering system 
Opto-sensor, 
RS 
White and black 
mark made on back 
of disc for trigger 
To control the pUlsing of the laser and spectrometer in synchronisation with the spinning 
disc, an electronic circuiL and control program has been developed by our electronics 
workshop. A reflective oplo-switch is used to detect a mark on the back of the disc, this 
signal is used to both trigger the laser and determine the speed of the disc. The angle 
between the trigger point and the coating can be altered to enable the laser to hit the 
correct spot on the disc and so it will automatically update the time between the receiving 
of the pulse and the triggering of the la er dependent upon speed. This also means that 
measurements can also be made at different radiuses. This set up can be seen in Figure 
7-7. 
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The fluorescence from the coating is collected using a 2mm diameter fiber optic and 
received by a USB2000 spectrometer. made by Ocean Optics. The spectromeler used has 
a pectral range of 350nm 10 t OOOnm over 2048 pixels (0.32nm dispersion) and a 
resolution of tnm. The spectrum is analysed by a LabView program 10 enable the 
temperature to be determined in real lime. This program has been modified from a 
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standard LabView program supplied by Ocean Optics for collection of data from the 
spectrometerXXVIU The fluorescence obtained from the coating can be seen in the Figure 
7-12. 
Spectrwn in red, 
detected peaks 
sbown in yellow 
Spectrometer 
Figure 7-10 The spcctrometer and software 
Fluorescence 
spectrum 
(red), and 
peaks (yellow) 
Spectrum and 
temperature 
save 
Figure 7-11 The LabView control program screen 
xxv"' See Appendix - 9.7 Programming 
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program 
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The coating 
fluorescing under 
the laser 
Figure 7-12 The Y20 )S:Pr coating luminescing under the laser excitation 
7.3.2 Experimental results 
The disc has been at speeds of up to 23,OOOrpm (380Hz, or 170mlsec) which is the 
maximum speed obtainable from the router and it is seen that a strong fluorescent signal 
can still be achieved at this speed, Figure 7-13. It has been shown that the relationships; 
difference in position between peak 14 and peak 2, difference in position between peak 
13 and peak 2, and position of peak 13 showed strong relationship with temperature. 
Given the relationship between intensity of peak 13 with speed and temperature it is 
estimated that speeds of up to 80,OOOrpm and temperatures of 200°C can be achieved, 
when considering peak 13. This intensity could be increase by the use of higher pulse 
energy, pulse energy of the laser used here is 4mJ, and stable beam positionXXIX• 
XXIX The output angle of the beam fi'om the laser fluctuates due the problems with the ageing of the laser 
bead meaning that the laser does not always hit all of the coating, nor is in best alignment for the fiber. 
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Figure 7-13 Tbe affect of spinning on tbe spectrum, taken at room temperature. 
Rate of decrease with sneed 
Peak 2 y = ·0.0083x + 920.99 
Peak 4 v = -O.0092x + 1928.3 
PeakS y - -0.0003. + 147.97 
Peak 9 y = -0.0005x + 110.72 
Peak 11 v = -0.0018x + 179.16 
Peak 13 v - -0.0046. + 548.61 
Peak 14 Y = -0.003. + 400.66 
Peak 15 v = -0.0007. + 91.584 
Table 7-2 Tbe decrease in peak intensity with speed, at 20°C, where x = speed 
Considering tbe rate of decrease in intensity with temperature, Table 6- 10, and that with 
speed, Table 7-2, its is seen that temperatures of 200°C can be measured at speeds of 
80.000rpm given the current system, Figure 7- 14 Table 7-3. 
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Figure 7-14 The decrease in peak intensities with speed, at 200°C, predicted to 
40,OOOrpm. 
Rate of change of Expected intensity at 
intensity witb speed 
40,000rpm 80,000rpm 
Peak 2 y ~ ·0.00 17x + 188.28 120 52 
Peak 4 y - ·0.0016x + 337.94 273 209 
Peak 8 y - ·0.0002x + 82.428 76 70 
Peak 9 y - ·0.0004x + 97.787 81 64 
Peak 11 y - ·0.0007x + 71.881 43 14 
Peak 13 y - ·0.0012x + 149.22 100 50 
Peak 14 y - ·0.0008x + 112.16 78 44 
Peak 15 y - ·0.0002x + 29.939 21 12 
Table 7-3 The expected peak heights, in intensity units as per Figure 7-13, at 200°C 
and giyen speeds. 
It is seen that each of the peaks intensities decreases differently with speed. This 
indicates that although a decay time of 7!lsec is quoted for the material each of the peaks 
has a different decay period. If the decay periods were all the same the decrease in 
intensity with speed would be expected to be the same. Peaks 2 and 4 have the largest 
decrease with speed and therefore it is thought lhat these would have the longest decay 
period of 7!lsec. The difference in the rate of change with temperature could also be due 
to the stimulation of the bands which is associated with each of the emission 
wavelengths, Figure 5- I 9. 
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The disc was spun at II.OOOrpm and heated by the hot air gun. Using the relationships in 
Table 6-11 the temperature of the disc was determined, the relationships P2, P1 3. P13-
P2, and P14-P2 all gave similar temperature readings, Figure 7-15. From this it 
determined that a temperature of 160· C was reached and that the relationships P2, P1 3, 
P13-P2, and P14-P2 could be used for measuring temperatures. 
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Figure 7-15 T he measurement of temperature from a spinning disc. 
7.3.3 Conclusion on spinning Y20 3S:Pr 
• P' 
p13 
PI ..... 
II P1.t-P2 
It has been shown Ulat a strong fluorescent signal can be collected from the Y20 )S:Pr 
coating on the edge of a 140mm dianleter disc spinning at speeds of up to 23,OOOrpm 
(380Hz), the equivalent to moving at 170m/sec. It is shown that the movement of the 
coating does not affect the spectrum obtained and that with the laser system used speeds 
of up to 80,OOOrpm and temperatures of 200·C should easily be capable of being 
measured. 
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The decrease in intensity with speed and temperature is different for each peak, see Table 
6-10, Table 7-2, and Figure 7-14. This can be improved using a higher pulse energy as 
the present system is o~ly emitting a 4mJ pulse which is exciting the material just above 
its threshold level. 
It has been shown that using the 4mJ the coating is being excited just above its threshold, 
Figure 5-19, it is therefore possible to increase the laser energy and thus increase -the -
fluorescent energy collected. 
With further investigation into the analysis of the spectrum this .material can be used for 
high speed remote temperature measurement. 
7.4Summary of spinning 
Work undertaken with the Ruby coating showed that this had potential for measurements 
at high speed. Fluorescence measurements were taken at speeds of up to l2,600rpm 
where luminescence could be detected. Extrapolating the data from the spectrum showed 
that the luminescence peaks could be detected up to 300°C. At high speed testing, 
40,000rpm and above a fluorescence spectrum could not be detected. There are a number 
of thoughts as to why this happened; the pulsing of the laser was not accurate enough to 
hit the coating, the fibres, the input power of the laser was not strong enough to create a 
strong fluorescence signal which could be detected at these speeds. 
Yttrium oxysulphide doped with praseodymium shows good potential for high speed 
testing with its short decay period meaning that most of the fluorescence emitted from 
the material can be collected. It is shown that speeds of up to 80,000 rpm at 200°C can be 
achieved using this set up, but with increased laser energy, and stability of the laser 
output position this speed can be increased significantly. Due to equipment limitations 
speeds of up to 23,000rpm and temperatures of 160°C have been proved to be 
successfully measured from the edge of a 140mm diameter disc. 
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Yttrium oxysulphide praseodymium doped can be used for measuring temperatures of up 
to 200°C and at speeds greater than 80,OOOrpm. Further work is required to improve the 
accuracy of the measurement. 
To be able to spin the disc faster and to increase the temperature of the disc when being 
spun, a redesign of the rig is required. The disc itself needs to be enclosed it a much 
_ smaller area so that the air temperature and, thus the disc temperature can be increased. A 
means of spinning the disc faster is required as the router has a top speed of 23,OOOrpm, 
when loaded with the disc. 
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The creation of a method of measuring temperature in the range 100°C to 250°C 
remotely from a compressor wheel spinning of speeds of up to 80,000rpm using 
thermoluminescent techniques required a number of points to be considered. They are the 
selection of a suitable thermoluminescent material, creation of a coating, the collection of 
the luminescent signal and the analysis of the luminescence to produce a reliable 
temperature relationship. 
Looking at materials already in use as thermoluminescent sensor over 80 materials were 
considered xxx. None proved to be an ideal candidate for this application. An ideal 
material would meet the following criteria; 
• known to be temperature sensitive in required temperature range 
• peak shape/position used for temperature measurement previously 
• excited in the visible wavelength 
• emit in the visible wavelength 
• easy to obtain 
• emits fluorescence at more than one wavelength 
• emits fluorescence at two,wavelengths to enable maximum detection 
• has a short decay period 
From the materials considered three materials showed possibility; Acridine Yellow, 
Ruby, and Sapphire which were considered further. Three other materials previously 
untested for temperature sensitivity were also tested these were; Brilliant Sulphoflavine, 
Panacryl Brilliant Flavine and Yttrium Oxysulphide Praseodymium doped (Y20 3S:Pr). 
The material Y203S:Pr was of particular interest as this material had a short decay time 
of 71lsec which would allow most of the luminescence to be collected when spinning at 
80,000rpm. 
Previous work with Acridine Yellow has only studied the temperature sensitivity of the 
decay period. The work here has shown that the peak intensity, position, and width are all 
temperature sensitive, though as the materilll only emits one peak other materials were 
still considered. 
xxx See Appendix - 9.5 Luminescent Materials for a list of materials considered 
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Brilliant Sulphoflavine, previously untested for temperature sensitivity, showed that its 
luminescent spectrum could be used for temperature measurement as its peak position, 
intensity, and width were all related to temperature. Again as this material only emitted a 
single peak other materials were still considered. 
Panacryl Brilliant Flavine, previously untested for temperature sensitivity, this material 
did not have such a strong relationship with temperature as Brilliant Sulpho flavine and 
Acridine Yellow so this material was not considered further. 
The use of Sapphire previously has been using the decay time. The work undertaken here 
looked at the relationship of peak with temperature. Sapphire did not show a stable 
relationship with temperature as the peak intensity was seen to rise before falling when 
being heated from room temperature. It was therefore chosen not to continue with 
Sapphire. 
Ruby has mainly been used for pressure sensitivity previously and a small amount of 
work has considered its temperature sensitivity, see Table 8-1. Using data analysis 
techniques the work here has improved the accuracy of the temperature prediction from 
the luminescent spectrum. 
Undertaken by Using Temperature Accuracy 
range 
M'Cumber& LineWidth 
-186°C -> 87°C Not stated Sturge Position shift 
Poweli et al Linewidth -250°C -> 187°C ±IO% Position shift 
Grattan et al 1987 Ratio of peaks 30°C -> 170°C ±2% 
Huang et al Width 
-253°C -> 37°C Not stated 
J mison & I mbush Intensity -163°C -> -249°C Not stated 
Munro et al Peak shape 20°C -> 300°C +10% 
This work Peak position 25°C -> 270°C +4% 
Table 8-1 Temperature relationships with the luminescent spectrum of Ruby. 
To enable a thin coating to be achieved the Ruby is required to be in a fine powder form, 
crushing and grinding of fluorescent materials can affect the' crystal structure of the 
material due to the stress caused25 . Previous work has shown that Ruby emits strong 
fluorescence even when used in a crushed form 120. The work here has shown that at a 
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much smaller diameter of IOllm Ruby still emits a strong twin peak fluorescence that is 
temperature sensitive within the required range. 
The most widely used technique for creating a fluorescent coating is mixing the 
luminescent material with an epoxy to create the paint. This technique is easy, quick and 
cheap to use and can also be used on difficult to reach areas. The maximum temperature 
that can be measured may be dependent upon the epoxy used. It is shown in this work 
. --
that the epoxy can produce scattering, thus reducing the intensity of the luminescent 
signal. At high speeds the reduction in intensity could be signifi'cant enough to move the 
luminescent signal into the background noise thus not allowing this technique to be used 
for temperature measurement at high speeds. 
This work shows that the paint technique although the easiest method to use is not the 
best. Plasma coating has shown to work well for the creation of coating for use at high 
speeds as this produced a strong fluorescent signal for Ruby. This signal could be 
detected at much higher speeds than the paint coating, it also produced a much more 
stable emission that produced a much more reliable temperature sensor. Although the 
coating techniques used created strong luminescent signals Ruby proved to be 
unsuccessful at high speed spinning tests, this was due to its long decay period and as 
such a material with a shorter decay period was sought. 
Praseodymium doped Yttrium oxysulphide has not been considered for temperature 
measurement previously, though it has been noted by Okuno et al 121 that its peak width 
is affected by temperature. The reason why this material has been chosen for temperature 
measurement is its short pulse length, 7llsec, enabling the whole of the fluorescence to be 
collected during one pass. Y20 3S:Pr shows a strong relationship with temperature in 
particular its peak separation, which was also shown to be very reliable between coatings 
and after continous heating and cooling. 
The decay time of Y20 3S:Pr as well as all the combinations of peak separation, ratio of 
peak intensities have been considered for temperature sensitivity. The decay time was 
found not to be sensitive to temperature for temperatures up to 100°C. From the emission 
spectrum it is shown that; Peakl4-Peak2, Peakl3-Peak2 and the position of Peak 13 can 
be used to determine the temperature reliably. 
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It is detennined that using the equations detennined for Y203S:Pr an accuracy of 10% 
can be achieved over the temperature range 200 e to 300oe. Within the temperature range 
loooe to 2000 e this accuracy increases to 8%. 
The ratio of the intensities of the peaks initially showed to have great potential for 
~el11perature measurement. _ Furthel" investigation _ sllOwe<l that the _ illtensity _ ()f _ the ____ _ 
luminescent peaks were not all related to the input power of the laser in the same way 
which meant that the ratio was also dependent upon laser energy. The intensity ratio was 
also found to be affected by repeated heating and cooling when the material is mixed in 
to Mbond 600 to create a paint. 
A Y203S:Pr coating has been spun at speeds of up to 23,000rpm, and at temperatures of 
up to 160°C. No change in the spectrum was noted due to the spinning of the coating. 
This work gave an indication that speeds of up to 60,000rpm at 3000 e could be reached 
with the current set up. The pulse energy used of 4mJ is exciting the Y203S:Pr coating 
just above its threshold limit. Increasing the pulse energy, would enable faster speeds to 
be obtained, possibly higher temperatures and more stable peak intensities of the 
fluorescence. 
A Lab View program has been written using the temperature relationships detennined for 
Y 203S:Pr to enable a temperature reading to be made in real time. An electronic circuit 
and control program has been developed by the electronics workshop to enable pulses to 
be obtained from a mark on the back of a spinning disc at speeds of up to 100,000rpm. 
This circuit triggers both the laser and the spectrometer enables the offset between trigger 
and laser pulse to be set. The Lab View receives the spectrum from the spectrometer, 
detennines the peak positions and peak intensities and then uses this infonnation to 
create a temperature reading. The program also enable the temperature readings and the 
spectrum to be saved. 
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8.1 Further Work 
Experimentation 
Conclusion 
Although Praseodymium doped Yttrium Oxysulphide meets many of the criteria for an 
ideal material, it emits at many wavelengths meaning the peaks used for temperature 
determination. Which means that it is not as efficient as it could be and the emission 
energy is spread over many peaks rather than the ones used for temperature 
measurement. 
To improve the accuracy of the temperature relationship from YZ0 3S:Pr a high resolution 
detector (or more than one) could be used to determine the peak position more accurately 
before data analysis. The use of a .grating givinK a 400 to 800nm range would half the 
wavelength range over one pixel, thus making the detection of the peak position much 
more accurate. The Lab View values used were optimised for the initial peak 
relationships, these need to be reconsidered which may also improve the detection of the 
peak positions and amplitudes. The intensity, and intensity ratios may also wish to be 
studied further to see if a reliable relationship with temperature can be determined, 
through data analysis and consideration of the laser intensity on each of the peaks. The 
use of a more stable and higher pulse energy laser would improve the consistency of the 
data obtained, thus improving the analysis of the data. 
Consideration of other materials of similar decay time, but fewer emission lines would 
also be required as although Y203S:Pr has shown potential a more suitable, material 
could be available, a list of possibilities are shown in Table 8-2 
Material Decay time No of emission Type peaks 
Y,O,S:Pr 71ls 14 Rare earth 
Csl:TI 51ls 2 Band gap 
Anthracene 32ns 4 Organic 
YV04:Tm 2201's 2 Rare earth 
BaMg,AI"O,,:Eu,Mn 0.81ls 2 Band gap 
Zno,Cdo,S:Ag . 80lls 2 Band gap 
Gd,O,S:pr,Ce,F 71ls 10 Rare earth 
Gd,O,S:Pr 71ls 6 Rare earth 
Table 8-2 Otber materials wbicb maybe suitable for remote high speed temperature 
measurement 
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Experimentation 
Conclusion 
To enable higher speeds and higher temperature readings to be obtained the rig needs to 
be redesigned. The disc should be enclosed in a small insulated housing to enable the air 
temperature and thus the disc temperature to be increased. The method of spinning the 
disc should also be considered as the router can only obtain spee(ls of up to 23,000rpm. 
The Mbond 600 coating worked well for the ruby coatings but with the Y 203S:Pr it was 
noted that the intensity of the spectrum began to decrease with repeated usage. The 
method of attachment of the Y203S:Pr powder to the surface needs further consideration. 
Either in terms of the selection of a different adhesive, see Table 8-3, or by looking into 
other suitable coating techniques such as plasma coating, or sputtering techniques. The 
use of the plasma coating technique has shown great potential even without the correct 
coating equipment. This should therefore be considered further using the correct coating 
equipment to create consistent coatings. The techniques of pre-heating and post-heating 
also require further investigation for improvement of coating quality. 
Adhesive Company Temperature ran~e Other properties 
RTV382 Intek Adhesives Lld 
-55 ~ 260°C 40,000 hours 
Thermasil Intek Adhesives Lld -55 ~ 260°C Thermally conductive 
114 Envirograft 1400°C 
4460 Duralco 370°C 
TRTV-02 Saveguard 
-25°C ~ 300°C 
IPI009 I ndestructible paint Lld 600°C 100 hours 
very smooth aluminium coating 
Table 8-3 Possible adhesives for a.luminescent paint 
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9 Appendix 
9.1Equipment specification 
9.1.1 General 
Item Manufacture and model Specification 
Glue Measurements Group UK Lld Max temperature 370'C 
M-Bond 600 
Router Power Devil No load speed 9,000 to 28,000 rpm 
PDW5027 
9.1.2 For ruby experimentation 
Item Manufacture Specification 
and model 
Laser Laser Compact Wavelength 532nm used 
LCS-DTL-112QT 1064nm also available 
Pulse energy 532nm >lfiJ 
I 064nm >2fiJ 
Repetition rate external 0 to 2kHz 
internal 2kHz 
Pu Ise length <15nsec 
Beam diameter <Imm 
Spectrometer' Solar T Il Wavelength range 200 to 600nm 
S-380 I 
Diffraction grating 1200 grooves/mm 
700nm blaze A 
40% efficiency 
Spectral resolution O.lnm 
Entrance slit 10mm height 
o to OAmm width 
Fibers Laser 2000 Diameter Fiber bundle 
5mmdiam 
NA 0.22 
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9.1.3 For Y203S:Pr experimentation 
Item Manufacture and model Soecification 
Laser Spectron Wavelength 355nm used 
532nm, 1064nm 
available 
Pulse energy 300mJ max 
9mJ (Iil355nm 
Reoetition rate I to Hz 
Pulse length 6-9nsec 
Beam diameter 5mm 
Spectrometer Avantes Wavelength range· 350 to 850nm 
USB2000 
Diffraction grating 600 lines/mm 
Spectral resolution 4.2 pixels 
1.03nm 
Entrance slit 25~m 
Detector Sony ILX511 CCD 
Intergration time 3 msec to 60 sec 
Fibers Laser 2000 Diameter 2mm 
NA 0.22 
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9.2Material Specification 
Aluminum Ruby Sapphire Ytrium Praseodymium 
Chemical formula AI AI20,:Cr'+ AI,O,:Cr'+ Y Pr 
Melting point 660°C 23200 K 23200 K ISOooK 940 0 K 
Specific heat 
900 JK-'kg·' 750 JK-'kg-' 750 JK-'kg- 300 JK-'kg- 190 JK-'kg-
@2SoC @300oK @300oK @300oK @300oK 
Thermal conductivity 237 Wm- K' 
40Wm-'K-' 40Wm-'K-' 17 Wrn-IK- I 13 Wrn-IK- I 
@IOO°C @300oKxXXI @300oK 
Thermal expansion . 25*10~K-' 5.4* I O-oK- 5.4* I o-'K- IO*IO~K- 56. 7* IO~K-' 
Density 2.7 g/crn' 3.99 g/crn' 3.99 g/crn' 4472 kg/m' 
Mohs hardness 2.S 9 9 
Young's Moduls 70 GPa 4400 Gpa 4400 GPa 64 GPa 37 GPa @300oK @300oK 
Tensile strength Upto 190 MPa ISO MPa Upto 110 MPa 195 MPa @300oK @300oK 455 MPa 
RefTactive index I. 76 {al, 0.651lrn 1.76 {al, 0.651lrn 
Decay time 3.5rnsec 
XXXI Different values are quoted for thermal expansion by different sources, below are some other quoted values 
5.4*10-6 oK-I perpendicular to the c-axis, 6.2* 10-< K· I parallel to c-axis 
-30°C to +70°C 7.1*10-6 oC', 20°C to 3,00°C S.3*1 0-6 °c ' 
Y,O,S:Pr 
4.1 g/crn' 
7~sec 
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9.3 Theory 
9.3.1 Radiation 
The movements in the electronic, molecular and atomic structure of a material give rise 
to the emission of energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation. The rate of emission 
is related to the internal energy and hence the temperature of the matter. The separation 
and amplitude of the emitted wavelengths are also temperature dependent. Emission can 
be reabsorbed within a body before it is actually emitted or internally reflected at the 
surface. A black body emits all of the radiation, this is given an emissivity value of unity. 
Plank's Law, Equation 9-\, defines the rate of emission by a perfect emitter, a black 
body. The closer the emissivity is to the blackbody state and the higher the temperature 
the more accurate the measurement. Black body radiation is used for temperatures greater 
than 400°C though fluorescence based correction techniques can be used. 
where; 
Equation 9-1 Planks Law 
LA = spectral radiance of the body 
A = wavelength 
T = absolute temperature 
Cl & C2 are constants 
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9.3.2 Luminescence 
Luminescence emission occurs through radiation energy being absorbed by the electrons 
of the solid. The electrons move from ground level state, G, to an excited state, F 25. 
If the electron is trapped at a metastable state, M, it will stay there until it has gained 
enough energy to return to level F, this could be thermal or optical energy. It ~ill tlien 
return to the ground level state as phosphorescence which is temperature dependent. As 
temperature increases from room temperature the intensity will initially increase as the 
electrons escape from the metastable state, but as this state becomes empty the intensity 
decreases as the temperature continues to rise. 
I' 
F 
'I' \/' 
M lE 
\ G 
. , 
Fluo resce nce Phosphorescence 
Figure 9-1 The difference in electron movement in fluorescence and 
phosphorescence 
When a photon is absorbed a molecule from the ground state rises to the singlet state this 
is then released as fluorescence. A molecule can convert to an excited triplet state 
without the emission of radiation. When this energy is released it does so 
phosphorescence. It is possible that the singlet and triplet states can be deactivated 
through quenching. This can come in the form of thermal quenching or oxygen 
quenching. Which gives us the possibility of temperature and pressure measurement. 
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It is the crystal structure of the material that is effected by changes in temperature and 
pressure. The change in temperature and pressure cause strains within the structure, 
which in turn alter the energy levels of a particular ion 35. It is the variation in the energy 
of a given state that causes strain broadening. The stress occurs when the outside of the 
crystal is at a different temperature or pressure than the inside. The thermal stress 
increases as the thermal conductivity decreases 122. As the temperature is increased the 
-nonradiative transition rate increases, decreasing the fluorescence intensity. 
Stresses can build up during crushing and grinding processes. At low temperatures the 
luminescence is independent of absorption. Changes in paint thickness, lighting and 
fluorophore concentration of the paint do not affect the fluorescence 123. Background 
emission from surroundings components can interfere with' the luminescence of the 
material of interest. This often determines the lower limit of concentration. 
It is possible that self-illumination of the luminescent coating can occur, this can lead to 
measurement errors. The magnitude of this error depends upon the geometry of the 
sample34. This is of main concern when more than one surface is coated in fluorescent 
paint when they are in close proximity optically. 
If monochromatic light is scattered from a substance very weak bands of light at different 
wavelengths can be seen. The separation between the side .bands and the incident 
wavelength is dependent upon the material. 
The angle of incidence of the emission wavelength onto a filter is important, because if 
this angle is increased the peak wavelength shifts to shorter wavelengths. An increase in 
temperature causes a shift to longer wavelengths, this shift is dependent upon 
temperature and the filter. This implies that care has to be taken in the arrangement and 
that the repeatability of a set of readings will not be able to be repeated accurately. The 
greatness ofthe affect ofthese changes on the final results needs to be considered. 
To improve the luminescence reading it was noted by Hubner et' al 124 that a base coat of 
white primer could be used. This increases the reflection of the emission from the object. 
The optical response time of a material on a moving target has to be less than the time 
required for the material to pass through the line of site. 
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For any given emitting state, both radiative and riomadiative transitions are possible. In 
the majority of cases as the tempe~ature increases the. nomadiative transition rate also 
increases, this decreases the fluorescence intensity 40. 
Through comparison of different dopants within a base material it can be seen that it is 
the dopant that effect he fluorescencent spectrum 125. 
The heating rate of a material can effect the fluorescence spectrum, with intensities 
decreasing and peaks shifting to higher wavelengths 125. Heating a sample and then 
leaving it to cool can also affect the spectrum. Samples that are heated and left to cool 
slowly have lower intensity than those that were heated and then quenched 125. There is 
an advantage to slow cooling in that it can enhance the low temperature signals. During 
slow cooling the defects and impurities have a tendency to stabilise into pairs or clusters. 
It is thought that in this case the material was at its optimum before quenching and 
therefore quenching did not have any affect. In general multiple ion sites reduce the 
efficiency of the dopant. When a sample is doped by more than one dopant it was found 
that when quenched it has a higher intensity than when left untreated or slowly cooled. 
This could imply that clustering was already present and the quenching has broken these 
clusters. 
It is not only the UV, visible and infrared regions bfthe electromagnetic scale that can be 
used to stimulate phosphors. Electronic beams used in scarining electron microscopes 
have also been used. This has enable individual particles to be stimulated, by focusing 
the beam 126 A beam pulse of 1.5msec repeated every 50msec produced acceptable 
results, increasing the frequency of period was thought to produce electron beam heating 
of the particle. 
9.3.3 Ruby 
Ruby absorbs in both the green, at 555nm, and violet, at 41Onm, areas of the spectrum. 
As it absorbs at the two different wavelengths it must be a 3-level system 127. 128, with the 
terminal level being the ground state. It is very nearly an ideal 3-level system due to its 
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broad absorpton bands. has a long lifetime, and its fluorescence quantum efficiency is 
very close to unity. The 3-level system means that the material is inefficient unless 
cooled below 10°C or by pumping the laser so hard that nearly all the electrons are in the 
upper lasing level. Both of these techniques work in by depopulating the ground state. At 
least half of the electrons have to be pumped to higher levels before fluorescence 
occurs50. The 3-level energy system is as shown in Figure 9-2. 
Emission occurs in both tbe red, at 694.3nrn, 692.8nm, 688.8nrn and 659.3nrn, and blue 
bands, at 476.8nrn, 475.3run, and 468.7nrn. The highest peaks occur at 694.3nm (RI) and 
692.8nrn (R2) and are the ones that have been used extensively for thermoluminescence. 
It is the Cf+ ion that is responsible fo r the absorption. As the chromium concentration 
increases extra peaks are fo rmed 129, as seen in Figure 9-4. 
Range 22 to 27 
Range 15 to 19 
Energy O~D 
(·IOJcm· l ) 
Green 
excitation 
2.9msec 
Blue 
excitation 2 
I 3 msec , 
R2 692.8nrn 
I 
o 
~ R1 694.3nm 
----~----~--------------------~----- 4A J 
Figure 9-2 T he energy-levels of ruby. 
The absorption spectrum of ruby is shown in the lower diagram in Figure 9-3. The area 
of dark indicates the regions of light that has been absorbed by the ruby. It is interesting 
to note that absorption also occurs at around 700nm. This will be at the point of 
fluorescence as it is known that the wavelength ai which a materia l fluoresce they also 
absorb. 
Initially more than half the atoms in the ground state must be pumped into the upper laser 
level before any inversion is obtained. An electron is allowed to pass from one level to 
another by gaining or losing energy it is not allowed to have an amount of energy would 
put it between two levels. Green excitation takes the atoms into the 4Fz level while blue 
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excitation takes the atoms up to the 4F I level. From Figure 9-2 it can be seen that a 
minimum energy of 15,000cm·1 is required to move one photon from the ground state to 
the higher level when pumping with green light. As there are 1019 photons per cml the 
total amount of energy that is required is 2.9Jcm·l.XXXII Atoms absorbed into the 4F2 and 
fFI bands will relax very rapidly with close to 100% quantum efficiency down to the 2E 
levels. 
Spectroscope Scale in Nanometers 
"'1XJ tBJ fill !B) SI) AS) 4(1) 
Figure 9-3 The a bsorption spectrum of Ruby 130, 
An alternative explanation can be found in the paper by Maiman et a1 ll l. They stated that 
when the fluorescence lifetime was long compared to the excitation pulse the energy 
requirement per unit area is; 
Equation 9-2 
Which for ruby gives J",I.67jouleslcm1 Below the threshold energy the ruby will not 
fluoresce. 
The quantum efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of fluorescent photons 
emitted to the number of exciting photons absorbed. As the temperature increases the 
lifetime of the fluorescence decreases, this is due to thermal relaxation which will reduce 
the quantum efficiency to a maximum of 70% 132. The fluorescence time at room 
temperature of ruby is 2.9msec for RI and 3msec for R2. This will decrease with 
temperature. 
Previous work by other authors, such as Munro et ai , has shown that the two peaks do not 
follow standard Gaussian or Lorentzian trends but a mixture of the two, producing what 
XXXII See Appendix - 9.6.2 Ruby energy calculations 
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is known as a Voigt function. Gaussian and Lorentzian functions can be used to represent 
the basic trend of the emission from ruby, though as the temperature increases the 
representation becomes less and less similar to the actual trend. The Gaussian trend is 
due to strain broadening due to the random crystal field distortion, and generally can be 
taken to be temperature independent. The Lorentzian contribution is from two phonon 
relaxation and thermal broadening. 
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Figure 9-4 The emission spectrum of Ruby 133 
9.4 Coatings 
9.4.1 Safety 
The use of powders has many regulations that need to be considered. The main points to 
consider are with the dust produced 134. Protection against dust inhalation and contact 
with the skin, as it can cause skin dermatitis, is required. The systems used require 
regular cleaning to reduce the amount of dust in the atmosphere, stop blockages and 
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prevent a dust explosion. A dust explosion will occur when the concentration of the dust 
in air falls within the explosive limits when there is a source of ignition. 
9.4.2 Plasma coatings 
Aluminium Section A 
Section D Section E Seclion G 
4: • 
Section H Section I Section J Seclion K 
eClion L Section M eClion 0 
Figure 9-5 The difference in the quality of the coatings around the disc. At lOx 
magnification. 
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9.5Luminescent Materials 
Material Technique Temp (0C) & Accuracy 1I0w used Decay time@ Excitation wavelength Emission Binder Ref 
pressure range room temp wa,,'elength 
Acridine yellow decay lime .70--...-., 23°C 2% Xenon, 7Snm band >550nm 21 
eenter 41 Dum 
Acridine yellow intensity 
-50 -> 50°C 4.5% Xenon, 7Snm band 500nm, 580nm 21 
eenter 41 Dom 
Acridine yellow intensity Xenon, 7Snm band 39 
eenler 41 Dum 
- 100mJ/cm-·1 
Alcxandritc Decay time 20 -> 150°C ±2°e @ extremes Fiber optic Green LED EPOTECK 135 
±loC temperature sensor expoxy 
Alcxandrite Inlcosity 20 -> 700°C O.3%°C-1 @ 300°C 380 -680nm 68Snm 
decay lime 
Alcxandrite Lifetime 20 -> 700"C 669nm Absorption range 136 
380 -> 680nm 
Au-passivated 325nm He-Cd laser Red 137 
porous silicon (ps) photoluminescence 
1.geV 
BaCIF:Sm ~ decay time 25 -> 200°C 417nm 687.7nm 138 
BaMgAi IOO17:Eu Wavelength 20 -> 280°C Particle flow UV Blue, 447nm 23 
measurements 
STBP Wavelength 15 --)0 700 e ±ZOC 480nm 490--)o545nm 139 
Intensity 490--)o530nm 
CaSO,:Dy Intensity 25°C --)0 4000 e ±8°C 532nm -130mJ/pu!se 480rim 140. 
266nm -20mJlvulse 580nm 
CaSO~:Dy:Tm Intensity 25D C --)0 400DC ±8°C 532ntn -130mJ/pulse 340rim 140 
266nm -20mJ/pu!se 360nm 
455nm 
480nm 
580nm 
CaSO~:Tm Intensity 25°C -> 400°C ±8DC 532nm -130mJ/pulse 340nm 140 
266nm -20mJ/pu!se 360lim 
455nm 
CdS single Absorption 27°e ±O.3°C S14.Snm 141 
crystals change 520.8nm 
Intensity 530.9nm I 
Cerium Blue 142 
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Material Technique Temp (0C) & Accuracy How used Decay time@ Excitation w8wlength Emission Binder Ref 
pressure rane:e room temp wanlenglh 
Chlorpromazine Absorption 5 ~45 335nm 380nm 143 
sulphoxide Intensitv 
Chlorpromazine Absorption 5 ..... 45 335nm 380nm 144 
sulphoxide Intensity 
Chlorpromazine Absorption 5 --> 45 3350m 380001 145 
sulphoxide Intensity 
Chromium 359.35001 278.lnm, 298.60m, 
425.43n01 301.5nm. 
357.90m, 
425.4nm, 
427.5001, 
429.0nm 
CoS1 IJOkbar 146 
Coumarin 20 ..... 100 UV PMMA 42,147 
euOEP -IBO --> 20 480 ..... 515nm GP-197 42,14B 
dEuFOD Phase shift 30 ..... 60°C ±loC 149 
Dd3· Absorption 5 ..... 45 2580m 284001 143 
Phenylalanine Intensit), 
Dl· Tryptophan Absorption 5 --> 45 28Jnm 35Bnm 143 
Intensily 
Dy:YAG Intensity 27 ..... 1427°C surface 355n01 Variable 4670m 
variable >23rC 
5140m fixed 496nm 
Dy:YAG Intensity ratio 27 --> 1427°e 496nm constant 29 
467nm 
512nm 
·Pj'sprosium Yellow 142 
Emetine Absorption 5 -)0 45 282nm 318nm 143 
hydrochloride Intensitv 
Emetine Absorption 5 --> 45 282nm 318nm 145 
hydrochloride Intensity· 
Erbium Infrared 142 
Eur_()pium Red 142 
EuITA 
-20 --> BO 500 usec 350nm 612nm Dope 42,150 
EuITA 20°C -)0 50°C ±O.5 123 
Eun'A 19°C -)0 50°C -2.2%deg- ' 151 
55 --> 150kpa 
EulTA Intensity O.OBoe 0.2 msec 365nm 152 
EuITA Phase shift 30 --> 600e +loC surface 620nm 149 
FeS2 130kbar 146 
Fluorescein Absorption 5 --> 45 487nm 512nm 143 
sodium Intensity 
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Material Technique Temp (.q & Accuracy How used Decay lime@ Excitation W8l'clength .:mission Binder Ref 
pressure ranl?C room temp wa\'elength 
Ga 40J.4nm 245 to 300nm 153 
Ga I 877·C +727·K 153 
Gadolinium UV 142 
Guaiphenesium Absorption 5~45 274nm 310nm 143 
Intensitv 
Guaiphencsium Absorption 5 -) 45 274nm 310nm 145 
Intensity 
InAs/AI,Gs'o,As 10 --> 290K 0.8 --> 1.1 urn 154 
InAslGaAs 155 
LauF.l:Dy+' Decay time, 
-70 --> 60 ±1O.3°C Spinning 2,OOOrpm 71 
intcnsit-y 
La101S:Eu 100 --> 200 100 l1SCC 337nm 537nm 42, 
156 
La20 1S:Eu Decay time 20 --> 90C 337nm 514nm 74 
La101S:Eu Decay time 20 --> 200 337nm 537nm 74 
La1OlS:Eu Decay lime I OO·C --> 260·C Turbine wheel 0.02 --> 0.12 337nm 537nm 73 
Spinning msec 
13,200rpm 
La101S:Eu Decay time Emission line with 40 
constant lifeime 
La101S:Eu Decay time 300·C 0.3·C Spinning 31 
700rom 
La101S:Eu· ±0.5·C Spinning 71 
La101S:Eu+ Intensity 19 --> 60 ±O.5% 355nm 512nm 34 
620nm 
La201S:Eu+· Intensity 24°e -:> 55°e ±1.2°e eurved surface 8 
Liquid crystal -30oe -:> -20oe 9 
200 e -:> 25°C 
Liquid crystal Spinning 91 
7.500rOlll 
Liquid crystals -30 --> 200·C 9 
I.-Tyrosine Absorption 5 --> 45 275nm 304nm 143 
Intensity 
LuPO~:Dy( I %)Eu Intensity, 20 --> 350·C 353nm 453nm, 484nm, 52 
(2%) emission 575nm 
linewidth, 390nm 484nm, 575nm, 
decay time 595nm 
Magnesium Decay time -200 --> 400·C ±-Ioe 22 
fluorogermanate 
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Material Technique Temp (.e) & Accuracy How used Decay time@ Excitation w8\'elength Emission Binder Ref 
pressure range room temp wavelength 
Magnesium Decay time ~200 -)0 450°C ±2°C Surface Electron beam from 658nm diluted 157 
fluorogermanatc scanning electron adhesive 
activated with microscope (SEM) solution 
manganese 
M",(F)GeO,:Mn 
Magnesium Decay time -200oe --)0- ±loC Environment, Blue binder 22 
fluorogermanate 400·C surface, remote water based 
activated with silicates 
tetravalent 
manganese 
M(Donncll 
-5 --+ 90 340 --+ 500nm >500nm 42, 
Douglas TSP 158 
Mg, T; TLD-IOO 74D C --)0 424°C 159 
Mg,(F)GeO,,:Mn Decay lime 450·C --+ 730·C Turbine wheel 3 msec 337nm 656nm 73 
Spinning 
13,200rpm 
NASA-Ames (Uni 0--+50 . UV 42160 
of Washington) 
TSP 
Nd:YAG Blackbody. 900'C Environment glOnm lO64nm 
fluorescence mcsasurement infrared 
lifetime 
Nd:Yag Lifetime 50 --+ 900·C ±3·C 100--+600·C 810nm 1064nm Cement 161 
Blackbody ±2·C 750--+900'C 
±loC 
@850·C 
Ne(2p 3, P,) 588.2nm, 616.4nm 162 
Rh6G dye· laser pumped 
with Ar+ ion laser 
Neodymium Absorption -60 --+ 200'C 20 . 
NiS l 130kbar 146 
NO Turbine flow 225.786nm 240 --)0 300nm 163 
NO Wavelength -123 --)00 22°C Flame temperature 225.9nm 225 --+ 330nm 164 
shift measurement 
OH Turbine flow 284.458nm 306 --)0 340nm 165 
Perylcne 0--+ lOO 5 nsec 330 --)0 450nm 430 --)0 580nm Dope 42,148 
Perylenedicarboxi 50 --+ lOO 480 --)0 515nm PMMA 42,147 
mide 
Phenol Absorption 5 --+ 45 270nm 299nni 143 
Intensity 
Phenol Absorption 5 --+ 45 270nm 299nm 145 
Intensity 
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Material Technique Temp (0C) & Accuracy How used Decay time@ Excitation w8\'clength Emission Binder Ref 
I pressure ranee room temp wawlength, 
PIOEP&EulTA 20 --+ 50°C 45 
I -300si. 
PIOEP&MgOEP 20 -). soge 45 
1-300si. 
PIOEP&PIT(PEP) 20 -:10 sooe 45 
P I -30psi. 
PITFPP 20usec 532nm 166 
Pyronin B SO --+ 100 460 --» 580nm PM MA 42,147 
Pyronin Y 0--+ 100 460 -). 580nm Dope 42,147 
Quinine sulphate Absorption 5 -.,45 350nm 450nrn 143 
(ntensil,)' 
Radiation Infrared 27 --+ 877 Two colour 12 
Dulsed 
Radiation blackbody 1,227°C- 167 
3.227°C 
Radiation hlackbody· O.2-2°K 168 
Radiation inlrared ±IO"C 169 
Rhodamine B 0-)0 80 4 nscc 460 -). 590nm 550 ---)0 590nm Dope 42,170 
Ru(bpy) 0--+90 5 Ilsec 320nm,452nm 588nm Shellac 42, 
ISO, 
Ru(bpy)/Zcolite 
-20 --+ 80 320nm, 452nm 588nm Poly Vinyl 42, 148 
Alcohol 
Ru(lrpy) .-170->-50 310nm.475nm 620nm GP-I97 42,147. 
RU(lrpy)rlcolile 
-180--+80 310nm,475nm . 620nm' Poly Vinyl 42,148 
Alcohol 
Ruby 4.3 msec SO 
Ruby 
--+ 156 Go. 62' 
Ruby StrongeSt 171 
694.2nm 
692.8nm 
Weakest 
669.0nm 
659.2nm 
Strong 
476.5nm 
475.0nm 
468.5nm 
Ruby 20 --+ 160 High temps ±O.04°e 53 
Low temps +O.2°e 
Ruby 20 --+ 170 I SS --+ 160 ±O.04°C , 172 
40 --+ 45 +0.18°C 
Ruby Green LED 38 
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!\Iaterial Technique Temp ("C) & Accuracy lIow used [)ccay time @ Excitation wB\'elength Emission Binder Rei 
oressure ranee room temp wa"clcngth 
Ruby 263 -> 27 57 
Ruby RI=2.9 msec 173 
RI=3 msec 
Ruby 3 msec 131 
Ruby Curve fitting 20 -> 300 5---+ 10% 6 
Ruby Decay time 40 --+ looce ±O.04°C Environment Green LED 695rim 
intensity 100 -t 200ee +O.2°C mcsasurement 
Ruby Fluorescence 600"C Environment Green LED 695nm 38 
decay mcsasurcment 
Ruby Peak position 
-180 -> 210 56 
Ruby Peak position 174 
Ruby Peak 2 -t I2GPa 175 
separation 
Salicylic acid Absorption 5 -+ 45 269nm 41Qrim 143 
Intensity 
ScPO~:Eu Decay time 300 -> 600 Found to have low 355nm 81 
fluorescence 
Semiconductor Absorption O.lce 176 
shift 
Sm:YAG Freque~cy 700"C ±2.5kbar 86 
shift 100kbar 
SrJAIIJOH:Eu Wavelength 20 -+ 280ce Particle flow UV Green, 488nm 23 
measurements 
Terbium Green 142 
Various Phase 38 -> 13371 1% 177 
changing 
Melting point 
YlO1:Eu 510 -> 1000 l.4msec 266nm 611nm 42,178 
Y101:Eu 700 -> 1000 254nm (fig) 76 
Y lOl:Eu . Decay time 650 ~ 1200 Spinning 355nm not as good as 611nm 81 
10,568rpm 467nm & 538nm 
Y101S:Eu 60"C-150 80 
Y201S:Eu Lifetime 84 
Y2OlS:Tb Decay lime 250 -)0 550 337nm 545nm 74 
Y1OJ:Eu Coating testing, 86 
turbine wheel 
Y1O.1:Eu Decay time 500 -> 930 337nm 612nm 74 
Y1O):Eu Decay time 500 -> 1,200 Flame environment 497 ~ec 337nm 611nm 82 
Spinning 5Hz 
Y2o.1:Eu Decay time 600 -> 1,200 Coating testing. 325nm 611~m 78 
dopant ratios 355nm 
Y1OJ:Gd Decay time 48 -> 465 337nm , 74 
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Material Technique Temp ("C) & Accuracy How used Decay lime@ Excitation wavelength Emission Binder Ref 
pressure range room temp wavelength 
Yag:Tb Coating testing, , 87 
turbine wheel , 
YVO,:Dy 290°C ~ 450 Turbine wheel 0.02->0.15 337nm 574pm 73 
Spinning msec 
13,200rp.'" 
YVO~:Eu 272nm broadband, 88 
615nm 
YVO~:Eu Decay time 387-> 527 Coating testing, 337nm 620nm 87 
turbine wheel 
YVO{Eu Decay time 500 -> 700 Flame environment 503 I-lsec 337nm 61Snm 82 
Spinning 5Hz 
YVO~:Eu Decay time 300 -> 600 Spinning 355nm 618nm 81 
10,568rpm 
ZnTPP 532nm 550 -> 700nm 29 
1.9mJ/pulse delayed 
fluorescence 
>730nm 
phospllOrescence 
ZnTPP:Cd:La 28 
, 1,227-5,727"C , 179 
, 149 - 677"C ±4% Spinning 73 
, 
-196 - -93"C Turbine blades , 83 
, 
-273 - 1,627"C 32 
? ~50°C --+ ±O.I% 32 
. 3,000"C 
, 
+15°C 180 
? Intensity ratio spinning 43 
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9.6 Calculations 
9.6.1 Thermodynamic calculations, 
The heating rate of the material can be deterinined25 from Equation 9-3 below. 
Where; 
d = sample thickness 
P = heating rate 
k = thermal conductivity 
p = density 
Equation 9-3 
9.6.2 Ruby energy calculations 
Appendix 
Calculation for minimal input energy required to move one photon from the ground state; 
It is known that; 
Which gives; 
E, =hvN, 
N -1O'9 cm-3 , -
hv = 2.9 x 10-19 J 
E, = 2.9Jcm-3 
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9.6.3 Ruby timing calculations 
Laser pulse length = 10nsec 
Minimum time between pulses = 0.5msec 
Delay period = 0.1 msec 
Fluorescence lifetime = 3.5msec 
Fiber collection diameter = 5mm 
9.6.3.1 Running at 79,OOOrpm 
Speed at edge of wheel = 579,100mm/sec 
Distance moved during laser pulse = 0.0058mm 
Distance moved between laser pulses = 290mm 
Distance moved during delay period = 0.058mm 
Time available for fluorescence collection = 8.63* 10-6sec = 8.63flsec 
% of available fluorescence collected during this time = 1% 
Number of rotations during which fluorescence is still present = 5 
9.6.3.2 Running at 40,OOOrpm 
Speed at edge of wheel = 293,200mm/sec 
Distance moved during laser pulse = 0.0029mm 
Distance moved between pulses = 147mm 
Distance moved during delay period = 0.029mm 
Time available for fluorescence collection = 17.1 *1O-6sec = 17.1 flsec 
% of available fluorescence collected during this time = 2% 
Number of rotations during which fluorescence is still present = 3 
9.6.4 
Laser pulse length = 6nsec 
Minimum time between pulses = 0.5msec 
Delay period = 20psec 
Fluorescence lifetime = 7flsec 
Fiber collection diameter = 5mm 
Appendix 
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9.6.4.1 Running at 79,OOOrpm 
Speed at edge of wheel = 579, I OOmmlsec 
Distance moved during laser pulse = 0.0035mm 
Distance moved between laser pulses = 290mm 
Distance moved during delay period = 0.006mm 
Time available for fluorescence collection = 8.63*1O-6sec = 8.631lsec 
% of available fluorescence collected during this time _=100% . 
Number of rotations during which fluorescence is still present = I 
9.6.4.2 Running at 40,OOOrpm 
Speed at edge of wheel = 293,200mm/sec 
Distance moved during laser pulse = 0.0018mm 
Distance moved between pulses = 147mm 
Distance moved during delay period = 0.003mm 
Time available for fluorescence collection = 17.1 *10-6 sec = I 7.1 Ilsec 
% of available fluorescence collected during this time = 100% 
Number of rotations during which fluorescence is still present = I 
9.6.4.3 
Where; 
Y203S:Pr relationship 
Temp = (:~~)[( x - ~refJ + Tref ] +( I~O)[ (x - ~fefJ + Tref ] 
7'. (lOO + sJ(x -Pref or >rJ. 1emp = + lreJ lOO m . 
Equation 9-4 
s = constant for centring of error around zero 
x = peak position 
Pref = reference value (peak position, separation) 
Tref = reference temperature 
m = slope 
Appendix 
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9.6.5 Fiber optic 
I Fiber optic 
I Distance from surface (d) 
.. • 
Field of view 
Figure 9-6 the calculation ofthe field of view 
field of view = 2 x d tan( sin -I (NnA )) + diameter 
NA = 0.22 
n= 
distance diameter (mm) . 
from 0.05 I 2 
surface 
(mm) field of view (mm) 
I 0.50 1.45 2.45 
2 0.95 1.90 2.90 . 
3 1.40 2.35 3.35 
4 1.85 2.80 3.80 
5 2.31 3.26 4.26 
6 2.76 3.71 4.71 
7 3.21 4.16 5.16 
8 3.66 4.6 1 5.61 
9 4.11 5.06 6.06 
10 4.56 I 5.51 I 6.51 
9.7 Programming 
Sorting the Lab View data into peaks and removing double peaks 
This program was written in excel and was used to sort the peaks determined by 
Lab View into the peaks of interest and redundant peaks. Sets of data with double peaks 
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within the peaks range are removed. The average of the peaks values for each 
temperature range are determined. 
9.7.1 Determining the reliability of the equations 
This program uses the equations determined to find the temperature from the given peak 
data. It removes data that is out of range, and then determines the error between the 
actual temperature and the determined temperature. 
Sub Doall_sheetsO 
Dim count As Integer 
Dim s _name As String 
Dim c As Integer' number of columns per set 
Dim climit As Integer 'the maximium aceptable temperature reading 
Dim plimit As Integer 'the maximium aceptable percentage range 
Dim minwavelength As Integer 
Dim maxwavelength As Integer 
Dim maxseparation As Integer 
Dim rowcounter As Integer 
Dim columncount As Integer 
'rowcounter is the number of rows down that the data is recorded on sheets {"data"} 
rowcounter = I 
c=3 
climit = 500 
plimit = 500 
Sheets("T50").Select 
numpeaks = Range("d I") / 2 
'clear the above threshold data 
totalrows = Range("b I") 
For y = I To totalrows 
For p = I To numpeaks 
IfRange("b2").Offset(y, p + 15) > 3000 Then 
Range("b2").Offset(y, p + 15) = .... 
Range("b2").Offset(y, p) = .... 
End If 
Next p 
Nexty 
'determine the maximum possible separation 
maxseparation = Sheets("t50").Range("J1").Value 
'Sheets("Cp50").Select . 
, Range("b3 ").Select 
Selection.CurrentRegion.Select . 
columncount = Selection.Columns.count • I 
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Range("b3").Resize( I, columncount).Select 
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range("b3").Resize(totalrows, column count), Type:=xIFillDefault 
Call ciear_nonwavelengths2(maxseparation) 'call the program to clear the sheet of junk 
'Sheets("Ci50").Select 
'Call clear_text 'call the program to clear the sheet of junk 
Sheets(" fit"). Select 
count = Range("dIO").Value 
Range("a5").Select 
Selection.CurrentRegion.Select 
hist = Selection. Rows.count + 2 
For n = I To count 
Sheets(" fit").Se lect 
Range("a5").Select 
Selection.CurrentRegion.Copy 
s_name = Range("DII").Offset(n, 0) 
Sheets(s _ name).Select 
Range("a5 "). PasteSpecial 
Range("b6").Select 
Selection.CurrentRegion.Select 
columncount = Selection.Columns.count - I 
Range("b6").Resize( I, columncount).Select 
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range("b6").Resize(totalrows, columncount), Type:=xIFillDefault 
Call c1ear_crap3(c, climit, plimit) 
Call temp_range(s_name, c, hist, rowcounter) 
ActiveWorkbook.Save 
Next n 
End Sub 
Sub temp_range(s_name, c, hist, rowcounter) 
'creates histgrams given the histogram range of values 
, three histograms are created for different temp range 
, these are setup above the data 
Dim x As Integer 
Dim h As Integer 
Dim diff As Variant 
Dim y As Integer 
Dim numcolumns As Integer 
Dim numrows As Integer 
Dim temp I As Integer 
Dim temp2 As Integer 
Dim temp3 As Integer 
Dim t As Integer 
Dim rangend As Integer 
Dim rangestart As Integer 
Dim rowcount As Integer 
Dim end I As Integer 
Dim end2 As Integer 
Dim start4 As Integer 
Dim percent loopy As Integer 
Dim percentvalue As Integer 
Dim checkpercent As Integer 
Dim totalpercent As Variant 
templ = lOO 
temp2 = 200 
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temp3 ~ 300 
rowcount = 0 
endl ~ 0 
end2 ~ 0 
Range("b2").Select 
Selection.CurrentRegion.Select 
numrows = Selection.Rows.count - 5 
numcolumns ~ (Selection. Columns. count - 2) / c 
ranges tart ~ I 
rangend = numrows 
For s = I To numrows 
IfRange("b5").Offset(s, 0) < templ Then 
endl ~ endl + I 
Else 
If Range("b5").Offset(s, 0) < temp2 Then end2 ~ end2 + I 
End If 
If Range("b5").Offset(s, 0) < temp3 Then start4 ~ start4 + I 
Next s 
Fort ~ I To 3 
Sheets(s ~ name ).Select 
1ft ~ 2 Then rangestart ~ I 
1ft ~ 2 Then rangend ~ end I 
1ft ~ 3 Then rangestart ~ rangend 
1ft ~ 3 Then rangend ~ end2 + endl 
1ft ~ 4 Then rangestart ~ rangend 
1ft ~ 4 Then rangend ~ numrows 
Rows(" I:" & hist).select 
Selection. Insert Shift:~xIDown 
Range("a" & (hist • t) + 5 & ":a" & (hist • t) + hist + 2).Copy 
Range("b2").PasteSpecial 
Range("c 1 ") = " temp range" & t 
For y ~ I To numcolumns 
Range("b2").Offset(0, Y • c) ~ Range("b2").Offset«hist· t) + 3, Y • c) 
Range("b I ").Offset(O, Y • c).Select 
ActiveCell.FormulaR I C I ~ "~sum(R3C:R" & hist - I & "C)" 
Range("c\ ").Offset(O, y • c).Selecl 
ActiveCell.FormulaR I C I ~ "~sum(R3C:R" & hist - I & "Cl" 
For x ~ rangestart To rangend 
Range("b5").Offset«hist • t) + x, y • c). Select 
diff~ Range("b5").Offset«hist • t) + x, y' c) 
For h ~ I To hisl - 3 
If diff <> 1"1 Then 
Ifh ~ hist - 3 Then 
Ifdiff> Range("b2").Offset(h, O).Value Then 
Range("b2").Offset(h, y • c) ~ Range("b2").Offset(h, Y • c) + I 
End If 
End If 
If diff < Range("b2").Offset(h, O).Value Then 
Range("b2").Offset(h, Y • c) ~ Range("b2").Offset(h, Y • c) + I 
h ~ hist - 3 
End If 
Else 
h ~ hist - 3 
End If 
Nexth 
Next x 
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Range("e3").Offset(0, y' c). Select 
AetiveCell.FormulaRICI = "=RC[-I]/SUM(R3C[-I]:R" & hist - I & "C[-lll'IOO" 
Range("e3").Offset(0, y' c). Select . 
Seleetion.AutoFill Destination:=Range("e3:e" & hist - 1).Offset(O, y , c), Type:=xIFiIlDefault 
Sheets( s _name). Se leet 
Sheets("data").Range("B I ").Offset(roweounter, 0) = Sheets(s_ name).Range("CI ") 
Sheets("Data").Range("A I ").Offset(roweounter, 0) = Sheets(s_name).Range("B I ").Offset(l, y , c) 
For pereentloopy = I To 4 
pereentvalue = percent loopy , 2 + 2 
totalpereent = 0 
'this loop goes down the list of histogram setup and checks if the values fit within the percentage 
error 
For eheekpereent = I To hist - 3 
If Range("B2").Offset(eheekpereent, (y' c) + 1).Text = "#DJV/O!"_ 
Or Range("B2").Offset(eheekpereent, (y , c) + 1).Text = "#NUM!" _ 
Or Range("B2").Offset(eheekpereent, (y , c) + I ).Text = "#V ALUE!" _ 
Or Range("B2").Offset(eheekpereent, (y , c) + 1).Text = "" Then' 
Range("B2").Offset(eheekpereent, (y' c) + 1).ClearContents 
End If 
If Range("B2'').Offset(eheekpereent, 0) > (pereentvalue 
Range("B2").Offset(eheekpereent, 0) <= pereentvalue Then 
totalpereent = totalpereent + Range("B2").Offset(eheekpereent, (y , c) + I) 
End If 
Next eheckpereent 
Sheets("data").Range("B I ").Offset(roweounter, percent loopy) = totalpereent 
Next pereentloopy 
rowcounter == rowcounter + I 
Nexty 
Sheets(s_ name).Seleet 
Call graphJheadings(hist) 
Call graph_ereate(hist, s_name, t, numeolumns, c) 
Next t 
End Sub 
Sub graphJheadings(hist) 
Range(" A3 ").Seleet 
AetiveCell.FormulaRICI = "=""Iess than "" &RC[I]" 
Range("A3 ").Seleet 
Seleetion.AutoFill Destination:=Range("A3:A" & hist - 2), Type:=xIFiIlDefault 
Range("A3:A" & hist - 2).Seleet 
Range("A" & hist - I ).Seleet 
AetiveCell.FormulaRICI = "=""more than "" & RC[I]" 
End Sub 
Sub graph _ ereate(hist, s _name, t, numeolumns, c) 
Dim x_values As Range 
Dim y _values As Range 
Dim graphdata As Range 
Dim e _name As String 
• -I) And 
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Dim c_title As String 
Dim g As Integer 
Dim r _name As String 
Range("A3:A" & hist - 1).Select 
Set x values ~ Selection 
Range("c3:c" & hist - 1).Offset(O, c).Select 
Set y _ values ~ Selection 
Set graphdata ~ Union(x_ values, y_ values) 
c name = 5 name & "e" & t 
- -
c_title = s_oame & " Temperature range" & t 
r_name = Range("c2").Offset(0, c - I) 
Charts. Add 
ActiveChart.ChartType ~ xlColumnClustered 
ActiveChart.SetSourceData Source:~graphdata, PlotBy:~xIColumns 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection( I ).name ~ r _name 
ActiveChart.Location Where:~xILocationAsNewSheet, name:~c_name 
With ActiveChart 
.HasTitle ~ True 
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text ~ c title 
.Axes(xICategory, xIPrimary).HasTitle ~ True 
.Axes(xICategory, xIPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Percentage error" 
.Axes(xIValue, xIPrimary).HasTitle ~ True 
.Axes(xIValue, xIPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text ~ "Percentage" 
End With 
For g ~ 2 To numcolumns 
Sheets(s _name ).Select 
Range("c3:c" & hist - 1).Offset(O, c • g).Select 
Set y _ values ~ Selection 
r_name ~ Range("b2").Offset(0, c • g) 
Sheets( c _name ).select 
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection.NewSeries 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(g).Values ~ y_ values 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(g).name ~ r _name 
Next g 
End Sub 
Sub c1ear_crap4(c) 
I for use with the error detennination sheets 
'this subroutine removes the error message from cells 
'clears the cells of error values 
Dim x As Integer 
Dim y As Integer 
Dim total rows As Double 
Dim totalcolumns As Double 
Dim limit As Integer 
limit ~ 30 
Range("a I ").Select 
Selection.CurrentRegion.Select 
totalrows ~ (Selection.Rows.count) - 5 
totalcolumns ~ «Selection.Columns.count) - 2) I c 
'autoformat width 
Cells. Select 
Cells.EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Range("a I ").Select 
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For y ~ I To totalrows 
For x ~ I To total columns 
Range("e5").Offset(y, (x - I)· c). Select 
If Range("e5").Offset(y, (x - I)· c).Value < -limit_ 
Or Range("e5").Offset(y, (x - I)· c).Value > limit Then 
Forz~ I Toc 
Range("e5").Offset(y, (x - I)· c + (I - z)).C1earContents 
Nextz 
End If 
Next x 
Next y 
End Sub 
Sub clear _ nonwavelengths2(maxseparation) 
, auto formats cell width so that #### doesnot cause a problem 
I removes values equal to or less than zero, 
, greater than maximum ·sepatation of peaks, 
and #div/O! 
, number of rows and colums in the sheet are counted and used for the loop 
Dim num_rows As Integer 
Dim num_colums As Integer 
Dim x As Integer 
Dim y As Integer 
num_rows ~ Range("b I "). Value 
num_colums ~ Range("dl").Value 
'autoformat width 
Cells. Select 
Cells.EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Range("b2").Select 
, removes crap 
For y ~ I To numJows 
For x ~ I To num colums 
If Range("b2").Offset(y, x).Text ~ "#D1V/O!" Then Range("b2").Offset(y, x).ClearContents 
If Range("b2").Offset(y, x).Value <~ 0 Then Range("b2").Offset(y, x).ClearContents 
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If x < (num_colums / 2) + I And Range("b2").Offset(y, x).Value > maxseparation Then 
Range("b2 "). Offset(y, x ).ClearContents 
Next x 
Nexty 
End Sub 
Sub clear_textO 
, for use with the error determination sheets 
'this subroutine removes the error message from cells 
'clears the cells of error values 
Dim x As Integer 
Dim y As Integer 
Dim total rows As Double 
Dim totalcolumns As Double 
Range("a I ").Select 
Selection.CurrentRegion.Select 
totalrows ~ (Selection.Rows.count) - 2 
totalcolumns ~ «Selection.Columns.count) - 2) 
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'autoformat width 
Cells. Select 
Cells.EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Range("al ").Select 
For y ~ I To totalrows 
For x ~ I To totaleolumns 
If Range("b2").Offset(y, x).Text ~ "#DlV/O!"_ 
Or Range("b2").Offset(y, x).Text ~ "#NUM!" _ 
Or Range("b2").Offset(y, x).Text ~ "#VALUE!" _ 
Or Range("b2").Offset(y, x).Text ~ "" Then 
Range("b2").Offset(y, x).ClearContents 
-~--- - - - Erid-IC -----~ - - - - --- ---
Next x 
Nexty 
End Sub 
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9.7.2 Summing the spectrum and finding the 
average 
This program was written in excel and was used to add a number of spectrum together to 
determine if a reliable average could be determined from a summation of spectrum over a 
wide temperature range. 
Sub find _averageO 
Dim reading(l To 2050) As Variant 
Dim back(l To 2050) As Variant 
Dim filenumber As String 
Dim tempset As String 
Dim minfile As Integer 
Dim maxfile As Integer 
Dim sheetcounter As Integer 
Dim filecount As Integer 
Dim sheetnumber As Integer 
Dim sheetname As String 
Dim setnumber As Integer 
Dim setcounter As Integer 
Dim myfilename As String 
Dim x As Double 
Dim opencount As Integer 
Dim intave As Integer 
Dim maxmin As Integer 
Sheets("start").Select 
sheetnumber ~ Range("A2") 
'copies sheets 
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For x = I To sheetnumber 
sheetname = Range("A2").Offset(x, 0) 
Sheets(sheetname ).seleet 
Sheets(sheetname ).Copy Before:=Sheets( I) 
Sheets(sheetname &." (2)").Seleet 
Sheets(sheetname & " (2)").Name = sheetname & "-back" 
Sheets("start"). Select 
Next x 
For sheeteounter = I To sheetnumber 
Sheets("start"). Select 
sheetname = Range("A2").Offset(sheeteounter, 0) 
Sheets( sheetname ).Se leet 
Range("B2").CurrentRegion.Seleet 
setnumber = Selection. Columns. Count - I 
For setcounter = I To setnumber 
For x = I To 2050 
reading(x) = 0 
Next x 
fileeount = Range("B I ").Offset(O, seteounter) 
For groupeount = I To fileeollnt 
tempset = Range("B3'').Offset(groupeount· 5 - 5, seteounter) 
minfile = Range("B4").Offset(groupeount • 5 - 5, seteounter) 
maxfile = Range("B5").Offset(groupeount • 5 - 5, seteounter) 
For openeount = minfile To maxfile 
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If open count < 10 Then myfilename = "C:lmy Doeumentslalisonlh datalH" & tempset & "RO" & 
opencount 
If openeount > 9 Then myfilename = "C:lmy Doeumentslalisonlh datalH" & tempset & "R" & 
opencount 
Workbooks.OpenText filename:=myfilename, Origin_ 
:=xIWindows, StartRow:=I, DataType:=xIDelimited, TextQualifier:= _ 
xIDoubleQuote, 'ConseeutiveDelimiter:=False, Tab:=True, Semieolon:=False,_ 
Comma:=False, Spaee:=False, Other:=False, Fieldlnfo:=Array(l, I) 
For x = I To 2050 
reading(x) = reading(x) + Range("A2").Offset(x, 0) 
Next x 
ActiveWorkbook.Close 
Next openeount 
Next groupeount 
maxmin = (maxfile - minfile) + I 
For x = I To 2050 
Range("B39").Offset(x, seteounter) = reading(x) I maxmin 
Next x 
intave = Int(Range("B37").Offset(0, seteounter» 
Workbooks. Open "C:IMy DoeumentslAlisonlh datalblanksheet" 
Forx= I To 2050 
Range("A2").Offset(x, seteounter) = reading(x) I maxmin 
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Next x 
Applieation.DisplayAlerts = False 
AetiveWorkbook.SaveAs lilename:="C:IMy DoeumentslAlisonlh datalh" & sheetname & "R" & 
intave, 
FileFormat:=xlText, CreateBaekup:=False 
AetiveWorkbook.Close 
'sorts out background reading 
Forx= I To 2050 
baek(x) = 0 
Next x 
For groupeount = (To fileeount 
tempset = Range("B3").Offset(groupeount * 5 - 5, seteounter) 
For Y = I To 2 
Ify = I Then minlile = I 
Ify = I Then maxlile = 5 
Ify = 2 Then minfile = 11 
Ify = 2 Then maxlile = 15 
For openeount = minlile To maxlile 
If openeount < 10 And tempset < 210 Then myfilename = "C:lmy Doeumentslalisonlh datalH" 
& tempset & "BAO" & open count 
If opencount < 10 And tempset > 210 Then myfilename = "C:\my Documents\alison\h data\H" 
& tempset & "BO" & openeount 
If open count > 10 And tempset < 210 Then myfilename = "C:lmy Doeumentslalisonlh datalH" 
& tempset & "BA" & openeount 
If openeount > 10 And tempset > 210 Then myfilename = "C:lmy Doeumentslalisonlh datalH" 
& tempset & "B" & openeount . 
Workbooks. Open Text lilename:=myfilename, Origin _ . 
:=xIWindows, StartRow:=I, DataType:=xIDelimited, TextQualilier:= _ 
xlDoubleQuote, ConseeutiveDelimiter:=False, Tab:=True, Semieolon:=False, 
Comma:=False, Spaee:=False, Other:=False, Fieldlnfo:=Array(l, I) 
Forx= I To 2050 
baek(x) = baek(x) + Range("A2").Offset(x, 0) 
Next x 
AetiveWorkbook.Close 
Next openeount 
Nexty 
Next groupeount 
'copies reading - background into sheet 
Sheets(sheetname & "-baek").Seleet 
For x = I To 2050 
Range("B39").Offset(x, seteounter) = (reading(x) I maxmin) - (back(x) I 10) 
Next x . 
'creates a text lile of just the background 
Workbooks.Open "C:IMy DoeumentslAlisonlh datalblanksheet" 
For x = I To 2050 
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Range("A2").Offset(x, setcounter) = back(x) / 10 
Next x 
Application.Display Alerts = False 
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ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs filename:="C:IMy DocumentslAlisonlh datalh" & sheetname & "B" & 
intave, 
FileFormat:=xIText, CreateBackup:=False 
ActiveWorkbook.Close 
'creates a text file of the reading - background 
Workbooks. Open "C:IMy DocumentslAlisonlh datalblanksheet" 
For x = I To 2050 
Range("A2").Offset(x, setcounter) = (reading(x) / maxmin) - (back(x) / 10) 
Next x 
Application.DisplayAlerts = False 
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs filename:="C:IMy DocumentslAlisonlh datalh" & sheetname & "RB" & 
intave, _ 
FileFormat:=xIText, CreateBackup:=False 
ActiveWorkbook.Close 
Next setcounter 
Next sheetcounter 
End Sub 
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9. 7.3 Lab View program to determine 
temperature from spectrum in real time 
The part of the program which communicates with the spectrometer is software 
developed by the spectrometer company. I have added to this to produce the collectioI1 of 
data from the spectrum which could then be used to determine' the temperature. I have 
also added functions to enable the spectrum and tlie temperature reading to be saved. 
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9.7.3.1 
Connector Pane 
Front Panel 
Block Diagram 
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ID 
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~ 
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9.7.3.2 peakfind. vi 
Connector Pane 
spectrum~ Position 
Master Coefficients ~ Locations 
threshold . - p . Amplitudes 
width Peaks 
Front Panel 
Block Diagram 
[i] 
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9. 7.3.3 MinMaxAve. vi 
Connector Pane 
Front Panel 
average 
min value 
______ ,max value 
~ ." 
., ' ~ • • 11 
, ; , 
,,- ~ 
, . 
• .' ~,I 11 
Block Diagram 
"T··'··· 
~ 1[QQt. ---
~---- --- --- . -. ··-Ii =fi: , 
§P 
DJ 
DJ 
~ 
~ n [3~ 
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9.7.3.4 save spectra 2.vi 
Connector Pane 
Spectrum 
Directory and file name 
Number of files 
Front Panel 
Block Diagram 
ID 
............. ~ Save 
I!EJ- -~ 
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9.7.3.5 save temp.v; 
Connector Pane 
Temperature~ 
Directory and file name .:...------~ 
Front Panel 
Block Diagram 
Appendix 
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9.7.3.6 ytt....Pos_temp.vi 
Connector Pane 
~t po average positions temp min value mcnc value T emDer atule 
Front Panel 
Block Diagram 
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Connector Pane 
positions 
Front Panel 
Block Diagram 
, .... 
, .... 
average 
min value 
malo( value 
T emoer ature 
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9.7.3.8 ytt-posinCrepiace. vi 
Connector Pane 
peakno.--~ 
intanay 
int value 
pos ana}, 
pos value 
Front Panel 
Block Diagram 
new int array 
new pos array 
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9.7.3.9 ytt-posinCv5.vi 
Connector Pane 
allpos~intensity 
allint~position . 
- - - - -
Front Panel 
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Block Diagram 
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9.7.3.10 ytCtemp_v2.vi 
Connector Pane 
position 
~--postemp 
minvalue 
L-",:-o--"""""L max value 
'--- averaqe 
Front Panel 
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9.8Equations 
9.8.1 L . 181 orentZlan 
where; 
A = Amplitude 
C = Center 
W = full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
9.8.2 G ··181 aUSSlan 
where; 
A = Amplitude 
C = Center 
W = full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
9.8.3 Voighl81 
where; 
AL = Lorentzian amplitude 
YG = Gaussian width 
YL = Lorentzian width 
C = Center 
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y +<0 e-Z2 
V(X, y) = - f '( )' dz 
1t _~y + X-z 
9.8.4 Pearson V//ISI 
where 
A 
A = amplitude 
C = centre 
W = full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
9.8.5 
R(x) = Cl RI (x)+ c,R, (x)+ p(x) 
where; 
R(x) = net intensity at the position x 
Cl & C2 = amplitude factors for the RI & R2 peaks 
p(x) = background factor 
Rk (x) = CL (k)L(Ak ,Bk ,x)+ (J -CL (k ))G(Ak,B; ,x) 
where; 
CL(k) = relative amplitude factor 
o ::; CL(k) ::; 1 
B' 
L(A,B,x)= ( )' 
B' +4 A-x 
G(A B' x)=exp(ln(Y,XA-x)'J 
' , (B/,)' 
where; 
Ak = peak position for peak Rk 
Bk = full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the Lorentzian contribution 
B'k = full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the Gaussian contribution 
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9.8.6 Stern-Volmer 
The relationship between luminescence output and oxygen partial pressure is given by 
the Stem-Volmer equation below. 
J . r 
Stem-Volmer equation ~ = I +K,"P.() = _0 Equation 9-5 J .• r 
IRlT P 
-'-' = 1+ K -- Equation 9-6 I .H' P
RI
'
F 
K,\"V = Tok,\"V Equation 9-7 
P = the partial pressure of oxygen 
10 = the luminescence output at zero oxygen pressure (unquenched) 
I = the luminescence output at some oxygen pressure P 
Ksv = the Stem-Volmer constant . 
TO = the lifetime of the luminescence at zero oxygen content (un quenched) 
T = the lifetime of the luminescence at some oxygen content 
IREF = the intensity reference value of a particular point 
PREF = the pressure reference value of a particular point 
ksv = the bimolecularcollisional quenching rate 
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